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Overview

STEP- Progress, Status, & Impact

Eric Lebegue
Espri Concept

Sophia-Entipolis, France

(Eric.Lebegue @esprico.fr)

Georg Siebes
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, California

/"- Overview "x

This presentation has three parts

• About STEP

• STEP-TAS & STEP-NRF

• Demo

It is intended to be informal and we encourage

k,.,questions J
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• STEP purpose: To break down barriers to

data exchange

• STEP name: STandard for the Exchange of

Product model data

About STEP

,rides an unambiguo ,_i

interpretable definition of the physical and

nctional characteristics of a

NASA/CP-- 1999-208695 2



• Defense budgets continuing to decline

• Aerospace industry consolidating at all levels

• Auto industry under cost and time to market pressures

• Electronics industry becoming more competitive

Supplier chain becoming a critical component of thebusiness environment

f About Step- Enabling

STEP enables:

• consistent and timely data sharing

• complete and accurate data exchange

• reuse of design, planning, and

manufacturing data

J
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About STEP

Development

About Step - Characteristics

STEP incorporates meaning of data into
data structure

STEP is shareable and extensible

STEP provides a formal and computer

sensible data modeling language

STEP utilizes a development process that

includes sub ect area experts J

NASA/CP-- 199%208695 4



f
About STEP- Features

STEP is software-technology-independent

- STEP representation of models is the "iingua-franca" for CAx tools

- Use of STEP as standard data format allows CAx tool technology to evolve while retaining

model information in a neutral data structure

STEP is driven by CAx tool users

- Developed by major OEM's and NIST with help from tool vendors

- Leading developers/users include major aerospace, automotive, shipbuilding, and

manufacturing companies

• STEP spans CAx disciplines: MCAD, ECAD, CAE

- STEP is the only standard that spans all engineering disciplines

- Using its comprehensive models and mapping technology, STEP can be used to integrate

heterogeneous data -- e.g.:

_. IGES, TCON/FEMAP, EDIF, IDF, VHDL, SPICE, IPC, Gerber, GENCAM, etc. _._

#r About STEP - original target

Initially targeted at structural design and

fabrication

- Geometry, Tolerances, Features

- Bill of materials" material, process

specification, part identification, notes

J
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f About Step - Expansion -'N

• Now expanding to: engineering analysis, electrical

design, functionality ...

• Multi-sector: aeronautics, aerospace, automotive,

processing, shipbuilding, construction

• Organizations: PDES Inc (predominantly US),
ProStep, GOSET, and Italian STEP center

(Europe), JSTEP (Japan), also Australia, Canada,
and China j

About STEP- Architecture

Description
Methods

Part 11
EXPRESS

Framework

Part 13
STEP

Development
Methodology

I Application Protocols 1and Abstract Test Suites
Parts 200+ _ 300+

r Application Interpreted Constructs !Parts 500+

Application Resources
Parts 101+

Generic Resources

Parts 41-99

__ Implementation Methods "_

Part 21 Physical File, |
PartR _._Q nntn nP_P__amAthnd J

Conformance

Methods

Part 31
Conformance
Testing
Methods:

General

Concepts

Parts 32-35
Reqs for Test

Labs & Clients
Test Methods

for File & Data
access metho_

J
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About STEP- EXPRESS "x

• Declarative object-like, Pascal-like, information modeling

language

• Used to specify data semantics and structure for Data

Architecture and other STEP specifications

• Entities, Types, Rules and Functions are basic constructs

of EXPRESS

• Logical collections of data constructs are partitioned into

Schemas

• Formal syntax permits automated processing of EXPRESS

models j

fAbout STEP - Application Protocols "N

• AP201: Explicit Drafting

• AP 202: Associative Drafting

• AP 203: Configuration Controlled 3D Designs of Mechanical Parts and
Assemblies

• AP204: Mechanical Design using boundary representation

• AP205: Mechanical Design using Surface Representation

• AP 207: Sheet Metal Die Planning and Design

• AP 208:Life Cycle Product Change Process

• AP209: Composite & Metallic Analysis & Related Design

• AP 210: Electronic Assembly, Interconnect and Packaging Design

• AP 212: Electromechanical Design and Installation

• AP 213: Numerical Control (NC) Process Plans for Machined Parts

_,,, AP214: Core Data for Automotive Mechanical Design Processes J

NASA/CP-- i 999-208695 7



fAbout STEP- Application Protocols _

• AP 215-218: Ship Arrangement, Molded Forms, Piping, Structures

• AP 220PCA Process Planning

• AP 221 : Functional Data and their Schematic Representation for Process Plant

• AP222: Design to Manufacturing for Composite Structures

• AP 223: Exchange of Design and Manufacturing Product Information for Cast
Parts

• AP224 Mechanical Product Definition for Process Planning Using Machining
Features

• AP 225 : Building Elements Using Explicit Shape Representation

° AP 226: Ship Mechanical Systems

• AP 227: Plant Spatial Configuration

• AP 231 : Process Design and Process Specifications of Major Equipment

AP 232: Technical Data Packaging Core Information and Exchange

AP 233: Systems Engineering J

f About Step - Maturity "_

Examples of production use:

• LMA Joint Strike Fighter, F-16, F-22

• Boeing C-17, 777, 767-400, cooperating
with RR, Pratt & Whitney, and GE

• General Motors

• Ford

• Delco Electronics

NASA/CP-- 1999-208695
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Part 2

Now we look at "thermal" STEP:

- STEP-TAS

- STEP-NRF

J

Appendix- References

• Useful historical and business view at:

http ://www.ukcic.org/step/stpgolb l.htm

• The one-page summary at:
http ://www.mel.nist.gov/sc5/soap/

• US National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST):

http ://w ww. nist. go v/s c4! J
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f Appendix- References

• PDESinc: International consortium

promoting STEP:
h ttp ://w w w. s cra. org/pde sinc. html

• ProSTEP: European focus for STEP in
automotive industry:
http://www.prostep.darmstadt.gmd.de/

• The Product Data Technology Advisory
Group: ESPRIT focus for STEP:

K._ http ://w ww.cadlab.tu-berlin.de/~PD TA G/ _

f Appendix- References

• NASA STEP Central

http ://misspiggy.gsf c.nasa.gov/step

• ESPRI CONCEPT STEP-TAS

http ://cyclone.ceram.fr/step-tas/

• CAD translation service at:

K,_ http ://www.steptools.com/

NASA/CP-- 1999-208695 10



Overview

STEP- TAS & STEP-NRF

Thermal Analysis Data Exchange

In the European Space Industry

Eric Lebegue
Espri Concept

Sophia-Entipolis, France

Georg Siebes
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, California

(Eric.Lebegue@esprico.fr)

MET7 09 JUL I_8
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Espri Concept Share Holder

COGEMA ]

ASYSTEM FLUOR DANIEL

A,SJ

|

ASYSTEM SERVICES INTERNATIONAL

PETRO

CHEMICALS

44%

NUCLEAR FLUEL

CYCLE

2%

AUTOMOTIVE

9%

POWER

GENERATION

1%

SPACE/DEFENCE

11%

AIRCRAFT

1%

CHEMICALS/PHAR

MACEUTICALS

12%

METALLURGY

2%

OTHER SECTORS

18%
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Yesterday situation in European space thermal
analysis data exchange

... other CAD tools

Today" a beginning of solution with SET
(French Standard)

... other CAD tools

l CATIA ] _... _ / Y J ESARAD ]

l (EspriC0ncept)I _/ _,_ l THERMICA J

I BAGHERA t

(CNES, Aerospatiale , ] ESATANI [ ! _UOR [
..... Espri Concept) 1
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Tomorrow" more exchange with STEP (International
Standard)

... other CAD tools

[ CADDS t q -"-: ....... tSAE

! ..o._.., / __ 14i-:...............
PATRAN NASA tools

l ..... l ESATAN l Dynaworks_

l (MSC) I _ (Intespace) I

After tomorrow" data integration around database(s)

-- ,///_ Simulation

I SAn%_tyU_sal _ l,, Baghora....20, I 00' _ ]

_/_/-,____j/I _ ...

NASA/CP-- 1999-208695 14



STEP a complete technology

• An ISO standard (10303) distributed in parts

Application layers

Logical layers

Physical layers

Application protocols = use case of IRe /

(parts 200- 299 or STEP-TAS/NRF) IIntegrated Resources = generic and specific CompOnents /

i (pads 41 - 199 & space Integrated Resources) II

(part 11) II

{ I EXPRESS : Formal description of data models /
SDAI = Programming standards (C, C++, IDL,JAVA...) (parts i

22- 26) III
{ ASCII format Binary_/(part 21) format ?[,_,,r, |

STEP is also a methodology...

End-user &

software engineers
(for prototyping)

................................ !

Context evl

._ (AAM)

Standard specialists •

Software engineers

Software engineers & end-user

applications specialists

Certification laboratory

End-users i

r .............................
z
' Context ev2

' (AAM)i
i

i

!

I Ll_s_ssand De e_ _ .....
• (SDAI) ...........

!

i
evolution 1

z............................... •

user model ev2

User model evl (ARM)
(ARM)

Interpretation ev2

(AIM)

(SDAi) .....

!

T
interfaces et Viewers evl _B nterfaces et viewers ev2

I (INTERFACES) ...... II (INTERFACES) i i

I Certlficatio. evl II ....... , "-)"

"l _,UD,,E,i / :
• _k "--'J" .... 4_ [ User validation ev2/II (usE)....................'1I

evolution 2

!............................. i
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... and associated Tools

[ _

Definitions,

I clauses, I

CASE T_Is
(OMT/UML,...)

!

EXPRESS I -- C++

LC>

i

Java

Classes_s

Netscape ou ]
Internet Explorer,..

JAVA C Fortran

Classes Libraries Libraries

The choice of ESA and CNES

Adoption of ISO STEP standards :

- AP203: CAD

- AP209 : structural analysis

Developme.nt of extensions for Spacecraft engineering

- STEP-TAS :Thermal Analysis

- STEP-NRF : Network based analysis model Results

- Fluid network for Propulsion

- Space configuration management

- Mass & inertia budget

NASA/CP-- !999- 208695 16



Leader •

Espri Concept

The Spacecraft STEP extensions
development consortium

l u.,..od.,II

I interpretation i

(A!M) I
T

t ,b,..-,, 08/
(SOAII .... !
Y_

interfaces & viers
/

(INTERFACES) I
¥

Certification /

(VALIDATE) I

Fokker Space / Espri Concept

Fokker Space / Espri Concept

GOSET / Espri Concept

Espri Concept / STEP Tools Inc.

Alstom / Espri Concept /

STEP Tools Inc/Intespace...

GOSET

CNES, Alcatel, Aerospatiale,

Matra...

STEP-TAS • End-user geometry & orbits

[ Triangle, rectangle, quadrilateral, disc,_ cylinder, cone, sphere; parabOloid."

_ i""o"on"[

diam_e_r "J_ +_ _d_irection.2

/ start_anglo
p3 .IP

Associated Thermo-optical properties

solar absoq_tance

ir(ra-red emitance

solar and infra-red transmitance

I I IIIII

,roe_ar,oma,y_'-.-...\

.............. , body _ _lperlap sIS
governing_celestial_body j

eccentricity = 1 ..__.....f _/__ semi_major axis
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STEP-TAS • Product structure and kinematic

+Y

_-X

mY yoke

haft

i
1
I

-Y shaft

-Y yoke

main

-Y shaft (/_

-Y yoke

.v panel t { (

-Y panel 2 ( (

bo dy

+Y shaft

+Y yoke

+Y panel 1

+Y panel 2

(_ is a kinematic link

__ is a kinematic_joint

(a) Schematic shape m odel of a typical
corn munications satellite with two tully
deployed solar array wings

(b) The corresponding kinematic_model
presented as a topological graph

STEP-NRF
Definition and results of Analysis, Test and Operation using Network

Models

_G-Discipline generic

• Campaign

• Phases

• Cases

• Runs

• Nodes &

nodes relationship

• Properties

_G-Future : HDF binary
format

NASA/CP-- 1999-208695 18



Editorial architecture

iF"

Use From

I _, Structural I

tjl properties ,

,,= dictionary I
+ ..... --==.
i •
i /
i /

!
i
!
i

STEP:NRF
AP

_space Domaln M _rmalAn,i;sis _ [ STEPGenericSnd _ Analysis and I[
gratedApplication 1 IntegratedApplication [ ]ntegrat_ Applicati0n TestsResults •

Resources _esources l Resources IntegratedApplicstion_.J_
I ('SO_'[_ _'ilI_i') Resources(__Z_...I II I.CE 1,

High Level Libraries

iT loaded in

calls

High LeVel Libraries
C, C++, Fortran, JAVA ....

(Espri Concept)

. [

calls

]

"llllllllll

I "t+...... +........i_+!::-

i+=/

...... _i,,../_
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Libraries distribution

standard interfaces ,.. other CAD tools

_ i ATS-TAS Library
Aeroapatiale

standard interface _'". /

& Aerospatiale/ESP i CATIA _, ",
CONCEPT ....... "_'" "x x _ _ . ESA/GEC-MEC

I ,TS-TASLibra_ I_..._ _ _/ ! ESARAD 1

SET-_/3 t._..--'_ r-

MATRADATAVlS_/I TAS_R___

' ATS-TASLIbrary i/ _ _ _ _ ATS'TASLibra" I

IT,==R,V,ew.r_'] ' " ,/,/ \ _
ESP.,CONCEPT -- _, _ _ ES.IESP.,CONCEPT

ATS-TAS Library [ _ ' i -

• ' ....... ....., I "s-T'=L'b'_,I I T_RMiCA 1BAGHE_
II I I FLUOR MATRAMARCONiSPACE

CNES / ESPRI CONCEPT CNES
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BAGHERA 2OOO
Engineering Design and Analysis Data Warehouse based on STEP

On-going activities

• STEP-TAS&NRF Editorial and associated software

consolidation for ISO proposal

• STEP Visualizer: STEP-TAS&NRF.

- Windows and Java platforms

• CAD / Analysis exchange consolidation

• STEP AP for Propulsion

• STEP AP for Spacecraft technical data and documentation

configuration management

• Binary format for STEP with HDF (NCSA)

• STEP-NRF harmonisation with EDF and CEA

• STEP-NRF implementations (ESATAN,Dynaworks)

,_- Harmonisation with NASA ?

NASA/CP-- 1999-208695 21





Overview

STEP- TAS Demonstrations

Eric Lebegue
Espri Concept

Sophia-Entipolis, France

(Eric .Lebegue @ esprico.fr)

Georg Siebes
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, California

J

The demo map

\

_1 I TSS

I STEP I
I T_SYSI _Visu..zerI

J
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f ESARAD to STEP-TAS

!

Visualizer ]

NASA/CP-- 1999-208695 24



STEP-TAS to TRASYS

|

J

TSS to STEP-TAS

L II

J
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I ..... STEP
Visualizer

#'- STEP-TAS to ESARAD -_

! ESARAD [

_ -- _king

J
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EFFICIENTINTEGRATIONOFCFDINTOPRODUCTDESIGN

VedatAkdag,A1MagnusonandArminWulf
ICEMCFDEngineering

Berkeley,California94705

ABSTRACT

Inrecentyears,CFDhastakenrapidstridesthroughthedevelopmentandapplicationofunified,robustandefficient
methods,andCFDgridgenerationcodeshaveshownmajorimprovementsmainlyduetostrongerlinkstothe
underlyingCADgeometry.However,manygridgenerationsystemshavefocusedoninadequateinterfaces(e.g.
IGES)fortransferringCADgeometryintothegridgenerationenvironment.Theseinterfaceshavelimitedthe
utilizationofadvancedCADfeatureslikeparametricgeometrydefinitionbygridgenerationsystems- assoonasthe
geometryistranslatedforgridgeneration,theassociativitybetweentheparametricgeometryandthegridisno
longermaintained.ICEMCFD'sdirectCADinterfacesmaintaintheassociationsbetweentheCADmodelandthe
gridgenerationprocess.UsingICEMCFD,unstructuredgridscanbedirectlyremeshedonthemodifiedgeometry.
Forstructuredgrids,oncetheinitialtopologyisdefined,changesintheCADmodelcausetheICEMCFDgrid
generationsystemtoproducecorrespondingchangesinthecomputationalgrid.ThecapabilityofICEMCFD
operatinginanintegratedgeometryandgridgenerationenvironmentisdemonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

Giventhecomputationalgrid,today,flowsolverscansimulateflowfieldsaroundverycomplicatedgeometries
supportingcomplexphysics.Geometryacquisitionandgridgeneration,inanearlydesignenvironmentwhere
geometryiscontinuallyupdatedcanbeverytimeconsuming.Theresultsareunacceptablylongturnaroundtimes
forcomplexproblems.Inanidealdesignenvironment,parametricmodelsareusedwhereevaluationofalternative
designscanbeimplementedintotheanalysisenvironmenteffortlessly.Thegridgenerationsoftwareusedshould
provideautomated,accuratetoolsthataredirectlylinkedtotheparametricgeometrymodelinthesamedesign
environment.

Inarapiddesignprocess,thegeometry"thrownoverthewall"approachfromonedisciplinetoanotherwithno
considerationforstronglinksbetweendesignandanalysisincreasesdesigncycletimeandcost."Thrownoverthe
wall"istheapproachforallgridgenerationsoftwareincludingtheearlyversionsofICEMCFD.Geometrywas
translatedintoa"thirdparty"format(IGES,PDES,VDA,STEPetc.)andthegridgenerationsystemtranslatedit
backintoit'sownenvironment(includingalltheunnecessaryinformationforCFDanalysis).Thiswasatime
consumingeffortbecausethegeometriesrequiredanexcessiveamountoftimefororganization,cleanupand
geometryextractionfromthetranslatedgeometry.In addition,usersoftenranintothewell-knownproblemsof
"surfacesdon'tmatch","holesingeometry","overlapsinsurfaces",and"missingsurfaces".Currentlyfewsoftware
toolsarebeingdevelopedtohandletheseproblemseffectively.Consideringthefeaturesintoday'sCADsystems,
thebothersomeproblemwithagenerictranslatoristhelossofparametricgeometryinformation.Asit translatesto
gridgeneration:if anyparametricdesignchangesoccur,thetranslationprocessreruns,andthesameproblemshave
tobeenduredagain.

TheprocessforgeometryacquisitioninICEMCFDthroughcommontranslatorsisshownin figureI. TheICEM
CFDIGEStranslatortranslatesNURBSsurfaces,trimmedNURBSsurfaces,andNURBcurvesintotheICEMCFD
geometrymodule'snativeformat.ThetranslationintoICEMCFDalsohastomaintainaccuracyissues,butsince
thesizeoftheproblemisnotknownbeforehand,translationisusuallyrepeatedafewtimesif thegeometryhas
complexfeatures.AfterthegeometryistranslatedintoICEMCFD'sgeometrymodule,theuserhastoorganize
geometry,cleanupunneededinformation,extractcurvesandpoints,andbuildsurfacestorepresentouter
boundarieslikeinletandexitfaces.Inordertoproducean"IntelligentGeometryforMeshGeneration",the
geometryisorganizedusingthefamilyconcept.Theuserdefinesasetoffamilies(usuallyrepresentingtheCFD
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analysisconditions)andgroupsthegeometryintothesefamilies.Duringthisprocessmeshsizerequirementsand
boundaryconditionsareattachedtothefamilyinformation.ThisgeometryinputisunifiedthroughallofICEM
CFD'smeshgenerationmodules.

Datatranslationthroughaneutralformatcreatesseveralproblemsforagridgenerationsystem.WithIGES,for
example:

• ThequalityofdataproducedbytheIGESpre-processorsvarieswidely.Toachieverobusttranslation,the
receivingpost-processormustbetunedorflavoredforeachspecificpre-processor.SinceanIGESpost-
processorisusuallydesignedtohandlegenericIGESfiles,thespecializationneededforaspecificpre-processor
isoftendifficulttoachieve.In somecases,thedatamodelofthesendingCADsystemispoorlymatchedto
theIGESdatamodelandthequalityofthemodelissignificantlydegradedinitsIGESrepresentation.

• Limitationsin theIGESinterfaceimpactthedataflowbetweentheCADsystemandgridgenerationsoftware.
Forexample,inmostCADsystems,it ispossibletoaddtheCFDfamilymetadatausingnativefeaturesofthe
CADsystemlikeentitynamingorattribution.Insomecases,theCADsystemIGESpre-processorwillnot
outputthisdataandinnocaseisthisdatahandledinanystandardway. STEPwillprobablyaddressthisissue,
butSTEPtranslatorsarestillimmatureandnotyetwidelysupported.

Theseissuesarenotuniquetogridgeneration.TheyapplytomostdownstreamapplicationsthatmakeuseofCAD
geometry.ManyU.S.companieshaveattemptedtoaddressdatatranslationissuesbyrequiringasingleCAD
systemfortheentirecompany.IntegrationofthegridgenerationsystemwiththeCADsystemusingadirectCAD
interfacesignificantlyreducestheproblemsassociatedwithdatatranslationandhasobviousadvantages:

• Usersorganizethegeometryin theirprimaryCADsystemusingafamiliaruserinterface.
• ThegeometryorganizationismaintainedintheprimaryCADmodel.
• Thereisnoneedforcleanup(whatyoudisplayiswhatyoutagforgridgeneration).
• GeometriesareasaccurateasdefinedintheirrespectiveCADsystem.Geometrydegradationissignificantly

minimizedbyeliminatingthetranslationthroughaneutralformatandbecausetheinterfaceisdesigned
specificallyfortherespectiveCADsystem.

• If therearechangestothegeometrythereisnotimeconsumingefforttore-acquireit forgridgeneration.

TheICEMCFDdirectCADinterfacemoduledescribedinfigure2providesthisenvironment.TheICEMCFD
directCADinterfaceworkswithmajorCADsystemssuchasCATIA,ICEMSurf,Pro/ENGINEER,SDRCI-
DEAS,andUnigraphics.ThesoftwareprovidedexecutesinsidetheCADsystem.Thegeometryisselectedinthe
CADsystemandtaggedwithinformation(madeintelligent)forgridgenerationsuchasboundaryconditionsand
gridsizesetc.Thisintelligentgeometryinformationissavedwiththemastergeometry.If thereisaparametric
changeinthegeometry,alltheuserhastodoisasimplefilesave for grid generation. The user can immediately re-
calculate for unstructured tetrahedral grids. The computational grid can be updated, since the topology information

remains the same, by using a replayfile for multi-block structured grids and hexahedral unstructured grids. This
approach also maintains the geometry accuracy requirements.

ICEM CFD DIRECT CAD INTERFACES

For each CAD system supported, the direct CAD interface is implemented using the native application extension
utilities of the CAD system. The interface is run as a plughl application within the CAD system's normal user

interface and presents the CAD system's normal look and feel to the user. Within the direct CAD interface module,
the user:

• Specifies tolerance and modal information required by the grid generation system.

• Defines CFD families and associates these families to point, curve, and surface geometry within the CAD
model.
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• AssociatesCFDboundaryconditionstothefamilies.
• Uses specialized features to visualize and edit the CFD families.

The geometry is transferred to the grid generation system through a save operation which writes an image of the
collected information and the entities within the CFD families to a tetin file, the grid generation system's native

geometry format. This file is read by the grid generation application in the initial steps of the actual grid generation

process. It is important to note that the primary specifications of the CFD grid reside in the CAD model. In many
cases, the CFD grid can be updated in response to parametric changes in the CAD model by rewriting the tetinfile

and rerunning the grid generator in batch mode.

SIMPLE WING-FUSELAGE GEOMETRY

The geometry shown in figure 3 was created using the Unigraphics V I3.0 modeling module. This geometry was
created using tools common to all the CAD systems with ICEM CFD direct CAD interfaces. Our objective here is
to utilize the ICEM CFD direct CAD interface to create a computational grid with the initial configuration and then

replay the grid generation after we increase the cord length of the root airfoil from 100" to 200".

This wing-fuselage with a cylindrical outer body is built using parametric solids. The geometry of the airfoil is
sketched in a 2-D plane using simple conics and lines. The cord length is 100" and we will use this length as a

parameter to change the airfoil shape thereby changing the whole wing-fuselage configuration. A sketch of the
airfoil is created in the plane going through x=0, y=0 and z=0. This sketch is transferred in the z direction

approximately 300" out and approximately 100" in x direction and scaled down by half. This produces a wing
shape with a sweep angle of about seventy degrees. The solid wing geometry is built using simple extrusion. A
curve mesh free form surface feature is created to complete the wing tip. A solid cylinder body from 0 to 180

degrees is created to represent the fuselage. Later the wing geometry and the fuselage are united to represent a
single solid. Under free form surfaces, a fillet surface with a 5" radius is created at the root of the wing where it
intersects with the fuselage and is added to the wing-fuselage solid. A second cylinder is created to represent the

outer boundary. The solid made from the wing, fillet surfaces and the cylinder are subtracted from the outer
boundary to create a single solid. Figure 4 shows the close-up of the initial wing geometry at the wing root area and

the parameters, the chord length and the maximum height of the airfoil, all available for parametric changes.

After the geometry is created, the ICEM CFD direct CAD interface is called without leaving the CAD system. The
extraction of the surfaces from the solid is done with a single selection. Using the define families option, the
families INLET, OUTLET, OUTER, FUSELAGE, UPWING, LOWING, WTIP and FLUID are created.

Appropriate surfaces, edges and points extracted from the surface edge curves are grouped into these families and
mesh sizes are defined in the process. During the grouping, the direct CAD interfaces's blank entity option is used

to blank geometry from the display to simplify the entity selection operation. The ICEM CFD direct CAD interface
writes a file, which can be utilized by ICEM CFD Hexa and ICEM CFD Tetra, to create a multi-block structured and

a tetrahedral unstructured grid respectively. Figures 5 and 6 show the structured and unstructured grids created

using ICEM CFD.

For multi-block structured grids the replayfile is saved as the multi-block structure is created. It is later replayed on

the geometry with the 200" chord length wing-fuselage configuration after the initial geometry is changed

parametrically.

Using the edit sketch tool in Unigraphics, the wing root sketch is edited and the chord length is updated from 100" to
200". When the geometo, update button is selected, the geometry shown in figure 7 is created. At this point all that
is needed is to re-write the information into the file. ICEM CFD's grid generation modules are utilized to create the

computational grids in figures 8 and 9. For the multi-block structured case, the replay file saved from the initial

configuration is played back on the new geometry. The tetrahedral grid is simply recomputed.
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ICEMCFDGRIDGENERATIONPROCESS

TheICEMCFDgridgenerationtoolsprovidethecapabilitytocreategridsfromgeometryinmulti-blockstructured,
unstructuredhexahedral,tetrahedral,hybridgridsconsistingofhexahedral,tetrahedral,pyramidalandprismatic
cells;andCartesiangridformatscombinedwithboundaryconditions.Translatorsfortheoverseventyflowsolvers
andstructuralanalysiscodesshownin figure10areprovided.

SomeofICEMCFD'sModulesare:

ICEMCFDHexa- A meshgenerationtoolbasedonaglobalblocktopologyprovidingatop-downapproachto
meshgeneration.Thissemi-automatedmeshingmoduleallowsrapidgenerationofmulti-blockstructuredor
unstructuredhexahedralvolumemeshes.ICEMCFDHexarepresentsanewapproachtomeshgeneration.The
operationsmostoftenperformedbyexpertsareautomatedandmadeeasilyavailable.Blockscanbeadjusted
interactivelyandbodyfittedinternalorexternalO-Gridscanbegeneratedbythesystemautomatically.Edge
meshingiscalculatedbasedonthedefinedmeshparametersonthesurfaces.Finallythemeshisprojectedtothe
underlyingCADgeometry.

ICEMCFD Tetra - A tetrahedral mesher that takes full advantage of Octree meshing technology. No tedious up-
front triangular surface meshing is needed to provide well-balanced tetrahedral volume grids. ICEM CFD Tetra
works directly from CAD surfaces and fills the volume with tetrahedral elements using a top-down approach,

providing triangular surface meshes on the object surfaces as well. Prescribed curves and points define positions of
edges and vertices. A powerful smoothing algorithm provides good element quality. This automatic mesh generation
tool is suitable to complex geometries and offers tools for local adaptive mesh refinement and coarsening.

ICEM CFD Prism - Hybrid tetrahedral grids consisting of layers of prism elements near the boundary surfaces and
tetrahedral elements in the interior can be generated with ICEM CFD Prism automatically.

ICEM CFD Hybrid - This module allows combining of hexahedral and tetrahedral meshes. If two regions, one

with a hexahedral grid and another with a tetrahedral grid, share surfaces, the two volume meshes can be merged
into a single mesh. At the boundary, pyramidal cells are created automatically.

ICEM CFD COMAK - This module provides parametric geometry modeling for grid generation if the geometry is
acquired using common translators.

ICEM CFD Visual3 - A new state of the art post-processing and visualization module provides the CFD

professional with easy-to-use powerful result visualization features for both structured, unstructured, and hybrid

grids. ICEM CFD Visual3 provides an in depth view of data with visualization tools such as cutting planes,
contouring, iso-surfaces, streamlines, line plots, data probes and animation. Features such as a CFD function

calculator and an intuitive based user interface make this module a powerful interpretation tool of computed results.
ICEM CFD Visual3 provides an integrated environment for CAD geometry, ICEM CFD computational grids, and
the flow solution.

CONCLUSIONS

The direct interfaces from major CAD systems to ICEM CFD's grid generation software provide a significant

improvement over the problematic methods for transferring CAD geometry into the grid generation environment
used in the past. More effective engineering in the design process should be possible with the elimination of the
tedious step of data translation (and the resulting loss of geometry associativity) from a "third party" format into the
grid generation environment.
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Figure 3: The wing-fuselage geometry model displayed in Unigraphics Version 13.0.

Figure 4: The wing root geometry with 100' chord.
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Figure 5: Multi-block grid created with ICEM CFD Hexa.

Figure 6: Unstructured grid created with ICEM CFD Tetra
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Figure7:Changingthechordlengthofthewing.

Figure8:Structuredgridcalculatedonthe200"rootchordlengthwing.
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Figure 9: Unstructured grid on the 200" root chord length wing.
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SUMMARY

Integrated analysis methods have the potential to substantially decrease the time required for analysis modeling.

Integration with computer aided design (CAD) software can also allow a model to be more accurate by facilitating

import of exact design geometry. However, the integrated method utilized must sometimes be tailored to the

specific modeling situation, in order to make the process most efficient. Two cases are presented here that

illustrate different processes used for thermal analysis on two different models. These examples are used to

illustrate how the requirements, available input, expected output, and tools available all affect the process selected

by the analyst for the most efficient and effective analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Integrated analysis methods can substantially reduce the time and effort required to produce analytical results, and

also potentially offer improved accuracy. By importing model geometry electronically, time spent in manual

creation of geometry is eliminated, and the model created reflects the exact design. By sharing a model between

the structural and thermal analysts, the time to develop a model can be cut in half. This also ensures that the
analysts are working with the same version of the geometry. The direct access between thermal and structural

models facilitates solution for problems that are driven by thermally induced stress. The exact methods and tools

used in integrated analysis can vary depending on the type of analysis, the model geometry, and the expected
variation in cases to be run. Shown here are two examples of integrated modeling approaches that differ based on

the modeling requirements.

The first case discussed is the thermal analysis of a hypersonic wing. In this situation, there were several different

proposed geometries to be analyzed, which meant that efficient import from the CAD software was important.

The heating loads were provided from an independent aeroheating code. These loads went through several

iterations and parametric studies, so that efficient import of those values significantly reduced the total analysis

time. The grid used for the aeroheating calculation was much coarser than the grid used for the thermal analysis;

therefore, the heat load distribution required interpolation to the thermal analysis mesh. The aeroheating

parameters were interpolated in time from the aeroheating calculation time steps to the much finer solution time

steps used in MSC/PATRAN THERMAL (ref. 1). The method was tailored in that the calculated aeroheating

rates were used only on the wing flat sections, and stagnation point heating was calculated separately and applied

to the swept leading edge only. Radiation analysis within the wing was performed using the VIEWFACTOR

module internal to PATRAN. Radiative loss to the atmosphere was also included. The predicted temperature

distribution was required for structural MSC/NASTRAN (ref. 2) runs to determine if the wing temperature

gradient produced excessive stresses.

The second case is that of a large space-based antenna array. The array consisted of multiple composite antenna

waveguides, each six meters in length with a small open rectangular cross-section, supported by a truss structure

of tubular composite struts and metal joints. In this case, the geometry was such that direct import from the CAD

software was neither effective nor efficient. The model was built manually, using selected import of parts from

the CAD software. The large size of the model drove the use of beams for truss members in order to simplify the

model. Orbital fluxes and radiation conductors were calculated using the TRASYS (ref. 3) solver. Because of
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limitationswithbeamelementsinbothPATRANandTRASYS,aseparateTRASYSmodelwasrequired,using
cylindricalsurfacesforthetrussmemberstocalculatecorrectorbitalfluxloads.Thetransientheatloadsfrom
TRASYSwereappliedtothePATRANmodelusingfields,withliberaluseoftextfile importandautomated
sessionfilestominimizemodelingtime.ThelimitationsofthecurrentPATRANversion(7.5)withrespectto
beamelementsrequiredtheuseofinterestingworkaroundstoapplyradiationandheatingboundaryconditionsto
thetruss.Inthissituation,therewereseveralparametricrunsperformedwithinTRASYS,sotheheatload
applicationmethodwasselectedtoprovidesimplesubstitutionof TRASYS result cases. The temperature

distributions were again required for NASTRAN structural runs, this time to determine thermally induced

deflections of the array. The driving requirement on the array was to maintain stability within certain deflection

tolerances; thermal cases were applied as loads using both the differences around a single orbit as well as

differences over a year.

The tools used in each of these two cases were tailored to the needs of that situation, and modifications to the

methods were made as necessary. Customizing the integrated analysis methods on the fly optimized the speed

and accuracy of the analysis performed in each case.

WING MODEL

Requirements

Requirements on the hypersonic wing modeling approach were as follows. The analysis was to be performed on

the horizontal wing of a hypersonic vehicle that was under design by a contractor. Several geometry

configurations and material combinations had been proposed and required analysis. Thus, it was important that

the modeling approach simplify analyzing changes to the geometry and materials. The main thermal loads on the

wing were aerodynamic heating loads from the hypersonic airflow, pr_edicted by an independent aeroheating code.
There were several different criteria used to predict aeroheating, and improvements in the design trajectory were

continually being made, which resulted in a large number of different aerodynamic load cases to be evaluated.
Thus, it was crucial that the model be able to rapidly evaluate updates to the aeroheating loads. The mesh used in

the aeroheating model was much coarser than the thermal model would need. Also, the aeroheating loads were

only put out at 18 time steps along the 127-second trajectory, which was a much larger time step than would be
used in the thermal analysis. Thus, it was critical that the thermal analysis provide accurate interpolation of the

heating data (both in space and time) onto the thermal model. A different method was required to calculate and

apply the stagnation point heating at the leading edge, without compromising the heat values applied from the

aeroheating code. The wing body contained internal open cavities. The radiation within these was a significant

factor in equalizing the thermal distribution across the wing. Radiation from the wing surface to the atmosphere

was also required to be included. The atmospheric temperature was a variable since the altitude change over the

time period in question was substantial. The selected modeling method needed to include radiation within the
geometry, as well as to an external variable temperature. Finally, the temperature prediction output was needed

not only to determine if all materials would survive, but also for structural analysis. The temperature gradient was
the main driver in creating stresses on the wing. Thus, a simple method for translating the thermal gradient to a

structural model load was necessary.

Geometry Modeling

These requirements were satisfied by the methodology chosen, which included using MSC/PATRAN to model the

wing. The geometry was imported electronically from the computer-aided design (CAD) software Pro/Engineer
(ref. 4). After the geometry was imported into PATRAN, it existed as "trimmed solid" geometry. Using the

current version of PATRAN (v. 7.5), it was only possible to mesh this with a tetrahedral mesh. For the structural

model this was acceptable. For the thermal model, however, a more detailed hex mesh was desired near the

leading edge where the extremely high heat loads and high gradients occurred. In the baseline design, the wing

consisted of two parts, as shown in Figure I. A tetrahedral mesh was acceptable on the aft or body portion of the
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wing.Fortheleadingedgeportion,nativePATRAN("blue")solidswerecreatedfromtheimportedtrimmed
solid,thusallowinganautomatedbrickorhexmesh.Boundaryconditionssuchasconvectionandradiationwere
appliedonlytothegeometryfaces.Thisallowedseveraldifferentmeshingdensitiestobeevaluatedwithout
reapplyingboundaryconditions.Whenanewgeometrywastobeevaluated,acopyoftheentiredatabasewas
usedthatincludedmaterialproperties,boundaryconditions,analysisparameters,boundarynodesandall fields.
Theoriginalgeometryandmeshweredeleted,andthenewgeometryimported.Boundaryconditionsand
propertiesthenonlyneededtobemodifiedratherthanrecreated.Whenanewgeometrywasbroughtin, it was
possibletohavethenewmodelmeshedandrunningin lessthanfourhours.Mostofthemodelsizeswerein the
rangeof 10000to30000nodes.Tocomparegeometries'performance,it wassometimespossibletousethe
trimmedsolidgeometryandasolelytetrahedralmesh.Thisdidnotallowthetruecurveoftheleadingedgetobe
represented.However,it wasfoundthatthedifferenceinareabetweenthecurvedleadingedgeandtheflatedge
presentedbythetetrahedralmeshcouldbeappliedasafactoronthestagnationpointheating.Thiswasusefulfor
qualitativecomparisonsofgeometries;thethermalerrorit inducedwasdeterminedtobelessthan5%.

BoundaryConditions

Theboundaryconditionsusedwereradiationwithinthecavities,radiationfromthewingexterior,contact
conductance,aeroheatingconvectiontothetopandbottomsurfacesofthewingandstagnationpointheatingat
thewingleadingedge.Althoughtemperature-dependentemissivitywasanoption,it wasnotusedin thiscase
sincetheemissivitieswerefairlyconstantwithtemperature,andtheadditionalaccuracywasnotfelttobeworth
thesacrificeinsolutionspeed.TheinternalPATRANmoduleVIEWFACTORhandledtheradiationwithinthe
cavities.Theviewfactorswererunwithseveraldifferenttolerancesandzerofactors.Oncetheviewfactorshad
beenrunforaparticulargeometry,theycouldbere-usedforsubsequentrunsofthatgeometrywithout
recalculation.Theradiationfromtheexteriorsurfaceofthewingtotheatmospherewasdoneusingthe"between
regions"radiationboundarycondition.A boundarynodefortheatmospherewascreated.Themodelwasrun

initially with a constant temperature for the atmosphere; later this was revised to a variable temperature boundary

condition to reflect the change in temperature with altitude.

Aeroheating Loads

FORTRAN subroutines were developed to perform the interpolation of aeroheating loads to the PATRAN model.

The aeroheating model included all wing variables that changed as a function of time, such as wing angle of
attack (AOA), altitude, mach number, etc. There are many routines built into PATRAN that allow the user to

modify operation of the PATRAN THERMAL solver; four of these were utilized in this case. The first is a uinit.f

routine, which is called once to initialize parameters before solution of the problem. Modification of this file

allows the user to initialize files for later output. In this case, a file named uopen_trans.f was called within uinit.f.

This file read in the aeroheating files and loaded them into arrays. Within the uopen_trans routine, the loads file
values and co-ordinates were translated into the units and axes used in the PATRAN model. This is a valuable

feature of this process - the units and coordinates in the loads file can differ from those used in the PATRAN

model without interfering with the smooth transfer of data. A required uncertainty factor that was variable with

time was applied to the values before loading them into the array. The next file, normally called by PATRAN at

every solution iteration, is uhval.f. This file is activated by having a convective boundary condition ID greater

than 1000 applied, and allows the user to define the desired convection configuration. The spatial interpolation

requires only 2D interpolation since the location of any point on either the top or bottom surface of the wing is

completely defined by the x and y location.

The interpolation of the loads incorporated some interesting features. The leading edge of the wing, where the

highest gradients of heating and temperatures occurred, is highly swept (65 ° from normal). An example of the

interpolated hc (convective coefficient) values and their high gradients near the leading edge is shown in Figure 2.

The aeroheating mesh was relatively coarse. Near the leading edge, both the aeroheating mesh and the PATRAN
mesh followed the sweep angle of the leading edge. Due to the coarseness of the aeroheating mesh, the

aeroheating grid spatially closest to a given PATRAN node was not always the best one to use for interpolation,
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sinceit mightbeatalocationsubstantiallyfurtherfromtheleadingedge.Thus,amethodhadtobedevelopedto
handletheinterpolationcorrectlyandweightthevaluesusingthedistancefromtheleadingedge.

Theinterpolationintimefromthe18timestepsof thetrajectorytothesolutiontimestepsusedinPATRAN
THERMALwasnecessarysincetheaverageaeroheatingtimestepwasabout10seconds,andtheaverage
PATRANsolutiontimestepwasabout0.1seconds.ThevaluesusedwithinPATRANTHERMALwere
interpolatedinaweightedfashionfromthetwoclosestpointsin timefromthetrajectory,withtheheatingattime
zeroassumedtobezero.

Another aspect of the aeroheating model that required modification was the leading edge heat flux. The he values

over the curved leading edge portion had to be calculated outside of the aeroheating code. The stagnation point hc
values were calculated separately using FORTRAN software that used Fay-Riddell methods. These values were

calculated over the same 18-point trajectory. The stagnation point values were placed in a mat.dat.apnd file and

applied as a separate boundary condition. The node points on the tangent (between the curve of the leading edge

and the flat wing section) received a combination of heating values. The leading edge curve elements had the

stagnation point he applied, and the fiat section elements had the aeroheating load file values applied. Nodes that

joined these two elements received the stagnation point heat flux on the area associated with the element on the
curved face, and the load file heat flux on the area associated with the flat section element. Thus the total heat

applied to these nodes was an average correctly weighted by area.

Radiation

The radiation within the wing cavities was calculated by the internal PATRAN module VIEWFACTOR. Several
runs were made with different zero tolerance values on the grey body factors. The optimum tolerance value was

determined by taking the value at which there were no substantial changes in viewfactors due to a decrease in the
tolerance. These calculated radiation conductors were then used in subsequent runs without the necessity for re-

calculation.

Radiation from the wing exterior to the atmosphere is an important factor in controlling the wing temperature rise.

The two materials on the exterior had relatively flat emissivity curves (little change in emissivity with temperature

over the expected temperature range), so a constant emissivity was assumed. The radiation "between regions"

boundary condition was used, with a radiation boundary node as the sink. The temperature of this node was

originally approximated as a fixed temperature, and was later improved to reflect the change in atmospheric

temperature with altitude over the trajectory. This small increase in model accuracy made very little difference in
the model results.

Contact Conductance

Since several of the wing geometries evaluated consisted of two or more separate parts, and since there were high

temperature differences between parts, the contact conductance between them was an important variable. The

parts were in general attached via pinned connections, with little or no contact pressure. The gap between the

parts would be dependent on machining tolerances, and would vary with temperature. No data on contact
conductance between the candidate material types was found. For these reasons, the contact conductance problem

was bounded by using minimum and maximum reasonable values to determine the worst-case. The minimum

value was calculated by assuming no contact, with heat transfer via radiation and conduction through still air

across the maximum gap distance. The maximum contact conductance value was determined by utilizing the

maximum no-contact-pressure value found for dissimilar materials in the published data. Contact conductance

between parts was simple to apply in PATRAN. After the parts were meshed, they were equivalanced

individually, so that nodes on the boundary between the parts were not equivatanced together. The convection

"between regions" boundary condition was used to simulate contact. This boundary condition was applied to the

geometry, so that re-meshing operations would not force extensive model modification.
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Results

Thetemperatureoutputofthemodelwasusedfortwopurposes.First,thetemperaturesof eachcomponentin
eachgeometrycasewerecomparedtothesingle-usetemperaturelimitsforthatmaterial.Thisalloweda
determinationofwhichdesignconfigurationswouldallowthematerialstosurvivethermally.Anexampleplotof
thethermaldistributionisshowninFigure3. Thegradientsattheleadingedge,apexandaroundthegeometry
pocketsintheaftwingbodyareevidentfromtheplot;thesecomplexthree-dimensionalgradientsarethemain
reasonthatthisfullyrepresentationalgeometrymodelisnecessary.Thistypeofplotallowedtheuserto
determinespecificallywhatportionsofeachpartwereexceedingthermallimits,andatwhatsolutiontimesthis
wasoccurring.Thethermalresultsarehighlytime-dependent,asshownintheexamplethermaltransientchart
(Figure4). Thisillustrateswhyalltime-varyingfeaturesoftheproblemmustbeconsidered,suchasMach
number,altitude,wingangleofattack,etc.Theseconduseforthetemperatureswastranslationtothestructural
model,whichinsomecaseshadadifferentmesh,toallowastructuralanalysisofthewingthatcombinedthermal
stressesandstressesinducedbytheairpressureloading.Thetemperaturegradientsoneachdesignwerethemain
driversinproducinglargedeflectionsandstresses.Thedeflectionsandstressespredictedforeachdesignwerethe
majorfactorsutilizedinselectingafinalvehicleconfiguration.Theuseofafullythree-dimensionalthermal
gradienttopredicttheactualstressconditionofthewingwasfoundtobemuchmoreaccuratethanusingtwo-
dimensionalcutsof thewingtoapproximatethethermaldistribution.

ORBITINGANTENNAARRAYMODEL

Requirements

Thesecondmodelingscenarioisthatofalargeorbitingspace-basedantennaarray.Themodelingapproachfor
thissystemhadverydifferentconstraintsthanthehypersonicwing.Insteadofbeingasinglepartwithrelatively
small-scalegeometry,theantennaarraywasacomplexassemblywithalargespatialextent,asshowninFigure5.
However,therewasonlyoneproposedgeometrytobeevaluated,sothatvariationoftheassemblygeometrywas
notadrivingfactorinthemodelingapproach.Onefactorinthegeometrythatwasknowninadvancetobe
variablewasthesupportstrutdiameter,soit wasdesirabletoselectamethodthatsimplifiedthisalteration.
Severalmaterialsandseveralorbitconditionsweretobeevaluated,sofacilitatingthechangeofboundary
conditionswasimportant.Sincethiswasanorbitingspace-basedarray,correctradiationconductorsandorbital
fluxesforthesurfaceswerecritical.Scheduleconstraintswereanincentivetobuildacommonmodelutilizedby
boththestructuralandthermalanalysts.Themainsciencerequirementonthearraywastominimizetheon-orbit
deflectionofthewaveguideswithrespecttoeachother.Thesedeflectionsweremainlydrivenbythethermal
gradients,sincethearraywasorbitingin0-g,andoutsideofatmosphericdrag.Thus,similartothewingmodel,
animportantfactorinselectingthemethodologywasefficienttransferoftemperaturestothestructuralanalysis
model.

GeometryModelingMethod

TheconstraintswereefficientlymetusingacombinedanalysismethodologythatutilizedbothPATRANand
TRASYS,aswellassome"manual"modeldevelopment.Thearraywascomposedof 16waveguides,each6m
in lengthwithanopenrectangularcross-sectionof 14.5x 7cm.Thisgaveaninherentlengthratiointhe
geometryofthethinnestfaceof86:1.Thewaveguideswereconnectedviaatrussoftubularstruts.Thestrut
lengthsvariedfrom0.1to 1meter,withadiameterof2.5cm,foramaximumlength-to-diameterratioof40:1.
Thejointswherestrutswereconnectedwereextremelycomplex,involvingatransitionfromcompositetrussto
metallicjoint,aswellasrotationalandlockingcapabilitywithinthejoint. Therewereseveraldozenseparate
partswithineachjoint,andover100jointsintheentireassembly.Whenthisentireassemblywaspulledin
electronicallyfromtheCADsoftwarePro/Engineer,it createdanextremelylargePATRANdatabase,evenprior
tomeshing.Anentirelyelectronicimportedgeometrymodelwouldnothavebeenreasonableinthiscase.The
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modelwouldhavebeentoolargetoallowsolutioninareasonabletime,wouldnothaveallowedsimplechangeof
materialsororbitalconditions,andwouldnothaveallowedsimpleapplicationofrotationalboundaryconditions
ontherevolutejoints.Inaddition,sincethestruttubeswereimportedastrimmedsolids,theseextremelythin-
walledstrutswouldhavebeenmeshedwithatetrahedralsolidmesh,whichwouldnothavebeenefficientor
accurate.Thediametersofthestruttubescouldnothavebeenmodifiedinasimpleway.Inordertoovercome
theselimitations,it wasdecidedtobuildthemodelusingPATRANnativeshapes(platesandbeams)with
dimensionsandpositionsfromthePro/Engineergeometry.ThePro/EngineermodelwasusedtocreateanIGES
fileof theassemblyparts'shapesandpositions.ThisIGESfilewasimportedintoPATRANandusedtoexpedite
geometrydefinition.Themodelwasconstructedusingplatesforthewaveguidesidesandbeamsforthestruts.
Thisgavethesimplestmodelandfacilitatedtheconnectionandapplicationofboundaryconditionsinboththe
thermalandstructuralanalysis.It alsopermittedsimpleforcerecoveryin thestruts.Thejointsweremodeledas
beamsofthemetallicmaterial,withthecorrectcross-sectionalareaandlength.Thisallowedthecorrect
predictionofthermally-drivenexpansionanddistortion,butsimplifiedthemodelingofjointconnections.Sinceit
hadbeendeterminedthatonlyasinglegeometryconfigurationwouldbeevaluated,thetimespentinmanual
modeldevelopmentwasnotasdetrimentalasit wouldhavebeenforasystemwithcontinuallychanginggeometry
suchasthewing.

Sincethemodelgeometrywasdevelopedmanually,partscouldbegroupedasnecessarysothatalternate
materialsforstruts,jointsandwaveguidescouldbeeasilyanalyzed.An additional benefit of using beams for the
struts was that diameters different than the baseline design could be evaluated without re-meshing or re-applying

boundary conditions. The model that was constructed only contained half the array (eight waveguides), since the
two halves were relatively similar geometrically. The PATRAN model is shown in Figure 6. The meshed model

contained roughly 13000 nodes.

Orbital Fluxes and Radiation

The most challenging part of the modeling for the thermal analyst was the application of orbital flux boundary
conditions. The VIEWFACTOR module would not handle orbital flux calculations. A translator from PATRAN

to the TRASYS radiation and orbital flux software existed, but included several severe limitations. None of the

beams would be translated, and the rectangular plates would be translated as the "POLY" surface type. At first,

this problem would seem to be tailor-made for application of the Thermal Synthesizer System (TSS), since that
would allow simple calculation of the orbital flux heating loads. There were two reasons this software was not

used. First, because of hardware limitations, there was not a running copy of TSS at NASA Langley at the time.

Second, since the structural analysis would be performed from a PATRAN model, and the thermal analyst was to

build that model, it saved a substantial amount of time to perform the thermal analysis using the same PATRAN

model. The most efficient solution found was to re-build the geometry in TRASYS. The TRASYS model is

shown in Figure 5. This allowed calculation of the transient orbital fluxes to each surface. Since the geometry

was extremely sparse, most of the viewfactors of elements to space were unity. Viewfactors were calculated
within TRASYS, but in most cases were averaged or rounded to unity when applying the radiation conductors

within PATRAN. Only four distinct regions of different radiation-to-space factors were used in the PATRAN

model, and these were applied via the "between regions" radiation boundary condition (which does not call the

VIEWFACTOR module).

Much of the geometry information could be exported from the PATRAN model and used to place and size
elements of the TRASYS model. However, there were several challenges inherent in the re-build of the geometry.

First, in the TRASYS version used (version 2.7) the bar "ELEM" element type analogous to the PATRAN beam is

not fully functional and does not provide accurate results. Thus, the strut and joint beams required construction as

cylinders. Since they had fairly large length-to-diameter ratios, most of them were multiply noded, with the

results averaged via correspondence data. Each surface area had a boundary condition applied for orbital flux, as
well as a boundary condition for radiation to space. A completely integrated method for applying radiation-to-

space to the PATRAN beam elements did not exist. Up through version 7.5 of PATRAN there is no way to
convect or radiate from 1D conduction bars in 3D space. The workaround was to apply a boundary condition to

the beams that was a variable nodal heat source on the bar nodes. The boundary condition template ID defined
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thespacenodeastheambientnodeandcalledastraight-linemicrofunctionthatdefinedtheheatasaworkaround
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the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, T,is the nodal temperature, and T,.,, is the ambient radiation sink temperature. PI,

the slope, was -_;*A]2, where E was the emissivity of the bar and A was the total perimeter area of the bar (the

negative was necessary to have the correct direction on heat flow). The value of P2, the intercept, was 0.0. A
new microfunction was required for every beam element with a different area (ref. 5).

There were 460 regions in the TRASYS model that had different orbital heat flux transients to be applied to the

PATRAN model, as well as 16 types of beams with different areas that required the radiation workaround heating

boundary condition. There were two orbit extremes to be evaluated (solar [3 = 90 ° and solar [3 = 60°). There were

two halves of the array to be evaluated, one of which was extensively shaded by the spacecraft, and the other

receiving direct sun in the [3=90 ° orbit. At first, the application of 460 boundary conditions for four different

transient orbital conditions would seem an overwhelming task. However, the orbital flux values produced by

TRASYS were in a text file, formatted in arrays of heat flux versus time. These could be manipulated in

Microsoft Excel so that the format matched that required by PATRAN THERMAL in the micro.dat.apnd file.

PATRAN THERMAL uses this file during execution to define time- and temperature-varying fields. The macros

(command sequences) in Excel for performing this manipulation were saved so that they could be used on

subsequent data sets. For the [3=60 ° orbit, there were 48 time steps in each orbit, and eight consecutive orbits

were run to achieve stable repeating results. Using the micro.dat.apnd file, all of the fields could be constructed

and applied via external text files. The template.dat.apnd file relating the boundary condition template ID to the

appropriate microfunction was also simply generated in Excel. Most of the boundary conditions were applied to

the PATRAN model in a repetitive manner, using editing of session files. Once a boundary condition had been

applied to one portion of the model, that session file could be duplicated and edited to allow more automated

application of boundary conditions. This substantially reduced the time required to apply all the boundary
conditions. Evaluation of a different orbit condition was relatively simple -- none of the boundary conditions

needed to be changed. The only alteration was to construct a new micro.dat.apnd file from the TRASYS output
file, and use that file in the thermal analysis run. This facilitated switching between the two halves of the array, as

well as evaluation of other orbital parameters and material properties. Once an analysis had been developed in
this manner, alteration to evaluate another orbital condition could be done in less than an hour.

Another consideration in this model was the conflict between boundary conditions (BCs). Each of the beam

elements had two heat source boundary conditions applied: the actual orbital heating, and the radiation
workaround. If these were run in the same thermal load case, there was a choice between adding the conditions

together, or setting an overwrite priority. Obviously, neither the radiation nor orbital heating should be
overwritten. However, if "Add" was selected under the load case definition, then nodes at the intersection of two

different beam heating BC's received double the correct amount of heating, because the beam heating BC did not

weight heating by element area. The solution implemented for this problem was to use "Overwrite" in the load
case definition, so that intersection nodes received the correct heating. Then two different load cases were run to

create two different qmacro.dat files, one for radiation psuedo-heating, and one for true orbital heating. These

qmacro.dat files were then manually combined and the full model was run using the combined qmacro file.

Results

The temperatures output from this analysis were quite easy to import into the structural model (in PATRAN,

execute File...Import...Results), since the same mesh was used. Nodes used in thermal analysis but not in

structural (such as the ambient space node) did not affect this transfer. The model was run for two array halves

(one extensively shaded by the spacecraft, one with more direct solar flux) and for two different orbit conditions

([3=60 ° and [3=90°). Each of these four conditions was evaluated for structural predictions. The predicted
behavior of the array on initial entry into orbit (using several different assumptions for launch time), as well as the

orbital and annual transients, were all determined in both the thermal and structural analyses. An example

thermal distribution is shown in Figure 7. The predicted thermal distributions were also used to ensure that no

material or component went outside its operational temperature range. Transient plots for each run were
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constructedforselectednodes,usingsessionfilesandtheapplicableroutinein thepatqexecutable.Thisenabled
simpledeterminationofwhetherthemodelhadbeenrunforasufficientnumberoforbitstoachievestability.An
animationofthetransientdistributionasachangingcolormaponthePATRANmodelwasconstructedand
transferredtovideotoenhancevisualizationofthethermalbehavior.TheanimationwasalsoplacedonaWeb
page.

CONCLUSIONS

UniqueintegratedthermalanalysistechniquesusingPATRAN,PATRANTHERMAL,TRASYS,andimportfrom
Pro/Engineerwereappliedtoresolvepotentialthermalproblemsforanadvancedhypersonicwingshapeanda
largeorbitingantennaarray.Ineachofthesecases,themodelingapproachwastailoredtosuitthemodeling
requirementsandconstraints.Inthehypersonicwingcase,theimportantparametersweretoexpeditealterationof
geometryandmaterials,incorporatecomplextransientaeroheatinggradients,andtranslatetemperature
distributionstothestructuralanalysis.ExtensiveuseofelectronicimportfromPro/EngineerintoPATRAN,
editingofPATRANTHERMALsubroutines,VIEWFACTORradiationcalculation,andboundaryconditions
appliedtogeometricentitieswerefoundtocomprisethemostefficientthermalanalysismethodforthiscase.In
theorbitingarraycase,thecriticalfactorsweretoprovideausablestructuralmodel,applyorbitalheating,
facilitatechangestocertaingeometryparameters,andtranslatetemperaturedistributionstothestructuralanalysis.
Thisscenariorequiredmanualmodeldevelopmenttominimizemodelsizeandincreaseusability,extensivetext
andsessionfileuseforboundaryconditionapplication,andnovelworkaroundsforbeamheatingandradiation.
Bothcaseseffectivelyusedintegratedmethodstodecreasethetimerequiredforanalysisandincreasethe
accuracyofthefinalpredictions.
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Figure 1. Hypersonic wing geometry (interior of wing body shown for illustration).
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Figure 3. Example thermal distribution on hypersonic wing
(temperature values not disclosed due to information protection concerns).
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Figure6. PATRANmodelofarray.

Y

Figure 7. Predicted thermal distribution for [3=60 ° orbit condition, at single orbit point (in °C).
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS BETWEEN NEVADA AND TSS
USING A JET ENGINE EXHAUST NOZZLE TEST RIG

Joseph F. Baumeister and James R. Yuko
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio

Summary

Thermal analysis in both simple and complex models can require calculating the propagation of
radiant energy to and from multiple surfaces. This can be accomplished through simple estimation
techniques or complex computationally intense computer modeling simulations. Currently there are a
variety of computer analysis techniques used to simulate the propagation of radiant energy, each having
advantages and disadvantages. The major objective of this effort was to compare two ray tracing
radiation propagation analysis programs (NEVADA and TSS) with experimental data. Results from a non-
flowing, electrically heated test rig was used to verify the calculated radiant energy propagation from a
nozzle geometry that represents an aircraft propulsion nozzle system. In general the programs produced
comparable overall results, and results slightly higher then the experimental data. Upon inspection of
individual radiation interchange factors, differences were evident and would have been magnified if a more
radical model temperature profile was analyzed. Bidirectional reflectivity data (BRDF) was not used do to
modeling limitations in TSS. For code comparison purposes, this nozzle geometry represents only one
case for one set of analysis conditions. Since each computer code has advantages and disadvantages
bases on scope, requirements, and desired accuracy, the usefulness of this single case study may be

limiting.

Introduction

This paper describes the nozzle geometry used for comparing the predicted thermal radiation
from the NEVADA (Net Energy Verification And Determination Analyzer) and TSS (Thermal Synthesizer
System) computer codes to experimental data. To use an experimental test rig for code comparison
purposes, required a geometry, measured surface temperatures, thermophysical properties, and a
radiometer calibrated for the desired spectral wavelength band. For accuracy in predicting radiation
propagation, extreme care was devoted to provide a direct COrreSpOndence between the test rig surfaces
and the surfaces used within the thermal radiation codes. Selecting a nozzle for a code comparison
provided the opportunity to study the level and path o_'mulSbouncing radiation propagation.

Throughout this paper the term "model" will be used in two different applications. The term
"model" will be applied when discussing the nozzle hardware geometry that is used in the test rig. The
term "analytical model" is used to represent a data set that contains the information required to define the
physical attributes of the test rig nozzle for analysis. The analytical model subdivides the nozzle geometry
into a number of finite surfaces called nodes. The actual number of nodes and their geometry depends on
the desired model representation, accuracy of results, structural design considerations, computer
capabilities, and computer computational time requirements. Each nozzle node represents a uniform
surface temperature over the entire node surface.
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Axisymmetric Nozzle Test Rig Apparatus

A non-flowing, electrically heated rig was designed to verify calculated radiant energy propagation
from a fixed axisymmetric convergent-divergent nozzle. The main components in the electrically heated
rig are the nozzle model hardware, shields to mask unwanted radiant energy, and a radiometer. The
nozzle model is heated and controlled using resistance wire which limits the maximum allowable
temperature. A low temperature limit is set by the test rig operating conditions and the sensitivity of the
radiometer. The axisymmetric convergent-divergent nozzle model used in the test rig is shown in Figure
1. Figure 2 shows the orientation of the 24 turbine exit guide vanes included in the model. The turbine
rotor exit plane was represented by an electrically heated flat plate attached upstream of the vanes. A
view of the nozzle in the electrically heated test rig is given in Figure 3. Two radiant energy shields
between the nozzle model and the radiometer prevent background radiation from entering the radiometer.
Both shields were cooled to 35 degrees Fahrenheit and painted with high emissivity paint. A Barnes
Spectralmaster Infrared Research Radiometer measured the emitted nozzle radiant energy.

The nozzle model is constructed from .060" thick AISA 347 stainless steel with flanges of either
spun or welded sheet metal. The model internal surfaces were grit blasted prior to final assembly. This
grit blast operation provides the surface with diffuse reflecting characteristics. The nozzle model is
mounted on a positioning system that provides dual axis azimuth and elevation orientation with respect to
the radiometer. Extreme care was devoted to provide the required thermocouple instrumentation for
determining nozzle model wall temperatures for use in the analytical model analysis. "l'hermocouples
were required to record both axial and circumferential nozzle model temperature gradients. Axial
temperature gradients were present through conduction between the model section flanges, while free
convection inside the non-flowing model resulted in top-to-bottom temperature gradients from rising hot
air. For this analysis comparison, a uniform temperature condition of 800 Degrees Fahrenheit was tested
which resulted in a range of temperatures from 644 to 848 degrees.

Figure 1. - Axisymmetric Nozzle Test Rig Model.
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Figure 2. - View Of Nozzle Test Rig Model Vane Orientation.

Figure 3. - Instrumented Nozzle Test Rig Model With Water Cooled Shield.
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In the region between the divergent nozzle and the cooled radiant energy shield, a small
separation gap exists to allow for nozzle thermal expansion. If the nozzle makes contact with the shield,
the end of the divergent nozzle will experience some level of conductive cooling. If the nozzle does not
expand to the shield, a small gap is possible. This gap or divergent nozzle cooling may present a
boundary effect in the measured radiometer data. This boundary effect influence produces low-level
changes in the radiometer data at off-axis angles.

Two radiant energy shields exist between the nozzle model and the radiometer. The first shield
was installed at the nozzle exit plane to remove nozzle external surfaces, instrumentation, and various test
rig apparatus from view of the radiometer. This shield provides an inside view of the nozzle, and is shown
in Figure 3. A second, or foreground, shield was placed between the test rig and the radiometer. This
shield was used to prevent background radiation from entering the radiometer. Both shields were cooled
to 35 degrees Fahrenheit and painted with high emissivity paint. This high emissivity paint was added to
absorb room radiation and prevent it from reflecting into the radiometer. The repositioning of the test rig
nozzle model for different elevations and azimuths can require adjustments in the foreground shield and
radiometer position. The placement and dimensions of the foreground shield were determined from the
desired optical field of view of the radiometer. To maintain a radiometer response greater than 95%, an
instrument incremental Scan angle of five degrees was selected, based on a calibration with a small 1000
degree Centigrade blackbody source positioned at various angles from the radiometer centerline. This
provided the shield center aperture dimensions.

A Barnes Spectralmaster Infrared Research Radiometer Model 12-550 Mark II was used to
acquire the radiant energy. This spectral radiometer was positioned 36 feet from the axisymmetric nozzle.
The radiometer optical head contains the following major components:

A radiation telescope (Fore-Optics) for collecting radiation
A 1000 Hz chopper for optically modulating the radiation
A reference cavity (-56 degree's Centigrade) for comparison of target radiation with a standard
reference radiation
A cycling 340 position continuously variable spectral filter system for target wavelength
determination from 1.306 to 14.536 microns
A detector to convert the received radiation to electrical signal. An indium antimonide (InSb)
sensor for wavelengths to approximately 5.5 microns, and mercury cadmium telluride (HgCdTe)
sensor for wavelength above this level.

The precise wavelength band used in the test rig for code validation purposes was 2.9904 to 5.0201
microns.

Specimens of the nozzle surface material were tested to determine their optical surface
properties. Normally bidirectional reflectivity data (BRDF) is use in these types of cavity analysis due to
the influential relationship between multi bouncing radiation propagation and true surface absorption and
reflectively characteristics. For this comparison, an integrated surface emissivity value was used for both
emissions and reflections do to modeling limitations in TSS. For further information regarding the
electrically heated test rig, see reference 1.

Radiation Analysis Computer Codes and Computer Operating Systems

The two thermal radiation analysis computer codes used in this comparison were NEVADA and
TSS. Both programs are ray tracing programs. Each program has advantages and disadvantages based
on its simulation of the fundamentals of radiation physics, analytical modeling requirements, computer
requirements, solution convergence requirements, and accuracy and flexibility to solve both simple and
complex problems. The following information introduces the computer codes and defines the computer
systems used to run the programs.
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NEVADA

The NEVADA 97 Software Package (Net Energy Verification And Determination Analyzer, ref. 3),
is a series of computer programs which perform computer simulations of the Electro-Magnetic Theory of
Radiation by means of advanced Monte Carlo techniques (statistical Ray Tracing). It is primary used in
the thermal design and analysis of spacecraft, however, the broad capabilities of the software in modeling
details associated with the laws of Optics, Physics & Light can and have been applied to a wide range of
radiation heat transfer problems. NEVADA consists of 4 major programs:

RENO
VEGAS
SPARKS
TNT

Calculate View Factors (Fij's) and Interchange Factors (Bij's).
Calculate Solar Heat Inputs to an orbiting spacecraft.
3D visual modeling system of the NEVADA Software Package.
Automatic conversion of TRASYS models.

The programs can handle diffuse, specular, % specular reflectance, transmittance, refractance,
translucence, and participating media. All surface properties can be dependent upon the angle of
incidence and/or reflectance, or in accordance with a complete 2D, 3D, or 4D Bi-directional Reflectance
Distribution Function (BRDF). There are 24 Surface Types available for defining your radiation geometry.
TAC Technologies is the developer of the NEVADA Software Package.

Currently NEVADA runs on most computer systems (PC to CRAY Super Computer). The
computer system used for the NEVADA analyses was a Pentium 100 MHZ. personal computer with 32.0
MB RAM, running Windows 95 operating systems (version 5.00.950a).

TS_.. S

The Thermal Synthesizer System (TSS, ref. 4) is a user oriented thermal analysis tool that
integrates geometric math model construction with Electro-Magnetic radiation simulation, thermal math
model generation and the finite difference thermal analyzer, SINDA/FLUINT. The Monte Carlo Tracing
and OCT-TREE surface intersection reduction algorithms are used to calculate radiation interchange
factors and heating rates. TSS permits modeling of specularity, transparency, refraction, and angle of
dependent properties in addition to the classical diffuse reflection modeling. The program uses 16
different surface types, six solid geometries and three CAD input elements to model the analysis

geometry.

TSS runs on the Hewlett Packard workstation and on Personal Computers running a Unix
emulator. The computer system used for the TSS analysis was a 90 MHZ. HP 735 workstation with 256
MB RAM running the HP-UX 10.20 operation system.

Background Analytical Modeling Information

There are a variety of analysis techniques used to simulate the propagation of radiant energy.
Each analysis technique has advantages and disadvantages based on its simulation of the fundamentals
of radiation physics, analytical modeling requirements, computer requirements, solution convergence
requirements, accuracy and flexibility to solve both simple and complex problems. Since each computer
code may have different operating efficiencies and computational tradeoffs, this nozzle.ana!_ical case
was not optimized for any particular code, analysis conditions, or computational time mmJm_zmg
techniques. So for code comparison purposes, this nozzle analytical model represents only one validation
case for one set of analysis conditions. Since each computer code has advantages and disadvantages,
the usefulness of this single nozzle baseline validation case can be limited or beneficial depending on the
scope, requirements, and desired accuracy for code comparison purposes.
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To simulate nozzle radiation propagation, typical analysis techniques calculate view factors and
radiation interchange factors between the nozzle surfaces and outside environment. These results relate
the percent of emitted surface energy that is incident and absorbed for each surface through direct and
reflected radiant energy propagation. The percentages of absorbed energies can then be applied to
energy balance equations. The influence of multi-reflecting radiation can lead to non-uniform incident and
reflected radiant energy fluxes. Since some analysis techniques require uniform incident and reflected
radiant energy fluxes on each surface node, smaller nozzle sectioning may be a requirement. See
reference 2 for further information regarding limitations, advantages and disadvantages of analysis
techniques. For this comparison case, the objective of the nozzle analytical model surface sectioning was
to achieve the greatest possible accuracy in representing the test rig nozzle model. To accomplish this,
the nozzle analytical model was sectioned to directly correspond with areas of uniform surface
temperature in the test rig nozzle model. Thermocouples were required to record both axial and
circumferential temperature gradients. Axial temperature gradients were present through conduction
between the model section flanges, while free convection inside the model resulted in top-to-bottom
temperature gradients from rising hot air.

Axisymmetric Nozzle Analytical Modeling Information

The nozzle analytical model geometry is defined by 288 surface nodes. The nozzle node
sectioning and numbering sequence is shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows how the turbine rotor exit plane
was modeled along with the vane support structure. The vane orientation sequence and surface
numbering sequence are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The complete nozzle analytical model is
composed of four surface types: cylinder, disk, slant cone and polygon. Each of the 288 surface nodes
represents surface areas of uniform temperature and surface thermophysical properties.
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Figure 4. - Nozzle Surface Numbering Sequence.
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Figure 5. - Forward Turbine And Vane Support Surface Numbering Sequence.

Figure 6. - Vane Orientation Sequence.
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Figure 7. - Vane Surface Numbering Sequence.

Figure 8 displays a computer generated representation of the rig model used in both the NEVADA
and TSS analysis. Figure 8 displays all 288 cavity emitting surfaces. An 18 node hemisphere, spherically
sectioned, placed behind the cavity exit plane is used to absorb emitted cavity surface radiation, as shown
in figure 9. The radiation interchange factors from the cavity surfaces to the hemisphere surfaces
represent the radiation propagation path. The radiation interchange factors are then supplied to a
program which applies the surface temperatures, surface emissivity values, and wavelength band factors.
The program sums this radiation energy to the hemisphere sections and outputs the results in Watts per
unit solid angle (Watts/steradian). The results are then modified to include atmosphere absorption along
the path between the cavity and the hemisphere. The NEVADA and TSS results are then compared
directly to the experiment rig mode results.
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Figure 8. - Computer Cavity Model.

Figure 9. - Computer Hemisphere Model.

Surface thermophysical properties were experimentally measured for defining the nozzle surface
emissivity and reflectively. For this comparison between NEVADA and TSS a specific case was select
with a black coating to minimize the strong relationship between multi bouncing radiation propagation and
true surface characteristics for nonblackbody surfaces. Bidirectional reflectivity data (BRDF) was
measured for defining the nozzle surface emissivity absorption and reflection characteristics. This BRDF
data was integrated over all angles to derive a uniform surface emissivity and reflectivity value. This was
required due to the TSS program not having BRDF modeling capabilities. For this comparison a 0.6
hemispherical emissivity value in the 3 to 5 micron wavelength band of the IR spectrum was used.
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The data from the test rig radiometer established the total nozzle emitted radiant energy
propagation pattern for comparison to analytical code predictions at defined radiometer locations. The
locations used to measure the nozzle emitted radiant energy are listed in table 1, all elevation angles were
0.0 degrees.

AZIMUTH
ANGLE

(degrees)

Table 1, Radiometer Positioning With Respect To The Nozzle Test Rig

The 0.0 degree-az.im-u_thand elevation location represents the axial direction, or angle normal to the nozzle
exit plane. At these locations the radiometer measured total nozzle emitted radiant energy over the 3.0 to
5.0 micron wavelength band, in watts/steradian. The measured radiometer results including atmospheric
radiant energy attenuation effects. Figure 10 shows the atmospheric radiation transmissivity data to
simulate the atmosphere absorption effects between the model and the radiometer. This data represents
the total radiation transmissivity for a tropical atmosphere at a range of 36 feet in the 3.0 to 5.0 micron
wavelength band.

LOWTRAN7 LAB TRANSMISSIVITY
TROPICAL ATM. AT RANGE=36 FEET

>
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Figure 10. - Atmospheric Transmissivity Data From Model To Radiometer.
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Nozzle Test Rig Experimental Data

The radiometer test data established the total nozzle emitted radiant energy propagation pattern
for comparison to analytical code predictions. Table 2 gives the experimental measured total nozzle
emitted radiant energy, in watts/steradian for the 3 to 5 micron wavelength band. This data includes
atmospheric attenuation. The Data in table 2 will be used in comparing the NEVADA and TSS analytical
predictions.

Table 2, Test Rig Nozzle Model Radiometer Results

AZIMUTH
ANGLE

(degrees)

ENERGY
(Watts/

steradian)

0.0

65.4

2.5 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 30.0

63.9 61.8 59.2 57.9 56.3 49.2

40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0

40.1 30.1 20.0 12.0 3.0

Analytical Modeling Cases And Results

For this comparison between the NEVADA and TSS programs, no modeling optimizing
techniques were applied to enhance code performance. The identical model was use in both NEVADA
and TSS. The presented results are in the 3 to 5 micron wavelength band. The following parameters
were applied to both computers codes:

• Random rays were emitted with a Lambertian distribution.
• Ray were terminated once energy level fell below .01.
• View factors and radiation interchange factors were calculated through ray tracing.
• Modeled in units of inches.
• Each cavity surface emitted the specified number of rays.

For this analysis comparison the term View Factors (Fij's) are defined as: the fraction of energy
leaving blackbody i that is directly absorbed by blackbody j. Radiation Interchange Factors (Bij's) are
defined as: the fraction of energy leaving graybody i that is absorbed by graybody j including ALL
intervening reflections".

Three cases were analyzed by both the NEVADA and TSS programs. Table 3 list the cases
defined by different thermophysical properties. The first case represents conditions identical to the
experimental test rig. The second and third cases represent conditions where surface specularity can
effect ray propagation path.
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Table 3, Analytical Modeling Case Conditions

II Nozzle Surface Emissivity Surface Reflectance

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

0.6 Diffuse

0.6 50% Specular

0.3 50% Specular

The 50% specular condition represents approximately 50% of reflecting energy that obeys the laws of
specular reflection and 50% diffuse reflection.

The results for the three case are presented in the following tables and graphs. For the Case 1
condition, the number of rays emitted from the surfaces were varied to evaluate the convergence of the
results as well as the number of radiation interchange factors produced and run time. The run times only
serve as a gauge for comparison. Running NEVADA on a Pentium 100 MHZ. personal computer provides
easy adjustment to faster computer systems. Table 4 presents Case 1 code performance results in terms
of CPU time and the number of radiation interchange factors produced.

Table 4, NEVADA and TSS Code Performance Results For Case 1

Number of Rays 5,000 10,000 20,000 50,000

NEVADA Run Time 1hr. 56min. 3hr. 48min. 7hr.36min. 19hr. 02min.

Number of
Radiation
Interchange
Factors
Produced

85,422 86,579 87,340 87,819

TSS Run Time 20min. 40min. 1hr. 20min. 3hr. 20min.

8774786772 88089

Number of
Radiation
Interchange
Factors
Produced

88126

Adjusting NEVADA to a Pentium 400 MHZ. personal computer would provide comparable CPU speed to
the TSS runs. In Case 1, each modeled nozzle surface can see every other modeled nozzle surface.
This results in 88128 possible radiation interchange factors. Table 4 shows that both NEVADA and TSS
produced comparable numbers of radiation interchange factors. Figure 11 and 12 displays how the
number of rays emitted from the surfaces effected NEVADA and TSS results convergence.
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Figure 11. - Case 1 Net Hemisphere Absorbed Energy
Using NEVADA Radiation Interchange Factors.
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Figure 12. - Case 1 Net Hemisphere Absorbed Energy
Using TSS Radiation Interchange Factors.
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Figure 13 compares the net hemisphere absorbed energy from NEVADA and TSS radiation
interchange factors for Case 1. Both NEVADA and TSS produced comparable overall results for Case 1.
To compare the differences between computer code predictions, individual nozzle component
contributions to the total emitted radiant energy can be compared. Appendix A lists the radiation
interchange factors for surface node 150 (vane surface) to the hemisphere surfaces. Upon inspection of
individual radiation interchange factors, NEVADA and TSS can have large differences that are not evident
from the total answers. These differences would be evident if a more radical model temperature profile
was analyzed.

70

._60

Z 2O

10

0 10 20 3o 4o 5o ao 7o

HemisphereAngle(Degrees)

I_ NEVADA Results -4- TSS Results I

Figure 13. - Comparing Case 1 Net Hemisphere Absorbed Energy
Using NEVADA and TSS Radiation Interchange Factors

(50,000 Ray).
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Table 5 presents Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 code performance results. Comparing these cases
will show surface specularity effects on the program solutions. Table 5 shows that surface specularity
produces longer NEVADA CPU run times then TSS, and that both NEVADA and TSS produced
comparable numbers of radiation interchange factors. Figure 14 displays that both NEVADA and TSS
produced comparable overall results for Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3. Case 3 does point out potential
code differences with surface specularity. Appendix A lists the radiation interchange factors for surface
node 150 (vane surface) to the hemisphere surfaces. Upon inspection of individual radiation interchange
factors, NEVADA and TSS can again have large differences that are not evident in the total answers.
These differences would be evident if a more radical model temperature profile was analyzed.

Table 5, NEVADA and TSS Code Performance Results For Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3

NEVADA

TSS

Number of Rays

Run Time

Number of
Radiation
Interchange
Factors
Produced

Case 1
50,000

1hr. 56min.

85,422

Case 2 50,000 Case 3
50,000

33hr. 50min. 57hr. 50min.

Run Time

Number of
Radiation
Interchange
Factors
Produced

20min.

86772

87,959

3hr. 7min.

88127

88,128

5hr. 56min.

88128

to

Figure 14. - Comparing Case 1, Case 2 And Case 3 Net Hemisphere Absorbed Energy
Using NEVADA and TSS Radiation Interchange Factors

(50,000 Rays).
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Experimental Data and Analytical Model Results Comparison

Figure 15 compares the net hemisphere absorbed energy from NEVADA and TSS radiation
interchange factors and the test rig data for the 50,000 ray case. The results are in the 3 to 5 micron
wavelength band.

70

IO

10 20 30 40 50 80 70 80 gO

HemisphereAngle(Degrees)

I-'- NEVADAResults--*-TSSResults_ TestRigDatai

Figure 15. - Comparing Net Hemisphere Absorbed Energy From NEVADA and TSS
Radiation Interchange Factors For Case 1 And The Test Rig Data

(50,000 Ray)

The results in Figure 15 shows a separation between experimental and predicted results for
angles greater then 0.0 degrees. For Case 1, direct cavity emission dominates at the 0.0 azimuth angle,
while at off angles it is a function of both cavity emitting and reflecting characteristics. Because of this,
NEVADA and TSS compare with the experimental data at the 0.0 azimuth angle. At other angles the
cavity surface reflecting properties begin to effect overall results. Bidirectional reflectivity data (BRDF) is
used in these types of cavity analysis due to the influential relationship between multi bouncing radiation
propagation and true surface absorption and reflectively characteristics. For this comparison, an
integrated surface emissivity value was used for both emissions and reflections do to modeling limitations
in TSS. Using an integrated surface emissivity value can remove reflecting lobes that can greatly effect
radiation propagation.

Concluding Remarks

Thermal analysis in both simple and complex models can require calculating the propagation of
radiant energy to and from multiple surfaces. This can be accomplished through simple estimation
techniques or complex computationally intense computer modeling simulations. Currently there are a
variety of computer analysis techniques used to simulate the propagation of radiant energy, each having
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advantages and disadvantages. The major objective of this effort was to compare two ray tracing
radiation propagation analysis programs (NEVADA and TSS) with experimental data. Results from a non-
flowing, electrically heated test rig was used to verify the calculated radiant energy propagation from a
nozzle geometry that represents an aircraft propulsion nozzle system.

In general the programs produced comparable overall results, and results slightly higher then the
experimental data. The results shows a separation between experimental and predicted results for angles
greater then 0.0 degrees. Upon inspection of individual radiation interchange factors, differences were
evident and would have been magnified if a more radical model temperature profile was analyzed, For
this comparison, an integrated surface emissivity value was used for both emissions and reflections do to
modeling limitations in TSS. Using an integrated surface emissivity value will remove reflecting lobes that
can greatly effect radiation propagation. Bidirectional reflectivity data (BRDF) was not used do to
modeling limitations in TSS. Modeling surface specularity did produce some differences in the analytical
results.

Both NEVADA and TSS produced comparable numbers of radiation interchange factors for all
analyzed cases. NEVADA had comparable CPU time to TSS for the diffuse cases and longer CPU time
for specular cases.

For code comparison purposes, this nozzle geometry represents only one case for one set of
analysis conditions. Since each computer code has advantages and disadvantages bases on scope,
requirements, and desired accuracy, the usefulness of this single case study may be limiting.
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Appendix A - Radiation Interchange Factor Comparison For a Nozzle Surface

The following information is presented to show the differences in radiation interchange factors between
the NEVADA and TSS programs. The results are for the 50,000 rays per surface cases. Node 150

represents a small vane surface (figure 6). Nodes 1001 to 1018 represent the hemisphere surfaces,
where 1018 is the section directly behind the nozzle. The results are for the diffuse case, specular case

with surface emissivity =.6, and specular case with surface emissivity =.3. The specular cases represents
50% diffuse and 50% specular surface reflections.

Diffuse Case

Node Emiss. Node Emiss. Bij (NEVADA) Bij (TSS)
150 0.600 1001 1.000 0.00001 0.00001

150 0.600 1002 1.000 0.00001 0.00003
150 0.600 1003 1.000 0.00000 0.00001
150 0.600 1004 1.000 0.00000 0.00001

150 0.600 1005 1.000 0.00001 0.00002
150 0.600 1006 1.000 0.00001 0.00002

150 0.600 1007 1.000 0.00001 0.00002
150 0.600 1008 1.000 0.00002 0.00005
150 0.600 1009 1.000 0.00002 0.00003
150 0.600 1010 1.000 0.00003 0.00006

150 0.600 1011 1.000 0.00004 0.00014
150 0.600 1012 1.000 0.00008 0.00014

150 0.600 1013 1.000 0.00009 0.00010
150 0.600 1014 1.000 0.00015 0.00024

150 0.600 1015 1.000 0.00087 0.00109
150 0.600 1016 1.000 0.00098 0.00091
150 0.600 1017 1.000 0.00088 0.00098

150 0.600 1018 1.000 0.00049 0.00025

Specular Case (Emissivity =.6)

Node Emiss. Node Emiss. Bij (NEVADA) Bij (TSS)
150 0.600 1001 1.000 0.00001 0.00002
150 0.600 1002 1.000 0.00001 0.00001

150 0.600 1003 1.000 0.00001 0.00001
150 0.600 1004 1.000 0.00003 0.00002
150 0.600 1005 1.000 0.00005 0.00003

150 0.600 1006 1.000 0.00004 0.00004
150 0.600 1007 1.000 0.00007 0.00004

150 0.600 1008 1.000 0.00009 0.00007
150 0.600 1009 1.000 0.00018 0.00013
150 0.600 1010 1.000 0.00046 0.00035

150 0.600 1011 1.000 0.00038 0.00044
150 0.600 1012 1.000 0.00034 0.00036

150 0.600 1013 1.000 0.00068 0.00068
150 0.600 1014 1.000 0.00092 0.00099
150 0.600 1015 1.000 0.00135 0.00165

150 0.600 1016 1.000 0.00119 0.00136
150 0.600 1017 1.000 0.00116 0.00101

150 0.600 1018 1.000 0,00063 0.00033
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Specular Case (Emissivity =.3)

Node Emiss. Node Emiss.

150 0.300 1001 1.000
150 0.300 1002 1.000

150 0.300 1003 1.000
150 0.300 1004 1.000

150 0.300 t005 1.000
150 0.300 1006 1.000

150 0.300 1007 1.000
150 0.300 1008 1.000

150 0.300 1009 1.000
150 0.300 1010 1.000
150 0.300 1011 1.000

150 0.300 1012 1.000
150 0.300 1013 1.000

150 0.300 1014 1.000
150 0.300 1015 1.000

150 0.300 1016 1.000
150 0.300 1017 1.000
150 0.300 1018 1.000

Bij (NEVADA) Bij (TSS)
0.00004 0.00007

0.00008 0.00011
0.00015 0.00020

0.00024 0.00020
0.00027 0.00033

0.00031 0.00041
0.00044 0.00055

0.00066 0.00086
0.00131 0.00124
0.00223 0.00196

0.00240 0.00268
0.00214 0.00219

0.00330 0.00327
0.00369 0.00373

0.00411 0.00478
0.00340 0.00336

0.00234 0.00235
0.00100 0.00088
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ABSTRACT

International Space Station ALPHA Russian Segment (ISSA RS) will present an assembly of many modules with
total heat load up to 30 kilowatts. Collection, transport and rejection of heat in outer space will be provided by
Central Thermal Control System (TPS).

The TPS is being designed and built by Rocket-Space Corporation "ENERGIA" (Russia). The TPS design
concept is commonly referred to as a "thermal bus" concept, when single-phase thermal control systems of
individual modules are connected with central TPS through Evaporative Heat Exchangers (EHEX). Pump forces
liquid coolant to pressure line, where it is fed to evaporative heat exchangers through actively controlled Flow
Control Valves (FCV) if necessary. FCV maintains high ammonia vapor quality at the EHEX exit. Vapor gets
condensed in condensers of heat pipe-based Central Heat Exchanger-Radiator (RAD). Then, heat is distributed all
over the RAD due to heat pipes.

Heat Controlled Accumulator (HCA) maintains nearly constant pressure in vapor line. TPS has a number of
auxiliary elements: Electric Heater (EH) in pressure line prevents the system from low temperatures under low heat
loads, the Heat Exchanger-Regenerator (RHEX) heats up liquid ammonia entering the HCA, Separator (S), non-

condensable gas trap, a number of flow control valves.

To maintain proper thermal regime of the station some control methods of the TPS elements have been suggested.

Namely, how to control FCV operation, RAD panel rotation, Electric Heater on/off turning and bypass valves
operation. Results of mathematical modeling and experimental investigations carried out in the Center of Technical
Physics of Kharkov Aviation Institute (CEP KhAI) (Ukraine) are presented. It is proved the TPS Parameters Control
System designed to be reliable.

ISSA CONCEPT DESCRIPTION

International Space Station ALPHA (ISSA) will present an assembly of many modules with total heat a few tens of
kilowatts. The collection, transport and rejection of low-potential heat will be provided by Central Two-Phase
Thermal Control System (TPS).

Current thermal control technology, using single-phase liquid coolant loops, proved itself to be acceptable for the

individual Space Station "MIR" modules with heat load a few kilowatts. The operational conditions and parameters
of the TPS of ISSA Russian Segment significantly differ from ones of individual modules.

The basic differences are the following:

- high heat load (tens ofkilowatts);
- long heat transport distance (tens of meters);
- no radiator surface excess, partial radiator shadowing by Station structure elements;
- necessity to satisfy diverse requirements in heat load ranges and heat sink temperatures of the internal heat
transport loops of the individual modules.
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ThecollaborativeresearchbyRSC"ENERGIA"andKhAI(refs.1,2)showedthatunderhighheatloadsandlong
heattransportdistancestwo-phasethermalcontrolsystemhastheadvantagesoversingle-phaseoneinmassandin
abilitytosatisfyusers'requirements.

NumerousinvestigationsonTPSwerecarriedoutsince1979for"Freedom"Station(NASA)andfor"Columbus"
Station(ESA)(refs.3,4).Asaresult,expertsinUSA,WesternEurope,RussiaandUkrainearrivedatasimilar
conclusionaboutTPSconceptofdesign,whichisbeingusednowforISSARussianSegment.Thisconceptis
commonlyreferredtoasathermalbusconcept,whensingle-phasethermalcontrolsystemsoftheindividual
modulesareconnectedwithcentralTPSthroughexternalevaporativeheatexchangers.Thermal bus concept

provides stable thermal regime at any number of attached modules and at variations in heat loads. Analysis of the
thermophysical and operational properties of the various coolants has shown that ammonia is the most appropriate
coolant for ISSA TPS and R-! 14 or R-113 are the most appropriate ones for test beds.

The accepted ISSA TPS concept contains the following basic elements:

- two-phase coolant (ammonia) is used;
- stable evaporative coolant temperature within heat collection sections is maintained according to a nearly
constant pressure level in two-phase line due to Heat-Controlled Accumulator (HCA);
- insensitivity to heat load placement and value;
- the ammonia flow-rate through external heat exchangers is controlled by active flow control valves;

- high vapor quality at the evaporative heat exchangers exits and at the condensers inlets (x~0,8... 1,0);
- nearly constant mechanical pump pressure head and flow control valve pressure drop;
- the system should be continuously able to accommodate heat loads of the modules;
- minimum use of the electromechanical control elements to provide proper TPS functioning and control;

- minimum thermal resistance across all the heat transport sections;

- prevention of the supercooling of the mechanical pump, flow control valves and evaporative heat exchangers under
low heat loads;
- minimum volume of coolant space;
- on-orbit start-up, stop and restart capability;

- components and system ground testing capability;
- non-condensable gases blockage insensitivity;

- set point temperature variation capability within heat collection sections;
- maintenance and repair by crew;
- on-orbit repriming capability;
- serviceability of the system if some elements fails to operate;

The principal scheme of ISSA TPS is shown in figure 1. The system presents a branching thermal-hydraulic
network including liquid ammonia pressure line 1, liquid ammonia bypass line 2 and two-phase ammonia line 3.
Pump forces liquid ammonia to the pressure line, where it is fed to evaporative heat exchangers through flow control
valves (FCV). In evaporative heat exchangers (EHEX) liquid ammonia collects heat loads of modules and vaporizes.
The scheme includes an evaporative heat exchanger of one individual module only. In reality, the number of them
can be more than seven.

Two-phase flow exiting evaporative heat exchangers passes through regenerative heat exchanger (RHEX), separators
(S), rotary hydraulic joint (RHJ) and enters the radiator-heat exchangers (RAD). Here it gets condensed, mixed with

bypass liquid, subcooled and through RHJ flows back to the pump inlet.

FCV provides variation of ammonia flow rate through EHEX in proportion with heat load thus maintaining high
vapor quality of the EHEX exit. FCV is parallel assembly of three valves with graduated throttles. Various
combinations of open and close valves provide 7 levels of ammonia flow rate through EHEX.

Heat-controlled accumulator (HCA) maintains constant pressure level in the system. HCA is a tank filled with

ammonia liquid and vapor. Pressure and temperature control is based on variation of heat input (rejection) to (from)
coolant in HCA. The maximum electric power of HCA is 200W but time-average one does not

exceed 25W.

Electric Heater (EH) (Q=l.8 kW) heats the entering liquid coolant under low heat loads conditions, thus preventing
the TPS basic elements from low temperatures.
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Separator(S)removesliquidfromvaporflowthusimprovingefficiencyofcondenserandreducingvaporline
pressurelossunderhighheatloads.

Non-condensableGasTrap(NGT)collectsgasesandremovesthemoutoftheloop.

Theloopincludesanumberofthrottlesandvalvesprovidingoptimalflowdistributionatvariousheatloads.There
aresomereprimingaccumulators(notdepictedonthescheme).

Figure2showstheprincipalschematicoftheinternalliquidloopoftheindividualmoduleandconnectionwith
centralTPSthroughEHEX.

Heat-rejectionsubsystempresentsheat-pipebasedCentralRadiatingHeatExchanger(RAD)(Fig.3).Suchadesign
reducesadangerofpunctureofRADbymicrometeoroidsandimprovesuniformityoftheRADtemperaturefield.
RADpanelhasasize20x4mandwillbepermanentlyorientedinparalleltosolarradiation.TheeffectiveRAD
radiatingsurfaceis150m".ThebasicheatrejectionrelatedelementofRADis2mlengthfinnedgroovedheatpipe
5attachedtocondenser6andsubcooler7.Thenumberofheatpipesis250.VaporandbypassingliquidenterRAD
throughrotaryhydraulicjoint(RHJ)I 1.RADhydraulicnetworkconsistsof 5identicalpaths.Vaporflowis
distributedinallpathswithequalqualitybyspecialsplitter4.Vaporiscondensedincondensers6,thenthrough
throttles10enterssubcooler7andmixeswithbypassingliquid.Attheexitofeachpathsubcooler9 is installed.

Thebasicdesignparametersofthesystemarethefollowing:

- heatrejectionupto30kW;
- maximumheattransportdistanceL=50m;
-two-phaseammoniatemperatureinevaporativeheatexchangerst=10-L'-2,5°C(adjustable);
- heatloadvariationratedQ/dt<2kW/minute;
- pumpdesignconditionsAP=0.15 MPa, m=90gr/sec;

- liquid ammonia temperature at the radiator exit T>-65°C;

- pump positive suction head AP,v > 0,8arm (AT > 4K);

- electric power consumption Q<200 W (without power of EH QEH= 1.8kW);
- volume of the coolant space (without HCA) V=40 litters;
- thermal resistance - temperature difference between evaporative heat exchangers boiling temperature and

condensation temperature in condenser AT < 4°C at Q=30kW.

MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF THE TPS

The performances of two-phase loop depend basically upon system effects caused by mutual interaction between the
elements under variable heat input and heat rejection conditions. Study of those effects, computation of steady and

transient performances, choice of rational procedures of regulation, analysis of stability of the system and subsystems
can be conducted most rationally with the use of adequate mathematical models. The approach and procedure of
mathematical modeling of multicomponent two-phase heat transport systems developed in KhAI have the following

basic features:

- presentation of multicomponent branching two-phase loops in the form of equivalent hydrodynamic and thermal

networks;
- integration of hydrodynamic and thermal networks through heat transfer laws; ....
- modeling of the system real elements by idealized elements carrying fundamental real elements propemes: coolant
mass and energy accumulation, positive (mechanical pump) and negative (hydraulic resistance) momentum sources
properties, coolant mechanical inertia, thermal capacitance of structure. The idealized elements describe a real heat

transfer loop clearly.

All the idealized elements are divided into two groups:

1) elements intended to model hydrodynamic processes in coolant;
2) elements intended to model thermal processes in structure.

Basic idealized hydrodynamic processes related elements are control volumes and paths; thermal processes related

elements are thermal nodes and thermal conductors (Fig. 4).
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Control volume is being described by the basic mass and energy conservation laws equations in form of ordinary
differential equations:

dMk dU k _ •
_dt -=_ rnj ,_- _ mj . i j + qw- f ,k " Fw_ + _ •

Path is described by the momentum conservation law equation:

dmj _ F j (pk_ Pk+ l+ 3 Pfr+ A Pa+ 3 Pp+ A pg)
dt Lj

Thermal node is described by the energy conservation law equation in the following form:

dTw, k qw- f ,k -

P w,k" Cw, k" dt - qk- Vw,k " Fw,k.

Control volume and thermal node is connected due to thermal conductor:

qw-fk = a_.. Fw, k "(Tw,_ - Tj;k).

Where:

M - mass, kg; m - flow rate, kg/s; U - internal energy, J; i - specific enthalpy, J/kg; W - power, W;

q,_.r - heat flux density, W/mS; qk - heat source in the volume, W/m3; t - time, sec; F - area, m-'; L length, m; p -

density, kg/m3; C - specific heat capacity, J/kg.K; T - temperature, K; ctk- convective heat transfer coefficient

between wall of structure, modeled with thermal node, and coolant in control volume;
k - index of control volume; j- index of path; w - wall; f- flow; fr- friction; a - acceleration; p - pump;
g - gravity.

The mathematical models of the TPS heat transfer loop were developed on the basis of the approach described

above. The computer programs are being used for computation of the TPS steady performances and for analysis of
the following transient processes:

- variation of heat load;

- variation of heat rejection conditions;
- start of the loop from arbitrary thermal state;
- switching on (off) the pump and various regulating devices;

- emergency situations (for example, response on partial destruction of the radiating panels);
- regimes with excursive instabilities and self-excited oscillations.

The similar scenarios of the TPS performance during ISSA orbital flight have been simulated both in

NASA/Johnson Space Center using SINDA-FLUINT code and in RSC "ENERGIA" using specially developed
codes (refs. 5, 6). The results of both calculations are in good agreement. This fact proves the codes used to be
adequate.

TRANSIENT CALCULATIONS

Numerical investigations of the TPS characteristics aimed to choose methods for prevention the TPS elements from
low temperatures are given below as an example.

In fact, that reduction of the TPS element operation temperatures allows to increase the TPS elements reliability and
their life-time. To fit the ISSA RS project specifications certain restrictions are imposed on the liquid ammonia

temperature range at the RAD exit (T_D exi,= - 40 °C... 0 °C) and temperature range at the pressure line inlet (T 0r,,

ti,, i,le, = - 20 °C ... 0 °C). Such a measure allows to prevent main TPS elements (pump, FCV, EHEX, valves etc.)

from low temperatures. The set temperatures range can be provided due to the RAD panel rotation in a certain angle
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increments,specialelectricheaters(EH)on/off turning in the pump line and variation of flow rates bypassed through
throttles D_ and D2. High thermal inertia of the RAD panels and variation of heat rejection conditions during ISSA

orbital flight are taken into consideration in the simultaneous control routine of the RAD panel rotation and Eli

on/offturning.

Low TPS coolant temperatures are most likely to occur while the early stages of ISSA assembling during ISSA

"cold orbit" flight. That is why this paper describes methods for prevention the TPS from low temperatures
considering heat loads from two modules of the ISSA RS only: Service Module (SM) and Scientific-Power
Platform.

The "cold orbit" parameters were calculated in RSC "ENERGIA" Department 053. All the analyses were performed

at an orbital altitude of 450 km. Figure 5 shows sink temperature T_ calculated using the "cold orbit" parameters

with different RAD panels orientation respectively to solar radiation. The RAD panels surface has solar absorbtivity

of 0,22 and infrared absorbtivity of 0,9; average T_ = - 87 °C (panels are oriented in parallel to solar radiation).

The following logic aimed at prevention of the TPS from low temperatures has been analyzed:

1. Liquid ammonia temperature at the RAD exit Tm_DZxis controlled due to the RAD panel rotation on angle

q9= 20 ° respectively to solar radiation.

2. Liquid ammonia temperature at the pressure line inlet T pr¢__,e_,_ is controlled due to the EH on/off turning in
QE_=300 W increments (QE. ma_= 1800W).
3. Bypass flow rate through the throttle D1 can be set at a minimum value.
4. The throttle D_, can be opened thus providing the set FCV pressure drop (0,1 + 0.02 MPa).

The following is the scenario of the numerical experiment.

ISSA "cold orbit" flight was simulated by periodical T=variation (Period = 90 min). The RAD panel is rotated on

angle q_= 20 ° respectively to solar radiation. Flow rate through the pump equaled - 140 g/s. Flow rate through the

throttle D, equaled 1 g/s. FCV provided variation of ammonia flow rate through EHEX, proportionate to heat load.
After each two periods heat load in modules was decreased on 1.8 kW beginning from Q = 9 kW down to 1.8 kW

and the same way back.

The computer analysis has shown that both under decreasing and increasing heat load vapor temperature at the

EHEX exit equaled 10 + 1 °C. Electric heater EH actively maintained temperatures at the pump and at the pressure

line exits within range -20 °C ... 0 °C. Temperature at the RAD exit was, in general, lower -40 °C. Figure 6

presents calculated TPS performances under decreasing heat load.

The following conclusions can be made:

To prevent the ISSA TPS from low temperatures during its "cold orbit" flight it's enough to close the liquid
ammonia bypass line 2 and to regulate temperature in pressure line due to the EH on/off turning

(QEHma_=1800 W). Requirement imposed by specification on the temperature Tamp E_(Tread E_< -40 °C) cannot be

met while ISSA flight under low heat loads. That is why it's possible to avoid the RAD rotation procedure. On the
other hand this procedure doesn't yelled valves and EH to turn on/off frequently and is recommended as a fallback

routine for prevention the TPS from low temperatures.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

A lot of experimental investigations of elements, subsystems, and whole system were conducted during the TPS
designing period. Much of those experiments were carried out on KhAI experimental stand (ref. 7). As experiments
were performed under gravity conditions main attention was paid to two-phase flow processes modeling. Working
fluids were R-114, R-113. It has been proved that two-phase coolant hydrodynamics and heat exchange processes in

heat exchangers, manifolds, separator, two-phase flow splitter can be considered self-similar in Froude number
within TPS typical parameters range. Heat-Controlled Accumulator (HCA) is the most gravity sensitive element.
The most conservative mathematical models and results of high-quality space experiments conducted by RSC
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"ENERGIA"havebeenusedwhiletheHCAdesigningprocess.It isplannedto test the HCA aboard cargo
spacecraft "Progress".

The stand is intended for simulation of the system effects. The results of experimental investigations aimed at
analysis of the Flow Control Valve regulation subsystem are given below.

The active Flow Control Valve (FCV) is used to maintain:

- liquid coolant (antifreeze) temperature T, at the EHEX exit within set range Ta = T .... _+AT (T .... = 15 °C, AT

= 2,5 °C);

- high ammonia quality ( x > 0,8) at the EHEX exit.

The FCV will be controlled due to the antifreeze temperature T, sensor signals. It is proposed the following FCV
regulation logic: ........

1. Heat load increase (temperature TEHEX increasing in time): FCV should be switched on to the next level of the
flow rate after reaching T. > T .... + AT.

2. Heat load decrease (temperature TEHEX decreasing in time): FCV should be switched on to the previous level of
the flow rate if:

- T_ < T .... - AT;

- T_ is within the set range, but prescribed time Ax = 20...30 min has passed. Such a measure will provoke the

temperature T_ and ammonia vapor quality x increase at the EHEX exit.

Proposed regulation method has been tested on ground-based functional analog of the ISSA TPS (ref. 7). The
working fluids were R-113 and transformer oil. Figure 7 shows graph of parameters variation in time (IRUN = 10
sec.) under arbitrary heat loads. When liquid coolant temperature Ta was out of the set range FCV was switched on

to the proper level of flow rate (RUN=200, 240, 270, 320, 600, 645, 685) thus maintaining T_ within the set range

T_ = 56 _+2 °C. Vapor quality at the EHEX exit was --- 1. R-! 13 saturation temperature Tsa, in EHEX was

stabilized by HCA in appropriate way during period RUN = 200...520 (T_, =50 _+2 °C).

Conclusions are the following: experimental investigations have proved the FCV regulation logic proposed to
maintain antifreeze temperature within set range and to provide high ammonia vapor quality at the Evaporative Heat
Exchanger exit.

At the present time experimental investigations of the TPS subsystem using ammonia as a working fluid are being
conducted in Celdish Research Center.
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THERMAL CONTROL OF A 195 KELVIN IR DETECTOR ON A
SMALL LOW-EARTH ORBIT SATELLITE

H. Craig Heffner and George Firstbrook
Northrop Grumman Corporation

Baltimore, Maryland 21043

SUMMARY

A practical solution is described for cooling an IR detector to 195K on a small satellite in a low-Earth orbit where
size constraints preclude a passive approach using radiation shades. The most important design feature is a Peltier
thermo-electric cooler, though the design of all of the components was found to be critical as the temperature

requirements approached the limits of what could be achieved using this method. Discussions of the primary design

drivers and the results of sensitivity studies of various design parameters are included.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The spacecraft is depicted in Fig. 1. The six surfaces that form the hexagonal portion of the bus each measure 20"

by 40" and serve as the heat radiating areas. Solar arrays having nearly the same shape as these six sides deploy in a

flower pedal fashion as shown. The orbit is circular with a Beta angle varying from I I ° to 33 ° and an altitude of
470km. The satellite flies in a solar inertial orientation with the solar array end toward the Sun when not in eclipse,

and with the Z-axis nadir pointing and the solar arrays away from Earth during eclipse. A TSS plot of the orbit is

shown in Fig. 2. During the 5-minute imaging period the satellite Z-axis will turn up to 45 ° off nadir. This satellite
hosts several Focal Plane detectors covering a bandwidth of .45 to 4.9 microns though this paper will only address

the SWlR/VIS/NIR system.

The principal elements of the SWIR thermal control system are a two-stage Peltier thermo-electric cooler (TEC), a
Beryllium thermal storage unit, a flexible thermal link, an ammonia axial groove heat pipe and a silver/FEP-coated
aluminum radiator. An illustration of the system is given in Fig. 3. As the heart of the system, the TEC provides not

only sub-cooling below the available radiator temperature, but also temperature control of the detector chip to within

+/-0.2°C of its set point via a PI controller. The Beryllium storage unit serves to reduce the peak temperature of the

TEC hot side, allowing the TEC to operate more efficiently, and reduces the rate of change of the TEC hot side
during imaging facilitating the necessary fine control of the detector temperature. The purpose of the flexible
thermal link is to isolate the detectors and optical system from distortions and vibrations emanating from the

spacecraft structure.

Two other detectors, the VIS and NIR, also share the same radiator and heat pipe as the SWIR. As these devices

have higher operating temperatures they are simply cold biased by sinking to the heat pipe using flexible metal

straps and then actively heated to the appropriate temperature. They are also shown in Fig. 3.

The predicted performance of the system for the worst-case hot condition is given in Fig. 4. The temperature
profiles of the Be storage unit and the VIS and NIR focal planes are plotted for one full orbit. The critical design

point is the maximum Be temperature of 243K, which is nearly the highest temperature at which the TEC can
maintain a detector temperature of 195K. As the TEC is operated throughout the orbit rather than just during

imaging to limit temperature cycling of the detector chip, TEC hot side temperatures much higher than 243K will
result in a runaway-like situation if the TEC power is not limited below the 6.7W allowed by the control circuitry.

The design has margin against this condition and a fix if it does occur, as will be described further, but there is no
danger of any equipment overheating at any time. The VIS and NIR focal planes are heated to their operating

temperature of 257K for the imaging period and then allowed to drift for the remainder of the orbit.

Listed below are the more important quantities in the system representing either requirements or performance of

particular components. The actual TEC cold side set point is 192K to accommodate the additional temperature rise

through the detector chip assembly as well as control tolerances.
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SWI._._gR
• TEC Set point= 192K
• Control Tolerance = +/-0.2K
• Thermal mass on TEC Cold Side = 2.3 Joules/K

• Active Load on TEC from Detector = 120 mw

• Linearized TEC Cold Side Parasitic = 4.5 mW/K

• TEC performance per Table 1. (assuming active load + linearized parasitic)

• Beryllium Storage Unit = 800 Joules/K (-1 lb.)
• Flexible Thermal Link: Conductance = 1.0W/K

• Coaxial Fiberglass tube (Be isolator) conductance to bench = 3 mW/K

• Coaxial Fiberglass tube MLI emissivity to bench = 0.03

• Bench Temperature Range: 273Kto 293K

• Radiator = 300 sq. in., 0.08" thick AI w/10 rail silver/FEP, conductance to bench = 18 mW/K, emissivity to
bench = 0.03

• Heat pipe: 3/8" OD axial groove ammonia, conductance to bench = 8 mW/K, emissivity to bench = 0.05

VIS/NIR

• Thermal mass of Focal Plane: 30 Joules/K

• Thermal Strap to Heat Pipe: Copper "litz" wire with Conductance = 30 mW/K
• Linearized Conductance to Bench: 8.8 mW/K

• Active Load from Detector = 120 mw

• Maximum warm-up time = 10 minutes

• Set point = 257K
• Control Tolerance: VIS = +2K/-4K; NIR = +/-0.5K

• Maximum Heater Power = 3.0Watts

Operational Alternative

The original operational concept for the system was to cool the chip only for the 5 minutes the system images each
orbit. However, due to concerns about fatigue from temperature cycling on the detector chip, the operation was

changed to have the TEC maintain control continuously. This obviously had a large impact on the thermal control
system. The optimized system for the cycled concept had a 100in 2 radiator rather than the 300in 2 required for

continuous operation. With this small of a radiator the Be storage unit was a much more critical element, and there
was a much stronger inter-dependency between radiator area and Be storage unit mass.

If a runaway situation is encountered on orbit, one solution would be to revert to a cycled mode of operation for the

TEC. As any runaway would likely occur only at the extremes of seasonal variations in orbital fluxes and Beta

angles, the number of additional temperature cycles on the detector would be relatively small.

SWIR Assembly Design

The SWIR design was driven not only by thermal performance but also by dimensional stability, detector reliability

and EMI requirements and hence these items warrant some discussion here. The resulting design is seen in Fig. 5.

The key area of importance was the design of the TEC. The current 2-stage design yields the performance
summarized in Table 1. The input power the TEC requires is affected by hot side temperature in two ways. The

cold side parasitics, and thus the load on the TEC, vary with hot side temperature; and the thermodynamic
efficiency, or Coefficient of Performance, of the device is temperature dependent. This COP is achieved only by
careful selection of the Peltier material by the TEC supplier. The physical size of he cooler was also a consideration

in the design since it was required to support a rather substantial detector. The large area CdZnTe detector /

multiplexer chip is mounted to a molybdenum spacer (0.05" thick) with a full face bond of an alumina-filled
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adhesive.ThisassemblyisthenmountedtotheTECcoldsideBeOceramicsubstrateusingthesameadhesive
appliedinsuchawaytocreateapedestal-likemount.ThisalleviatesbowingduetoCTEmismatches.TheMo
spacerservestoisothermalizetheassembly,provideaflexcableinterfacepointandprovidesagoodCTEmatchto
theMUXchiptominimizeinducedstressinthedetectorbumpbonds.Thedetectorassemblyhasa5second
settlingtimewitha0.05Kfinalgradientwiththe120roWdetectorload.

BeOwaschosenforthecustomTECtopsubstratetominimizegradientscausedbythepedestalmount.Thecooler
issolderedtoaBerylliumsupportplatethatisboltedtothemassstorageunitusingathermalRTVintheinterface.
ThesupportplatesimplifiesthemountingandtestingoftheTECdetectorandflexinterconnectcable.A coldshield
heatsunktothesamesupportplatereducesthebackgroundradiationontheSWIRdetectortomeetNEI
requirements.

Thisentireassemblyisthermallyisolatedfromthewarminterfacemountusing3inchdiameter0.032"thickfolded
fiberglasstubeswithgoldplatingtokeeptheconductancetothebenchto0.003W/K.Thisdesignalsoprovidesfor
astructurallystiff(k>50,000lb/in)symmetricalassemblytherebyimprovingitsdimensionalstabilitywhichis
importantforachievingtheinter-FPAco-registrationrequirements.Thermalparasiticsarealsolimitedbylow
emissivitycoatingsonallBesurfaces,theinternalsurfacesoftheenclosureandalowthermalconductanceflex
cablesupplyingtheelectricalinterconnectfromthedetectorstotheprocessingelectronicslocatedexternaltothe
assembly.

Analuminumcansurroundingtheentireassemblyprovidestwomajorfunctions.ThefirstistoprovideanEMI
enclosure.TheenclosureissealedwithanEMIgasketatthewalloftheopticalhousingintowhichit islater
mounted.Thecoldfingerpenetrationfortheconnectiontothethermalflexiblelinkrequiresauniquedesign.It
incorporatesaferritecoretoincreaseimpedanceathigherfrequenciestherebylimitingconductedEMIfrom
externalsourcesontotheBethermalmassviatheflexiblelink.A groundpathoflowerelectricalimpedancethat
alsoprovideshighthermalimpedanceisprovidedbyaSSTbellowsconfiguration.Thebellowsaccommodates
manufacturingtolerancesbetweentheinnerBestorageunitandtheenclosurewhichcouldotherwisestructurally
loadthefiberglassisolatorstounacceptablelevelsfordimensionalstability.Thesecondfunctiontheenclosure
performsistoprovideacontainmentshroudduringthedryNitrogenpurgerequiredwhenperformingambient
testing,arequirementforcameraandspacecrafttesting.TheTEChotsiderequiresexternalcoolingto213K
maximuminorderforit toachievethe192Kcoldsidewiththeadditionalconvectivethermalload.Havinga
hermeticallysealedcontainerwasconsideredtomakegroundtestingeasierbutthisbenefitwasoutweighedbythe
simplicityandcosteffectivenessofthepurgedassembly.

PARAMETRIC TRADE STUDIES

2-Stage vs. 3-Stage TEC

A trade between 2- and 3-stage devices was performed by the TEC vendor and it was found that the 3-stage device
would be about 10-20% more efficient. This was somewhat unexpected as the usual trend is for efficiency to drop

as stages are added, but is explained by the fact that our temperature differential pushes the performance envelope
for the 2-stage device. The downside is that the optimization required to increase the 3-stage efficiency also reduces
its maximum capacity. This would impact cooldown time and reduces margin against unexpected parasitic or active

power increases. On the other hand the maximum temperature differential, is improved by about 2K, which would

provide additional margin against higher than expected orbital fluxes. In the final analysis the differences were
small, and because choosing a 3-stage would have increased cost and delayed schedule, and would have been

slightly riskier, the 2-stage TEC was selected.

It can also be inferred from this study that a break point is being approached in terms of TEC usage in this

environment with this kind of load. The only way to achieve a significantly lower cold side temperature would be to

use a 4-stage device, for which the usual trends would dictate a significant increase in power. This increase, after

rippling through the system, would have required an increase in radiator area that would be difficult to

accommodate.
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Radiator Area

The curves in Fig. 6 illustrate the relationship between radiator area and the maximum Be storage unit temperature.
The bus side designated "2000" is the one being used and is the most favorable side (along with its mirror image
"6000") except for "1000" which was reserved for cooling of the spacecraft batteries. All the other surfaces would

have environmental heat fluxes too high to allow the TEC to maintain control. The plot clearly shows a point of
diminishing returns near 400in'-, with the temperature actually increasing as further radiator area is added. This

behavior is due to the fact that as more radiator area is added, the additional radiating surface becomes incrementally
closer to the solar arrays, which are somewhat warmer than the radiator.

Sensitivity to Other Design Aspects

The sensitivities of the Be storage unit temperature to variations in performance of the four other primary classes of
components of the design were studied. These parameters were the conductance of the flex-link, the mass of Be

storage unit, and separately the conductive and radiative parasitics from the spacecraft. The results of these studies

are summarized in Figures 7 & 8. The performance of each element was varied from 50% to 150% of the design

value, representing a "Figure of Merit" for that component. The temperatures in the first set of curves are the orbital
peaks of the Be unit while the second set shows the maximum Be unit temperature during the period when the

imaging may occur. Both plots assume that the TEC power is limited by some means when the Be temperature
exceeds the control limit of-27°C. The first plot represents a more stringent constraint on the design as it gives the
threshold at which TEC power limiting must be implemented. The second plot provides the threshold at which

imaging control would not be possible even if such power limiting is in place.

The first set of curves indicates there is about 15-20% of margin in each design component, with the exception of
the Be unit which has significantly less impact. Margins of 35% or more are indicated in the second chart as the

criterion is applied only to the imaging period, with the Be unit again exhibiting less sensitivity.

These sensitivity studies indicate the design is fairly well balanced in terms of margin in each element of the design.
They do point out, however, a slightly higher sensitivity to radiation parasitics than the other aspects. This may

warrant additional scrutiny of the detailed design and fabrication to ensure the performance of the Multi-layer
blankets and surface plating. The margins, though adequate, are not excessive and indicate the limit of this type of
cooling scheme is being approached. It also should be noted that this system used materials and fabrication

techniques that tended more toward the typical rather than the exotic to keep costs down. Some additional
performance could be gained by using "high-performance" blankets and more refined mechanical mount.

In summary, Thermo Electric Coolers when incorporated into the mechanical design with an integrated approach
can provide a relatively inexpensive and reliable cooling alternative for low-Earth orbit focal plane cooling.
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Table 1 - TEC Performance

TEC Hot Side

Temperature (K)
246.8

Current

(amps)
2.17

Voltage

(volts)
3.08

Power

(watts)
6.7

Cold Side

Load (mW)
366

COP

0.0548

246 2.11 3.00 6.3 364 0.0574

245 2.02 2.88 5.8 359 0.0617

244 1.95 2.76 5.4 355 0.0660
5.02.66

0.69

350 0.0702

346 0.0744

341 0.0786

337 0.0828

332 0.0872
328 0.0917

323 0.0963

305 0.1167

283 0.1484

260 0.1917

238 0.2545

213

243 1.88
242 1.81 2.57 4.6

241 1.75 [ 2.48 4.3
240 1.70 2.39 4.1

239 1.65 2.32 3.8

238 1.60 2.24 3.6

237 1.55 2.17 3.4

233 1.37 1.91 2.6

228 i.18 1.61 1.9

223 1.00 1.35 1.4

218 0.84 1.11 0.9

0.89 0.6 215 0.3537
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Figure 2 - Beta 33 Orbit Showing Orientation Change at Eclipse
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Figure 3 - SWIR Thermal Control System
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Figure 4 - SWIR Focal Plane Assembly Exploded View
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Figure 5 - Hot Case Predictions for SWIR/VISfNIR System
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Be Temperature vs. Radiator Area
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Thermal Analysis of the X-38 Aft Fin During Re-entry

Andrew E. Hong
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas 77058

SUMMARY

This document contains the details of the thermal analysis of the X-38 aft fin during re-entry. Figure 1 shows an artist's
depiction of the X-38. This analysis was performed in order to calculate temperature response of the aft fin components.

This would be provided as input to a structural analysis and would also define the operating environment for the
electromechanical actuator (EMA). The calculated structural temperature response would verify the performance of the
thermal protection system (TPS). The geometric representation of the aft fin was derived from an I-DEAS finite element
model that was used for structural analysis (ref 1). The thermal mass network model was derived from the geometric

representation.

INTRODUCTION

The X-38 is an experimental spacecraft that will demonstrate a spacecraft design that could be used as a low-cost
emergency Crew Return Vehicle (CRV) for the International Space Station. The X-38 will be carried as a payload by the

Space Shuttle in the year 2000. During the mission, the X-38 will be deployed and will return to Earth through re-entry
without a crew. The success of the X-38 will lead to the design of the CRV that will become an operational spacecraft.

MODEL

The model originated from a set of points from a I-DEAS generated finite element model shown in Figures 2 and 3. The
nodes of the I-DEAS finite element model were used as points to simplify the model into larger elements shown in Figure

4. This simplified finite element model was exported to a NASTRAN model. This was then translated to a Thermal
Synthesizer System (TSS) Geometry format. The resulting surfaces of the NASTRAN to TSS translation were used as
guides to create a series of triangles and rectangles. These surfaces shown in Figures 5 and 6 were used to define the
internal and external radiation environments.

For the external radiation environment, the areas of the skin (colored orange in the figures) were used to calculate radiation

conductors to the sink temperature. These radiation conductors were not from the skin to the sink temperature but were

from the most external node to the sink temperature. On the inboard side, radiation conductor calculations used optical
properties for the outside of the flexible reusable surface insulation (FRSI) TPS. On the outboard side, the leading edge,
and the aft surface, these calculations assumed the reaction cured glass (RCG) coating of the alumina enhanced thermal
barrier (AETB-8) tile. In these calculations, the view factors to the sink boundary condition were assumed to be 1.0

without any view to any other surfaces. The hinge lines and rudder gap (blue excluding aft surface) were considered
adiabatic and therefore no external radiation conductors were calculated for these surfaces.

The internal radiation conductors were calculated from the same model using the Monte-Carlo ray tracing method. The
infrared emittance of the internal surfaces was assumed to be 0.74, and the conductors were considered to be between the

inner most nodes (i.e. the aluminum skin). All internal surfaces were considered in the calculations including the internal
frames.
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Thismodelwasalsousedto calculate a thermal mass network using the TSS Conductance/Capacitance application.
Rectangles representing the internal frame were added to the geometry under the skin as shown in Figure 7 in red. The
internal frames were modeled as 0.15" aluminum. The skin, shown in orange in Figures 5 and 6, was assumed to be 0.09 "
thick for thermal mass calculations and 0.06" for thermal conduction calculations. This was done to account for the
stringers on the inside of the aluminum structure. However, the panels alone are 0.06 "thick. The blue areas shown in

Figures 5 through 7 were considered 0.125" thick. Conduction paths were defined where the rectangles were adjacent to
each other. Arithmetic nodes were defined at the junctions so that more than two nodes could contact to a single junction
(e.g., where internal frames and skin met).

Although not defined in the geometry, a 65 pound mass of stainless steel was defined as the electrical mechanical actuator
(EMA) for the rudder. Four conduction paths were defined from the EMA to the aft fin structure. Two were to the aft

rudder gap surface, and two were to the aft folding hinge line structure. These conduction paths were defined as areas that

were 4" x 0.125" and were 6" long. This was derived from dimensions from aluminum C-clamps. The EMA generated
700 Watts of power from 0 to 1800 seconds.

The outboard side, the leading edge, and the aft side uses AETB-8 as TPS. Figure 8 shows the tile thicknesses for the tile

TPS locations. The conduction paths from the external through the internal nodes for these areas are depicted in Figure 9.
The external node is represented by an arithmetic node of RCG. Below the RCG, the tile is modeled as ten nodes which in

turn conducts to a strain isolation pad(SIP) node through an arithmetic node. The SIP node, which incorporates the thermal =
mass of the adhesive, conducts to the aluminum structure. The leading edge tile is an exception to this modeling scheme.

In this case, twenty nodes represent the leading edge AETB-8 tile.

The inboard side, the rudder gap, and the rudder hinge line uses one inch thick FRSI as TPS. The FRSI is modeled as ten
nodes as shown in Figure 10. The FRSI conducts directly to the aluminum structure.

The total number of nodes is 4268, and the mass of the nodes adds to 147.2 pounds. This weight is approximately 60% of
the designed weight. This is mostly due to the lack of detailed modeling in the internal structure. Because of this, the

thermal mass network model would be expected to calculate higher temperature rise rates for the re-entry temperature
transients.

Heat fluxes are applied directly to the external nodes with the exception of the hinge lines and the rudder gap. These heat
fluxes were supplied from a computation fluids dynamics analysis documented in Reference 2.

RESULTS

Figure 11 depicts the hottest surface temperature at each time step which reaches approximately 2100 F on the outboard
side. The hottest skin temperature at each time step reaches approximately 320 F as shown in Figure 12. The location of
the hottest skin temperature is color mapped onto the geometry in Figure 13. Figure 14 shows that the EMA temperature is

at about 200 F after one hour, and the EMA temperature is still slightly rising due to soakback heating.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The X-38 aft fin thermal analysis is an example of a methodology of using an I-DEAS finite element model to create a

geometry model that can be used to perform thermal radiation calculations. In turn, the geometry can be used to create a
thermal mass network model. Though this method was effective, multiple translators were needed, and renodalization was
performed twice. Future analyses should study variations on this method as well as look at other tools and methods to

solve the issue of using design models and structural analysis models for the development of thermal geometries and
thermal mass networks.
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Theresultsofthisthermalanalysisshouldbeusedforpreliminarysizingofthermalprotectionsystemsandshouldbeused
toderiverequirements for the EMA. As heating rate calculations and aft fin design increase in fidelity, the X-38 aft fin
thermal geometry and thermal mass network models should be modified to incorporate the latest and most accurate

boundary conditions.
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FIGURE 1. X-38 DURING RE-ENTRY
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FIGURE 2. AFT FIN I-DEAS FINITE ELEMENT MODEL (WlREFRAME)
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FIGURE 3. AFT FIN I-DEAS FINITE ELEMENT MODEL (SOLID)
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FIGURE 4. SIMPLIFIED AFT FIN I-DEAS MODEL
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FIGURE 7. VIEW OF TSS GEOMETRY WITHOUT SKIN
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CONCEPT OF THE LOCAL THERMO-CHEMICAL SIMULATION FOR RE-ENTRY PROBLEM:
VALIDATION & APPLICATIONS

Anatoliy F. Kolesnikov

The Institute for Problems in Mechanics in Russian Academy of Sciences

Moscow, Russia 117526

SUMMARY

The concept of the local thermo-chemical simulation (LTS) of the high-enthalpy flow action on a vehicle stagnation

point formulated in references 1 and 2 is based on the requirement to locally provide in a ground test the same
boundary layer on the model as at the re-entry conditions. The validation of this concept is carried out through the

comparative analysis of computed heat transfer rates and profiles of gas temperature and atoms fractions within

boundary layers near the model in the subsonic high-enthalpy air flow and near the blunt body in the hypersonic air
flow whose parameters are extrapolated from the inductively heated plasma experiment. It is established that the LTS

provides a very good accuracy if air temperatures at the outer edges of both boundary layers near a model and a body

are close to equilibrium value or surface catalycity is high enough. An example of the LTS concept application is

shown through a prediction of the plasmatron subsonic test parameters for the simulation of heat transfer to the Mars
Pathfinder aeroshell at the peak-heating conditions in the Martian atmosphere. The computed stagnation point heat

flux range for the model in the subsonic dissociated carbon dioxide flow in the whole range of surface catalycity is

found in good agreement with the viscous-shock layer analysis carried out in reference 3 for the aeroshell without the

surface ablation.

INTRODUCTION

In fact, only partial heat transfer simulation could be achieved by using high-enthalpy wind tunnels. The stagnation

point configuration is mostly important for TPM testing and surface catalycity rebuilding (refs. 4 to 11) In particular,
the catalytic properties of TPM for the Buran space vehicle were studied by using the inductive plasmatron IPG-2 on

cylindrical models with a flat face and 30 mm in diameter (ref. 6). In subsonic high-enthalpy flows of dissociated

nitrogen, oxygen and air, the effective probabilities of the catalytic recombination of N and O atoms on the tile
coating and on the antioxidation coating of carbon-carbon material were determined at the enthalpy 20-22MJ/kg in

the pressure range 0.1-0.3atm and the surface temperature up to 1700K: for the tile surface _,No < 3 '10-3, for the

antioxidation coating of C-C material _,.N.o = 7"10-3 (refs. 2 and 6). These data were confirmed by the Bor and

Buran space vehicles flight experiments (ref. 12).

It is almost obvious now that requirements to provide in tests only full-scale values of stagnation pressure and

surface temperature (ref.8) or total enthalpy (ref.9) are not sufficient for the complete simulation of heat transfer and
oxidation and we still need to answer the question: for what hypersonic flight conditions can we use substantiatenly

the data on TPM catalytic properties or thermo-chemical resistance obtained in ground tests for the prediction of

full-scale heat transfer or vehicle surface aging?

For a stagnation point this question can be solved on the base of the concept of the local thermo-chemical simulation

( LTS ) formulated in references 1 and 2. This concept includes the requirements to provide in high-enthalpy tests
the same values of total enthalpy, stagnation pressure and velocity gradient in the stagnation point of the model as in

a hypersonic flow around the vehicle at the given re-entry trajectory point. By means of this nearly simple theory

ground test data could be extrapolated to flight conditions if we know effective radii of a model and a body nose. But

an accuracy of such extrapolation should be estimated.

In this paper some results of validation of this concept are presented. The validation is carried out through the direct
comparison of computations of the 1D boundary layer problem for the high-enthalpy experiment and corresponding

I D thin shock layer problem for the extrapolated flight parameters. The well documented experimental and
numerical results for subsonic high-enthalpy flow parameters in the induction plasmatron IPG-2 (ref.2) have been
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used.BymeansoftheLTStheorythetestparameterswererecalculatedtohypersonicflightconditions.Afterthatthe
nonequilibriumboundarylayernearthemodelandtheshocklayernearthebodyalongthestagnationlinehavebeen
computedfor a 5-speciesdissociatedair.Thenstagnationpointheatfluxes,temperatureandspeciesfractions
profileswithintwoboundarylayerswerecompared.It isshownthatthesurfacecatalycityandthedisplacementof
airtemperaturefromtheequilibriumvalueattheouteredgesofboundarylayersarethefactorsintheactualaccuracy
ofthepresentedtest-to-flightextrapolation.

Anotherexampleof applicationof theLTSconceptis demonstratedthroughananalysisof thetestparameters
requiredforthestagnationpointheattransfersimulationfortheMarsPathfinderaeroshellatthepeak-heatingpoint
of thetrajectoryin theMartianatmosphere(ref.3)byusingtheinductionplasmatronof 100kWpower(refs.10,I 1
and13)andthestandardEuropeanmodelconfiguration(refs.8, 10and11).Thenumericallypredictedheattransfer
rangefor theexperimentin a subsonichigh-enthalpycarbondioxideflow is foundin goodagreementwith
computationsfromreference3inthewholerangeofsurfacecatalycity.

CONCEPTOFTHELOCALTHERMO-CHEMICALSIMULATION

Ourwaytostudytheproblemofthegroundtest-to-flightextrapolationliesin theuseof thetheoryof thelocalheat
transfersimulationformulatedin referencesI and2.At leastforthecaseofastagnationpointheattransferwecan
pointoutthehypersonicflowparametersanda bluntbodyradiuswhichareindirectcorrespondencewithhigh-
enthalpysubsonicflowparametersandamodelradiusif bothsurfaceshavethesamecatalycityandemissivityand
alsothesameheattransferboundaryconditions(forexample,radiative-equilibriumwalls).Foranaxisymmetric
subsonicflowpastabluntedmodelofradiusR,, the conditions of simulation of the heat transfer to the stagnation

point on a blunted body of radius R,, in a hypersonic flow with velocity V_ and density p_, in the case when

Rm << R.. are expressed in the form (ref. 1)

Pw=p V2, He=IV2 (I)

1

* R Pe ) RwR (R c, m )

Here Pw is the stagnation point pressure on a body and a model, H_ is the enthalpy at the outer edges of boundary

layers near a body and a model, V, is the velocity of the subsonic jet at the center of the plasmatron channel exit
section, R" is the model effective radius that depends on the channel radius R,. and the model radius R,,,.

The conditions (I) are simple, but the condition (2) is not trivial and contains a geometrical parameter R* which

should be computed for the test configuration by using CFD. For subsonic jets over cylindrical models with a flat

face we obtained the following approximation for R" from numerical solutions of Navier-Stokes equations

R* = "IRm[2-l-1,68(I-1)2-1,28(l-1)3], I< 1 (3)

m [ R c, l>l (I=Rm/Rc)

RECALCULATION OF EXPERIMENT CONDITIONS TO FLIGHT PARAMETERS

In accordance with (1), (2) there is one-to-one correspondence between subsonic .jet parameters He,, Po ('--P_,.), V_

and the given dimensions R,, R,,, on the one hand, and parameters of the hypersonic flow and the nose radius of a

blunt body, on the other
1

:2He' -_e ) "_s (4)
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Inordertoestimatetheaccuracyofthecorrespondencebetweentheheatfluxesandnonequilibriumboundarylayers
structuresnearthestagnationpointsonthemodelandthebody,whoseparametersarelinkedbytheconditions(4),
wewill analyzethewellcharacterizedIPG-2plasmatronsubsonicregimefor air at thepressure0.latin, the
generatoranodepower37.4kWandthemassflowratethroughthedischargechannel2.8g/s(ref.2).At thedistance
of 30mmfromtheplasmatronexitsection,theenthalpyH_ = 2.19.107m2/s 2 , the velocity V, = 180m/s,the density

p., = 3.86 10 .3 kg/m 3, Reynolds number Re_ = p_ V_ R,, I p._ = 58.6, Mach number Ms = 0.14. For the VGU-2

plasmatron channel of radius R, = 3.102m and the cylindrical model radius R,,, =1.5.102m we have, in accordance

with (3), R*=1.2Rm=1.8.10-" m.

Using these subsonic air flow parameters, from expressions (4) we have determined the parameters of the hypersonic

air flow past the blunt body : V== 6620 m/s, p= = 2.28.10 -4kg/m 3, R,, = 0.265m. This value of density corresponds to

the altitude of 62.4km in the Earth atmosphere. Correspondingly the flight Reynolds number Rex = 1750 and Mach

number M= =20. We see, that Reynolds and Mach numbers are quite different for these ground test and hypothetical

flight regimes. That means that these numbers are not the similarity parameters for a stagnation point heat transfer.

METHOD OF VALIDATION

The proposed method of validation of the LTS concept consists of comparing the calculated heat transfer rates and also the

profiles of the temperature and species fractions within the boundary layers near the stagnation points of the model and the
body for subsonic and hypersonic flows conditions linked by the correlations (4). Such a comparison is carried out below.

A method for calculation of heat transfer rates at the stagnation point of a model with a flat face exposed to a

subsonic jet of a viscous multicomponent reacting gas was developed in references 2, 6 and 14. Here we also use the

concept of a boundary layer of finite thickness in the neighborhood of the stagnation point with the numerical
solution of the Navier-Stokes equations as the outer solution. In particular, the thickness 15of the boundary layer and

the hydrodynamic parameters at its outer edge, including the flow vorticity, which are given below in the formulation

of the problem, are determined from this Navier-Stokes equations solution.

In the case of a one-temperature multicomponent mixture of atoms and molecules in the equilibrium excitation of the

vibrational degrees of freedom, the system of ordinary differential equations describing the flow within the boundary

layer near the stagnation point of the model has the following form

Ou;)'o +fu',,-u2 + l+ae =0,
" 2 2p

I

(1H' +fHo+[--_-'(h_-h_) (Lei-l)ci,, =0,

(PrO L o

Sc i ', +fc_, +wi --0(i = 1,-.-< N-Ne),

p

f0=u, y_=A_'z -1,

N

1/p =T/m,c; mc;,J; =-0(j=l ..... Ne),H= Ecihi,
i=l

1

l--_.l[9'T_2,gle_-A_]X,X=I_-_,Ue--OsVsRm[].le,

0

A=_/R m,u =u I/Ule,Ul =o3u/o3x,u=-V°/Vs,

O_e =-l)e (cgul/0y)e/u _e, U = U°/Vs, x = x°/R m,

y=y°/Rm,p=p°/pe,T=T°/T e,h i =h°/He.

(5)
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Theboundaryconditionsattheouteredgeof the boundary layer and on the surface of the model are:

r/=l: u =H=l,ci =ci, (i=l ..... N-N e)

r/=0: u = f =0,T=T w ,y=0

P

Sci0e

i= 1,

oK- c I 1-- i,-_ _ i Kw,-2__i' VsUle _ 2 V 2/_Ili

...,N-N,

(6)

(7)

In (5)-(7) U°,V ° are the velocity components in the cylindrical coordinate system x°, yO which is related with flat

face, p is the density, ci is the mass concentration, hi is the enthalpy, hi* is the energy of formation of the species j;

cj*, Jf are the mass concentration and the diffusive flux of the chemical element j; H is the enthalpy of the gas
mixture, T is the temperature, m is the molecular weight, Pr, Sci and Lei are the Prandtl, Schmidt and Lewis

numbers; K,,,, and )_ are the effective heterogeneous recombination rate constant and catalytic efficiency; k is the

Boltzmann constant, m_ is the molecular weight of the species i, N is the number of species, N_ is the number of

chemical elements, and r/is the Dorodnitsyn's variable. The circle superscript denotes dimensional quantities, and
the subscripts s and e correspond to the dimensional parameters at the channel exit and at the outer edge of the

boundary layer on the axis of symmetry of the flow.

In the momentum equation the parameter a_=const takes into account the vorticity of the flow at the outer edge of a

boundary layer of thickness S. Parameters or,. , U_ and u_ are determined from the profiles of the velocity

components obtained from the numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes problem for a viscous reacting gas jet flow

past a cylinder with the flat face at M <<1 (refs.2, 6 and 14). For our case A = 6/'R,, = 0.4, v_ = 0.52, u_ = 0.445,
a_=2.626. It was assumed in calculation that Pr = 0.71, Sc=0.65 and ]d-T 0"77.

We assume that the following gas-phase reactions in a 5-species air occur within the boundary layer: 1) 02 +M 6-_ 0

+ O +M, 2)N2 +M +-_N + N +M, 3)NO +M +-_N + O+M, 4) O + N2 +--_N +NO, 5) O + NOr-_N +O2

The chemical equilibrium is supposed to be at the outer edge of the boundary layer: P = 0.1 atm, He = 2.19.107 m2/s 2,

T_ = 5960K, C_2 = 0.4576, Co2 = 0.3513"10 -3, CN2 = 0.2922"10 2, CN = 0.3091, Co = 0.2304.

The thin viscous shock layer model has been used independently for the computation of the hypersonic air flow

(r_= 6620 m/s, p_= 2,28-10 -4 kJm 3) past a sphere of the radius R,, =0,265 m. At the formulation of this problem the

same boundary conditions at the wall and the same chemical reactions rates, as for the subsonic flow, have been
used. For the numerical solutions of the problem (5)-(7) and the viscous shock layer problem the same fourth-order-

accurate finite-difference scheme was used. All computations were made for the surface temperature T,= 1500K.

RESULTS OF VALIDATION FOR AIR FLOWS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the calculated dependencies of the heat fluxes q,,. to the stagnation points of the model (M<<I) and

the body (M>>I) as the functions of the heterogeneous recombination rate constant K,, for the case Kw = Kwo = Kwu.

For a highly catalytic surface the difference in the heat fluxes q,,, under corresponding conditions of the subsonic and
the supersonic flow is only about 5%. As Kw decreases, this difference increases and on a noncatalytic surface in the

subsonic jet the heat flux is 30% less then the heat flux in the hypersonic flow. So, we see, that the accuracy of the
heat transfer simulation on the base of the theory LTS developed in references 1 and 2 depends on the surface

catalytic efficiency. It is quite good for a highly catalytic surface and it does not look good for a noncatalytic one.
Nevertheless, both curves in figure 1 are functionally similar and they have the common interval 10_ < Kw < 102,

where the heat transfer rates drastically depend on wall catalycity. From here we can conclude that the data on the

effective catalytic rates for atomic oxygen and nitrogen recombination on the Buran's TPM obtained in subsonic jets
(refs. 2, 6 and 14) are quite applicable to hypersonic re-entry conditions with flight parameters of the same orders of

magnitude that calculated above.
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Forclearerunderstandingof theLTScapabilitieswewillcomparetheprofilesof airtemperature,N and O atoms
fractions across the boundary layer and the shock layer at the same conditions for two limiting cases: fully and

noncatalytic surfaces. Figure 2 shows the temperature profiles within the boundary layer near the model and within

the shock layer near the blunt body for a fully catalytic wall case. We see that temperature profiles are rather
different at the outer edges of two boundary layers. For the hypersonic flow the temperature Te considerably (- by

2000K) exceeds the equilibrium value because the shock layer is fully nonequilibrium in this case, but temperature

profiles are quite close to each other near the walls. This leads to a good agreement between thermal conductive

parts of the heat fluxes to fully catalytic surfaces of the body and the model.

Within a hypersonic shock layer we can see the displacement of mass fraction of N atoms from the equilibrium value

at the outer edge of the boundary layer (see figure 3): the mass fraction of CN is significantly less then the

equilibrium value in the subsonic case. On the other hand, close to fully catalytic surfaces, the profiles of N atoms
fractions for considered subsonic and hypersonic air flows are quite similar including fine details of different

behavior in comparison with O atoms profiles due to exchange reactions in dissociated air 4) and 5) mentioned
above. In fact, the contributions in the heat fluxes due to nitrogen atoms diffusion are insignificant in this case. Also

we can see on figure 3 that the excellent simulation accuracy is achieved for the atomic oxygen fraction profile
within the whole boundary layer because oxygen is almost completely dissociated at the outer edges of both

boundary layers. As a result the parts of the heat fluxes due to the atomic oxygen diffusion for both flows are equal
within 5%. The same is correct for the total heat fluxes to the fully catalytic wail.

For the noncatalytic wall case the situation is more dramatic as we can see from figures 4 and 5. The temperature

profiles across boundary layers are different exterior to nearest vicinities of stagnation points and the heat flux due
to thermal conductivity is much higher in the supersonic flow. Both boundary layers are almost frozen and diffusion

does not influence heat transfer. The atomic nitrogen fraction near the surface of the model is significantly higher in

the plasmatron test, but the atomic oxygen fraction profiles within boundary layers are quite close in experiment and

hypothetical flight. That means the formulae (4) for ground test-to-flight extrapolation should provide a complete
simulation of the diffusion flux and the partial pressure of atomic oxygen and, therefore, surface catalysis and

oxidation processes. These are the arguments for using here the term "thermo-chemical" simulation.

We can conclude that the displacement of air temperature from the equilibrium value at the outer edges of boundary

layers in high-enthalpy tests or in flight is a factor in actual accuracy of the LTS concept. One should expect that an

agreement between the heat fluxes and two boundary layer structures will be improved when the air temperatures
outside boundary layers will be closer to equilibrium. For example, for higher values of the pressure Pw, as have

already been predicted for the high-enthalpy nitrogen experiment in reference 15.

PREDICTION OF SUBSONIC TEST CONDITIONS FOR MARS PATHFINDER AEROSHELL

Let us consider another application of the LTS concept to a problem of determination of high-enthalpy test

conditions for precise simulation of the stagnation point heating for the Mars Pathfinder aeroshell which is a 70-deg

sphere cone with a nose radius of 0.6625m (ref.3). In accordance with reference 3 the maximum of the heat flux is
achieved at the altitude 40.7km and the following freestream conditions in the Martian atmosphere (Cco2 = 0.97, and

Cu2 = 0.03 ) : V== 6590m/s and p== 3.23 •10 .4 kg/m 3 .

Desired test conditions are determined for a subsonic dissociated carbon dioxide flow around the cylindrical model
of 50 mm in diameter with a flat face and the rounded edge of 11 mm in radius exposed for testing in the IPG-4

plasmatron of 100kW power with the quartz discharge channel of 80mm in diameter (refs. 10 and ! I). For such flow

configuration on the base of previous numerical solution of Navier-Stokes equations (ref.11) we have the following

approximation for the effective radius of this model : R* = 1.28 Rm = 3.2'10 -2 m. Now we can recalculate the entry

parameters prescribed above to plasmatron test conditions by using formulae (1) and (2). This simple technique

(when we know the effective radius R') gives the following test conditions : the enthalpy He = 21.73MJ/kg, the static

pressure P_ = 0.14arm, the flow velocity V, = 184 m/s. For considered test configuration the calculated

dimensionless parameters in equations (5) are: A= 0.4, u_e = 0.39, _ = 2.10 (ref. 11).
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Fortheseflowparametersandtestgeometryprescribedabovethestagnationpointheattransferrateshavebeen
calculatedasafunctionof thesurfacetemperatureT,. and the effective catalytic efficiency 7, from the numerical
solution of the I D boundary layer problem (5) - (7) for a 5-species dissociated carbon dioxide mixture (CO2,02,

CO, O, and C). The next assumptions have been made. I) The following reactions are running in the mixture: C02 +

M _-y CO + O + M , O2 + M _-.-yO + O + M , CO + M _--_C + O + M , CO + O _--yC + O2 , CO2 + O r.-y CO + 02 .

2) Surface catalytic recombination of CO molecules in reaction CO + 0 _ C02 and O atoms in reaction O + O

02 are of the first order and have equal efficiencies Yw, and C atoms are not involved in surface reactions. The same

finite difference scheme was exploited for the numerical solution of the boundary layer problem (5) - (7).

Computed stagnation point heat flux envelope for the predicted subsonic test is shown on figure 6. The upper border

of this envelope (the curve 1) corresponds to the fully catalytic surface (y_,. = i), the lower border (the curve 7) - to

the noncatalytic surface (7,,. = 0). The solid curves 2-6 correspond to the constant values of y,., the dash line 9
corresponds to the theoretical minimum of the heat flux from the frozen boundary layer to the noncatalytic wall. The

heat flux envelope is limited from the right side by the curve qw = eth (r Tw 4, where _:rhis the total hemispherical

emissivity, o'is the Stefan - Boltzmann constant. The curves 9 and 10 correspond to radiative-equilibrium walls with

E,h = I and 0.78. Now it is very easy to determine the heat flux and the radiative-equilibrium surface temperature for

the given values of e,_, and X_. : qw and T, are just the coordinates of the intersection point for two curves:

q,, =qw (T_,., 7,,. = const) and q,, = _th o Tw 4. Thus, in the predicted test at E,h = 0.78 for the fully catalytic wall we
have q.. -- 142W/cm 2 and Tw = 2380K, for the noncatalytic wall - q,,. = 47W/cm2 and T,. = 1800K.

For the heat transfer rates at the stagnation point of the Mars Pathfinder aeroshell and the radiative-equilibrium wall

from reference 11 we have maximum values q,,. = 127W/cm 2 and Tw = 2315K at the wall condition of fully
recombined C02 and q,. = 42W/cm 2and T,. = 1755K in the noncatalytic wall case. So, we observe a good agreement

between numerically predicted heat flux ranges for the Mars Pathfinder aeroshell at the trajectory peak-heating point
and for the euromodel overflowed by the subsonic high-enthalpy carbon dioxide jet in the inductive coupled plasma

torch in the case when ground test parameters are determined on the base of our LTS concept. It is practically
important that the above determined enthalpy and pressure values brlong to the operating envelope of the IPG-4

plasmatron in a subsonic mode (refs, 11 and 13) and the maximum of the thermo-chemical load on the stagnation

point of the Pathfinder aerosheli could be simulated precisely enough.

This analysis was performed without taking into account surface ablation, but in general the concept of the local
thermo-chemical simulation validated here can be applicable to a heat transfer problem with ablation effects if the

influence of injection into the incoming flow is not very strong. The accuracy of prediction of ground test parameters

or extrapolation to flight could be improved if the velocity gradient for flight conditions is calculated more
accurately directly from numerical solution of a hypersonic shock layer problem.

CONCLUSIONS

The LTS concept reveals the new capabilities in the planning of a high-enthalpy experiment and the new approach in
the extrapolation from ground to flight. For the complete stagnation point thermo-chemical simulation, the conditions

of a hypersonic flow past a blunt body and a ground test could be easy linked on the base of the LTS concept if one

knows or can calculate an effective model radius by using CFD for a test configuration. The accuracy of such
prediction of dissociated air thermo-chemical action for a hypersonic flight depends on surface catalycity and

deviations of air temperatures from the equilibrium value at the outer edges of the boundary layers on a body and a
model. For a highly catalytic surface the satisfaction of conditions (1), (2) or (4) ensures the accurate simulation of

the convective heat fluxes and the diffusive fluxes of atoms in subsonic high-enthalpy jets. If the state of the
dissociated air flow at the edge of the boundary layer at the test or hypersonic flow conditions is significantly

nonequilibrium, ground test parameters predicted by using the LTS concept in order to simulate the heat transfer to a

low catalytic surface may be applied as support values. In this more dramatic case for the prediction of the well-
founded test conditions we have to solve numerically not only the nonequilibrium shock layer problem, but also to

compute the nonequilibrium plasma flow within a plasmatron discharge channel and a subsonic reacting air flow

past a model.
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Thecomputedheatfluxrangefor simulationof thestagnationpointheattransfer rate to the Mars Pathfinder

aeroshell at the trajectory peak-heating conditions in the subsonic high-enthalpy carbon dioxide flow is in a good

agreement with the study presented in reference 3. That means that maximum thermo-chemical load on this
aeroshell and TPM behavior can be directly simulated by using the IPG-4 plasmatron in the subsonic regime.
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SUMMARY

Thermal design of spacecraft's is commonly undertaken by means of analysis tools based on deterministic

methodology. However great benefits can be obtained when Stochastic Analysis, and Monte Carlo Simulation in

particular, is implemented in an integral approach with the existing codes used to run conventional spacecraft

thermal analysis.

Scatter, or uncertainty, is present everywhere in engineering so that it is essential not only to build up a detailed

physically representative model, but also consider one additional important component, which is the scatter in

parameter governing the analytical response.

In this light, a European Consortium under the leadership of CASA-Space Division has developed the PROMENVIR
code which is an advanced Meta-Computing tool for performing stochastic analysis of generic physical systems.
PROMENVIR is the result of a research project partially founded by the European Commission within the Fourth

Framework of the ESPRIT program. Several Companies coming from different industrial areas (automotive,

aerospace, energy) has participated in its development and have actively contributed to present a final product which
meets the main performances required by the end industrial users of different disciplines.

PROMENVIR is a code based in Montecarlo Simulation what imply numerous advantages when compared to other

classical approaches, e.g. no limitation as to the type of analysis (linear, non-linear, etc.), no limitation as to the
amount of scatter in the parameters, any solver may be used, learning new codes is not needed since Montecarlo

Simulation allows practically painless accommodation to any solver in the market. It must also be emphasized that

PROMENVIR is not a product conceived for a specific engineering application, but it can be used in different areas,

such as Structural Analysis, Thermal Control and Fluid Mechanics.

A non-exhaustive list of potential applications for thermal space engineering could be as follows,

• Analysis of the impact of the control attitude scatter for satellites Sun or Earth pointed.

• Sensitivity and uncertainties analyses of any data of spacecraft, like multi-layer insulation conductances, radiator

areas or thermal properties.

• Interface conductive couplings scatter and washers/interfillers design limits.

• Correlation of flight data, from thermo-optical properties to variation of albedo and Earth radiation data

depending on the orbit, season and lifetime.

• Any other data input variable or manufacturing scatter, especially applicable to fluid loops, pipes or active
thermal control elements.

This paper presents some examples of analysis performed using stochastic method in the field of Thermal Control

applications using the code PROMENVIR. In particular three typical topics of a standard development are discussed,
based on real analyses performed in two satellites under CASA responsibility:

Sensitivity analysis.

Temperature qualification limits evaluation.
Correlation between analysis and tests.
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Finally,adiscussiononhowtheuseofaStochasticAnalysisapproachcanmodifytheclassicalmethodologybased
onDeterministicAnalysis is discussed. Since scatter in the properties of materials, design parameters and input loads

are impossible to avoid, it appears to be highly recommended to take into account this fact from the beginning in the

development of a new product. Benefits of such decision will be noted in both technical performances and

development costs.

HOW PROMENVIR WORKS?

PROMENVIR is basically a generic tool for:

• Setting-up a stochastic analysis problem (FEM, CFD, QCD, MBD, etc.)

• Defining and managing either a LAN or WAN Meta-Computer (called the Parallel Virtual Computer).

• Running the Monte Carlo Simulation.

• Processing statistically the results.

Modern stochastic analysis is based in the Monte Carlo Simulation technique which requires the execution of series

of typically hundreds of deterministic analyses, all of which are clones or replications of a nominal mother model.

The idea of Monte Carlo Simulation is basically very simple:

1. Take a reference (nominal) model of the system.

2. Select a set of variables that we know to scatter within a certain range of tolerance (e.g. conductivity and

capacitance).

3. For each variable pick randomly a value from the above range.
4. Replace the nominal value of each variable with the random one and execute an analysis.

5. Extract and store the value of the response parameters of interest (e.g. temperature).

POTENCIAL APPLICATIONS 1N S/C THERMAL DESIGN

To have the possibility of hundreds of cases and a very friendly statistical analysis can help in different jobs along

the S/thermal design and analysis.

Really, in the thermal design of S/C there are two main jobs that can be purely called "stochastic events". The first
one is referenced as uncertainty analysis. In this analysis the thermal control specialist selects different variables, like

the material thermo-optical properties, the conductivities of the materials,...), and performs some run varying them

between the extreme values, but one by one. After it performs root mean square of the differences between these

sensitive cases and the nominal one, The resulting value is call uncertainty margin to be added to the nominal
solution. This analysis approach implies that all the phenomena are independent. With PROMENVIR all the

variables to be modified are selected at once, to apply to each one a probabilistic profile, and to run with the

Montecarlo Method many cases. The results of the analysis can be studied, seeing the impact of each variable and

one special curve that represents for example the temperature of one units in the hundred of cases. With this figure
you see the worst combination and the temperature margins with level of confidence of 90, 95 and 99 percent. The

information supplied with this method is several order of magnitude that the present obtained with the RMS method.

The second case is to determine the large number of design cases generated by the AOCS. For example, for a

satellite in low orbit and pointing to the sun, the Attitude Control can maintain the pointing inside a determined cone,
and thermal radiators can receive sun in a non-known probability. This problem increases if around that axis the

satellite can reach any position of the other two with different external radiation on the radiators due to the attitude.
With Promenvir is feasible to run hundred of cases and to reach very good confidence on the thermal performances.
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FordesignofSIC,butconsideringthattheuseofPromenvirisnotforprobabilisticvariationofparameters,
Promenvircanbeaverynicetool.Someexamplescouldbe:

• Selection of a thermal design in a preliminary phase of a project. As example, the design of a flat antenna in low

orbit with high conductive coupling to a large mass. In this case hand calculations are very difficult because is a
transient case, with impact in the temperatures derived from the conductance and thermal capacitances that

generates out-of-phase response of the temperatures and external heat inputs. This particular case will be

outlined in a dedicated point of this paper.

• Limits of the design. An example of this case could be the conductive coupling in a thermal interface with
washers. When the isolation increases many times the temperatures varies and the heat flux reaches asymptotic

values where the design cannot be improved.

• Sensitive response of thermal performances when the design parameters can be combined but the appears a

global variation of the performances because one change affects to the rest. This means that input variables are

not independent. One SIC thermal example corresponds to the design of heating lines applied to propulsion

subsystem components. The heating power dissipated in one particular element selecting the resistance of the
heater affects to the rest of components which are connected in serial. For a quick knowledge of a feasible

design it is possible with Promenvir to modify any heater of the chain and to see the response of all the elements

to this change
• Thermal testing. For thermal testing, a nominal test predictions and sensitivity analysis of the most significant

parameters that affects to the heat balance are normally generated. With Promenvir, instead of a simple table
with extreme expected variations, it is possible to generate curves with continuous results varying the desired

parameters. Thus, an important knowledge is supplied during the test reviews. This sensitivity analysis is also
important for correlation purpose, because in Promenvir, the response profile versus the parameter variation is

obtained. This kind of analysis will also be outlined in a particular paragraph of this paper.

• Flight Data Correlation. Flight data are continuously recorded and depend on many parameters which are
changing in different periods. This changes are related to the planet radiation factor, season, mission time, power

dissipation profiles. All these cases requires a large data base or to run the modifications during the mission. The

Promenvir allows to generate the data base anticipating correlation of flight recorded data and actions to be

taken in case of mission problems.

In all these cases it is assumed that the variation of the parameters can be the expected one with an associated

probability, or are only parameters for which you select a large range to evaluate the impact in the expected

response.

THERMAL ANALYSIS OF AN ANTENNA IN LOW ORBIT

This is a real case of analysis performed with Promenvir to select a thermal design and to demonstrate the feasibility

of that proposed design. This was a waveguide antenna panel supported by aluminium bracket to a rigid platform,

with very high mass in comparison with the one of the radiating panel. This antenna was mounted on a low orbit
satellite with descending node at 10h. The external environment varies due to the terrestrial, albedo and direct solar

radiation close to the eclipse entry and exit. Due to the tight pointing requirements, this antenna needs to work

between -20 ° and +60°C along the mission and with a temperature variation along one orbit of 35°C. These

temperatures and the orbit variation depend on the selected thermal coating of the radiating surface. Analysis with
the trial and error method is very long and difficult to extract conclusions. With Promenvir it has been selected a

large range of thermo-optical properties, from metals to black paint, as independent input variables. As results it has
been selected the maximum and minimum temperatures along the orbit and the difference between these two values.

The results of the analysis are shown in figures 1 to 6.

In the figure 1, it is possible to determine that the thermal absorptivity must be lower than 0.8 to reach a maximum

temperature lower than 60°C. In the figure 2 the emissivity must be higher than 0.22 to get temperatures lower than
60°C. Thus, with the first two curves of the maximum temperature function of the absorptivity and emissivity are

obtained limits of both characteristics.
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Forthe curves of minimum temperatures (figures 3 and 4) same conclusions than the ones of the maximum

temperatures are obtained. In all the cases the temperatures are over-20°C.

The tightest requirement of the mission is the temperature variation along the orbit. The requirement is 35 degrees, tn

the figure 5, it is clearly outlined that the orbital temperature variations are linearly dependant on the thermal

absorptivity. To reach a temperature variation lower than 35 degrees the absorptivity must be lower than 0.62. The

dependence of the temperature variations with the emissivity has not a clear curve. This means that is not possible to
define a direct relation between the temperature variation and this variable.

As summary, the Absorptivity must be in the range of 0.0 and 0.62, and the emissivity higher than 0.22. This

preliminary analysis was confirmed with a detailed mathematical model. The final coating selection is a pattern of

silver paint and VDA kapton foil with end of life thermo-optical properties: absorptivity 0.52 and emissivity 0.28.

This analysis has been performed in a simplified model but it shows the response of the system to different variables

in a coupled analysis. This analysis assesses the performances of the system to the engineers working in the problem

but also to justify the selection of a thermal design with clear improvement in the schedule and confidence of the
customer.

SENSITIVITY THERMAL ANALYSIS OF XMM SATELLITE

The sensitivity analysis of a satellite is of utmost importance to predict flight temperatures. This sensitivity analysis

is requested due to the large uncertainties of flight characteristics, and low predictability of some parameters that also

in ground thermal test cannot be correlated. The final uncertainties are added to the nominal flight predictions and,

therefore, define the margin in which the thermal control is going to guarantee the performances in orbit.

Also, the sensitivity analysis for thermal test is a very important tool to determine the possible deviations and

assesses in time changes during the "Test Review Boards". The satellite heat balance is clearly affected by a short
number of parameters. In some cases the radiator areas, the efficiency of multi-layer insulations, the thermo-optical

properties and the dissipated power of the units. As example of a thermal sensitivity analysis for a thermal test it has

been selected a "mirror platform" of this satellite. This platform requires that the temperature must be controlled in a
very narrow range, between 19 and 2 I°C. This range can be obtained if the heat exchanges of the platform and the

power dissipated are very well known. This is a very nice example of differences using Promenvir and the classical

analysis using extreme values of some parameters. The difference is the amount of results obtained with Promenvir

in which is easy to verify the range of influence of one parameter in the response, when results are asymptotic, or

how affect a combination of some parameters in the response (compensating or generating systematic deviations).

The XMM satellite (figure 7) is a Scientific Satellite to determine the X-rays radiation generated in the universe. The

satellite due to the large focal length is divided in two modules. The Lower Module that includes the Service
Module, the Mirror Support Platform and a half of the Telescope Tube that connects physically both modules. The

Upper Module includes the Focal Plane Assembly and the other half of the Telescope Tube.

The problem of the Mirror Support Platform is the one treated here. The temperature of this platform, sandwich in
carbon fiber with distributed heating lines, is dependant on several parameters. The most important are the heat leaks

by radiation at the top and at the bottom face, and the conductive heat leaks in the perimeter (mechanical interface

with the Service Module). These heat balance elements have been referenced in the analysis considering four

variables in the mathematical model. The heat leaks at the bottom of the platform are dependant on the emissivity of
a foil that closes the bottom side of the satellite. The emissivity of the foil can vary between 0.05 and 0.25, with a

measured value in a sample of 0.15. This foil is Kapton VDA but reinforced with glass fiber wires that affect to this

parameter.

The second parameter that affects to the temperatures is the conductance at the perimeter between the platform and the
service module. This conductance is the results of a serial connectivity's with high uncertainty like the contact

conductances and the mathematical discretization that clearly produces an uncertainty in the performances. The
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conductancepernodewasanalyzedintherangeof0.25to3.A valuecloseto0.4waspredictedbeforetest.Aftertest
correlationthisparameterwasassumedcloseto2.Thisispointedouttooutlinethiskindofuncertaintiesanalysis.

Fortheheatleaksupwards,thatisaheatexchangebyradiation,twoparameterswereselected.Bothparametersare
relatedtotheTelescopeTubetemperatures.Thefirstoneistheheatleaksfromthe"coldplate"thatsimulatesthe
uppermoduleduringtest.ThiscoldplatetemperaturewasdependantontheMulti-layerinsulationperformancesthat
coversit. Thesecondparameteristheperformancesofthemulti-layerinsulationthatwrapstheTelescopeTube.The
efficiencyoftheMLIdependsonthedesignandmanufacturingandit hasanuncertaintyintheperformanceswith
influenceinthetelescopetemperatures.Forthe"coldplatehasbeenconsideredthewholerangeintheemissivity,
0.03to0.9,andforthetelescopetubeMLIfrom1to4inthefactorbetweentheidealandrealvalue.

Theresultsoftheanalysiswiththe4variablesareshowninfigures8tol1.Forthefiguresareselectedthenodesof
thetelescopetube108to117,thenodesoftheplatform213to234,thenodesoftwounits,locatedintheplatform,
176to284andtheservicemodulenodes701to708.

Thefirstparameter(emissivityofthebottomfoil)affectstotheplatforminabout5degreeswhicharefollowedby
theservicemodulecone.Intheunitsthisparameterisveryimportantandvariationsareabout30degrees.Thisdata
isveryimportantin thecorrelationbecausetheseunitscanbeuseascheckingvalue.

Withthesecondparameterisclearlyobtainedin figure9thattheconductanceplatformtoservicemodulehastwo
compensatingbehaviorsbetweentheplatformandtheservicemodulecone.Differencesin thetestinbothresultscan
becorrelatedbythisparameterinboth(coneandplatform)results.Alsointhisfigureappearstheasymptotic
behaviorwhenahighvalueinconductanceisconsidered.

Thethirdparameter(emissivityofcoldplatetochamber)hasnotahighinfluence,butisasystematicerrorbecause
affectsinthesamesenseinalltheresults.

Theforthparameter(conductancethroughtheMLIoftheTelescopetube)producesexpectedresults.Halfofthe
MLIhasdirectsolarradiationtheotherisinshadow.Withhigherfactor,thesunnyfaceincreasesthetemperatures
andtheshadowedfacedecreases.Therestofnodesinthesamesensefollowthisresponse.Theones,closetothe
sunnyface,increasethetemperatures,decreasingtheonesattheoppositesides.

CONCLUSIONS

Thermaldesignandanalysisofsatellitesrequiresdetailedmodelbutalsoagoodknowledgeofthethermalresponse
thatrequirestoolsthatprovidesstatisticalanalysisoftheperformances,alargenumberofrunswithsmalleffort
comingfromengineers.Promenvirisasoftwareandworkingphilosophythathasbeenappliedtootherengineering
fields.Nowit canworkforthermaldesignandotherthermaldisciplineslikelifesupportorfluiddynamics.
Manyspaceresponsesarestochasticwithscatteringin theinputparameters.A fulldata-basewillhelpinallthe
analysisphases,fromthepreliminarydesign,testingandflightdatacorrelation.
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Figure1.Maximumtemperatureversus absorptivity

Figure 2. Maximum temperature versus emissivity
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Figure3.Minimumtemperatureversusabsorptivity

Figure4.Minimumtemperatureversusemissivity
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Figure5.Maximumorbitaltemperature variation versus absorptivity

Figure 6. Maximum orbital temperature variation versus emissivity
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THERMAL MANAGEMENT OF AERO AND SPACE ELECTRONIC BOARDS

Greg Lazzaro
Dynamic Soft Analysis, Inc.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

Tom Andrikowich

AlliedSignal Aerospace
Tucson, Arizona 85737

INTRODUCTION

The thermal management of electronic boards for aero and space applications must conform to severe requirements
between limited heat removal options and limited weight tolerance. With the trend toward higher packaging density

in chips and faster clock speeds, the power dissipation of each component has increased over the last few decades
(ref. 1). Also, the condensed system packaging has led to an increase in power per unit area on electronic boards.

Thus, the most severe thermal management challenges occur in aerospace electronics where reliability issues are

high and the means for heat removal are limited.

As a result of these conditions, thermal analysis software must be an integrated step along with component

placement, routing, electronic simulation, mechanical analysis, and reliability prediction. The use of thermal

analysis software helps to identify thermal problems during the early stages of design. It also provides various

options to resolve possible thermal problems during the design process. This process will reduce expensive
corrections to prototypes by predicting the thermal performance before the first prototype is constructed.

In routine product design, engineers generally use thermal analysis software along with other CAE software. A

specific example of an aircraft engine control unit from AlliedSignal Aerospace is provided as an example.
Modeling specifics and temperature comparisons between the software and test data will be presented in the

following pages.

AEROSPACE THERMAL MANAGEMENT

For aero and space environments, the major heat transfer mechanisms are conduction, radiation, and minor or

negligible conductive cooling. The major concern in the conduction design is to reduce the thermal resistance
between the heat sources and the heat sink.

Conduction

The conduction from the components to the board, and in turn through the board to the heat sink, can be enhanced by

many methods. Components interact with the board through the individual leads as well as the through the gap
beneath the component. In order to reduce the thermal resistance between the components and the board, thermal

conductive pads can be inserted into the gap between the board and the components to provide a better conductive

path. There are many forms of conductive epoxy that are also used for this same purpose.

Metal frames are frequently used to channel the conductive heat from the board to the ultimate heat sink. These

frames strengthen the board and provide rigidity for vibration considerations. They help to suppress the vibration

during take off and flight, while also removing heat effectively. Metal frames are frequently used rather than solid

planes so that components can be placed on the same side as the frame.
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Thermalviashaveproveneffectiveindisplacingheatthroughthethicknessoftheboardforsurfacemount
components.Thethermalviasarescatteredinanarraybeneaththecomponentsandaregenerallyusedtodisplace
heatfromthefrontsidetotheback,whereit canbeeffectivelycarriedtotheheatsinkormetalframe.

Alternatecoolingstrategiesincludetheuseofwedgelocksalongtheedgesoftheboardandthermalscrewsattached
fromtheboardto the heat sink. Along with this practice comes the use of heavy copper ground planes or aluminum

cores to increase the lateral conductivity of the board.

Radiation

Another major consideration in aerospace thermal management is the radiative heat transfer. Each component may
have different power dissipation, temperature, emissivity and configuration.

A conformal coating is sometimes applied to the total board for environmental protection as well as for emissivity
control. When a board faces a case wall or an adjacent board, the thermal emissivity of the boundaries also becomes

important. The wall temperature could be very high if it is subject to solar radiation, and it may require chrome
plating to reduce the emissivity. Also, adjacent boards may be extremely hot, depending on their power dissipation.

When an adjacent board or wall temperature becomes very high, radiation begins to play an important role in the
heat transfer.

Convection

In most space applications and in many aircraft applications with sealed compartments, the convective heat transfer

is negligible. For some aircraft applications there may be cardcages at forced or natural convection. Pin and
extruded fin heat sinks may be used to cool the high powered parts. Component heights play an important role in

flow divergence and downstream wake effects.

INTEGRATED THERMAL ANALYSIS

To conduct an accurate thermal analysis, software must be used to take into account all mechanisms of heat transfer.

This software must also be integrated with many other software packages. The board configuration and component

placement are transferred directly from ECAD placement and routing programs through a seamless interface to

BETAsoft-Board. The power of the components can be derived from electronic simulation programs and then
entered into the thermal software for accurate power modeling. Since the power dissipation is directly related to the

clock speed, the same board may generate different power for different operating conditions.

The thermal designs should be cross checked with the mechanical designs for compatibility with the vibration and

configuration limitations. Another important aspect is to use the predicted thermal results as input for reliability

analysis of the total board and system. BETAsoft-Board interfaces directly with several well known reliability

software packages. The junction temperatures predicted by BETAsoft-Board are used in the reliability analysis.
Iterations among electrical, thermal, mechanical, and reliability analysis tools may occur frequently to achieve the

total design requirements. For aerospace applications the electronic, thermal, vibration, reliability, and weight

constraints should be compromised to achieve the overall design goal.

EXAMPLE CASE: ALLIEDSIGNAL ENGINE CONTROLLER

An example case selected to illustrate the modeling techniques in aerospace thermal design is an engine controller

design by AlliedSignal Aerospace (See Figure 1). The engine controller is subjected to severe environmental
constraints. External cooling is provided by natural convection and radiation to the ambient air. The ambient air

temperature can range from -40C to 70C. Inside the engine controller are two boards, an Input/Output CCA (Circuit

Card Assembly) and a CPU/Power Supply CCA (See Figure 2). Each board is bonded to an aluminum frame heat
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sink.Theheatsinkassemblyisscrewedtothechassistomaximizeconductioncoolingoftheboards.Thetotal
powerdissipationforbothboardsis 18Watts.Whenmodelingthedesign,AlliedSignaiusedseveralCAEpackages
inconjunctionwitharigorousdesignprocesstosimulatethefinalcomponenttemperatures.

SystemLevelSimulation

Theanalysisofthisdesignbeganwithaninitialsystemlevelmodeloftheenginecontrollercreatedinafinitedifference
basedsoftware.A meshwasgeneratedtosimulatingthevariouslayersthroughouttheenginecontroller.Thepower
wasassignedaccordinglytotheboardlayers,andthedesignwasanalyzedatnaturalconvectionandanambientof71C.
Asurfacetemperatureprofilewasgeneratedfortheenginecontrollertoidentifytheboundaryconditionsforeachboard.
Themaximumsurfacetemperaturewasusedastheboundarytoensureagreaterlevelofsafety.

BoardLevelSimulation

BETAsoft-Board,acommonlyusedthermalanalysissoftwareapplicationwasusedforthethermaldesignofeach
boardintheenginecontroller.Thesoftwareusesafinitedifferenceschemethatincorporateslocallyadaptivegrids
formeshgenerationwithintheanalysis.Theseadaptivegridsaregeneratedwheregridrefinementisnecessaryto
modeltheconductionthroughthepinsintotheboard.Theprogramconsidersconduction,convection,andradiation
basedonasetofsemi-empiricalcon'elationsandtheoreticalmodeling.

TheboardanalysisbeganbyexportingtheboardplacementdesignsfromMentorGraphicswhereallthelayoutwas
performed.BETAsoft-Boardprovidesaninterfacewhichextractsthecomponentsplacement,geometry,partnames,and
boarddimensionsfromtheMentorfiles.Thepowerofthecomponents,whichwasderivedfromsimulation,wasentered
intotheBETAsoftlibrary.Boardproperties,suchastheplacementofthermalviasbeneaththehigherPowerdissipating
components,alongwiththeboardmetalandnon-metalmaterialpropertiesandratiosweremodeledinthesoftware.

ThemetalframeusedtocarryheatfromthePCBtothechassiswasmodeledbycreatingseveralscrewtype
componentsintheBETAsoftlibrary.Theframewasselectedratherthanasolidplatebecauseoftheneedtoplace
componentsonthebacksideoftheboard.Tomodeltheframe,severalcomponentswerecreatedandplacedonthe
boardtomatchtheframesizeandpositioning.ThescrewcomponentsallowforproperconnectionbetweenthePCB
andthechassis.Theyweregiventheappropriateresistanceandendtemperatureorsinktemperature.Themaximum
casetemperaturepredictedbythesystemlevelsimulationwasusedastheboards'sinktemperature.

Theboardanalysistookverylittletimetosetupandrun.TheoutputfromBETAsoft-Boardincludedtheisothermal
temperaturemapoftheboardaswellasthecaseandjunctiontemperaturesofeachcomponent.Thecomponent
junctiontemperatureswereimportedfromBETAsoft-Boardintoarel'iabilitysoftwaretoensurefulfillmentof
reliabilityconcerns.

COMPARISONOFPREDICTIONSWITHDATA

Afterallthesimulationandanydesigniterationswerecompletedontheenginecontroller,aninitialprototypewas
developedandtested.Controlledtestingwasconductedonthedesign,anddatawascollectedforthemany
componentswithsignificantpowerdissipation.Thetestwasconductedinatemperaturechamberwitha71C
ambient,andthermocoupleswereusedtorecordthetemperatureriseofthecomponents.TheInput/OutputCCA
showedasmalltemperaturerisesinceit dissipatedmuchlesspowerthanthesecondboard(SeeFigure3).The
CPU/PowerSupplyCCAcoreboardshowedthemostsignificanttemperaturerise(SeeFigure4). Atableofthe
BETAsoft-Boardpredictionsversustheactualtestresultsisincludedas(SeeTableI). Theresultscompare
favorably,andthedesignmetitscriteria.
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CONCLUSION

With the trend of higher clock speeds and decreasing package sizes, the power density of aero and space boards has
increased dramatically in the last decade. Higher power densities generally lead to higher junction temperatures.

Since the failure rates of components increase exponentially with their temperatures (ref. 2), thermal control becomes

critical in achieving acceptable product reliability. Among the thermal management of electronic systems, the most

demanding requirements continue to be in the aerospace industry where environments continue to be demanding and

heat removal options are limited.

The integration of thermal analysis software with other CAE tools becomes necessary to conduct an accurate
simulation. Iterative design and compromise are necessary due to the various constraints presented by the operating

conditions. In the case of the AlliedSignal engine controller, the BETAsoft-Board software was integrated

effectively into the design process to ensure superior product quality and performance.
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Table I. Test Data vs. BETAsoft-Predictions

Ref. Des

cr9

crl 4

cr20

g15

u12

u24

u25

u31

u32

u34

u44

u50

u53

u54

u56

Test Data

Junction Temp (C)

97.20

91.70

85.23

85.99

88.40

88.37

86.67

89.50

87.90

89.90

87,75

88.11

86.05

85.95

88.05

BETAsoft-Prediction

Junction Temp (C)

98.90

92.00

86.30

84.70

87.70

88.90

88.40

87.60

89.40

92.70

88.30

89.40

87.30

86.30

88.60
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MULTI-DISCIPLINARYANALYSISINENGINEDESIGN1

KamelG.MahmoudandAndreasEnnemoser
AVL-LISTGmbH

HANS-LISTPLATZI
A-8020Graz

Austria

SUMMARY

Automobilemanufacturersarefacedwithastrongrequirementtodayfordevelopinghighqualityvehiclesina
shortperiodoftime.Sincethecoolantsystemisplayingakeyroleinvehicleperformance,it isparticularly
importanttobeabletooptimizethecoolingcycle.Experimentallyoptimizingthecomplexthreedimensional
coolantsystemgeometryhasproventobeextremelydifficult.Simulationtoolsprovideengineeringvaluesthatcan
beincorporatedintheearlystagesofthedesignprocesswheretheycomplementtheconventionalexperimentby
virtualprototyping.EnginevirtualprototypinghasbeenthegoalofAVL-Advanced Simulation Technologies

business area for a couple of years.

To improve the quality of the cooling system simulation results and to speed-up the simulation process, a multi-
disciplinary (MD) analysis method has been developed by AVL in the frame work of the Multi-disciplinary

Engineering Design via Unitary Software Applications MEDUSA 2 project. In this MD analysis methodology, three
different disciplines have been addressed to simulate the cooling of the cylinder head/block compound. The physical

phenomena which are considered in simulating this cooling process are: the combustion in the combustion chamber,
conduction in the engine structure, and convection and fluid flow in the cooling water jacket.

Regarding the combustion, cycle-averaged gas temperature and convective heat transfer coefficient in the
combustion chamber are calculated using a thermodynamic program, BOOST. Finite Element (FE) code,
MSC/NASTRAN is used to calculate the temperature distribution in the structure where a Computational Fluid

Dynamic (CFD) program, FIRE is used to calculate the flow field, and the fluid temperature and heat transfer
coefficient in the water jacket. The cycle-averaged gas temperature and heat transfer coefficient in the combustion

chamber are assumed to be wall temperature independent and coupling is carried out between the FE and CFD

codes. Two approaches have been facilitated to perform the coupling. In the first approach a loose coupling is used,
where the fluid-structure thermal interaction information are exchanged between the CFD and FE programs via file

transfer. In the second approach, a tight coupling between the CFD and FE codes has been achieved, where the

object libraries of FIRE and MSC/NASTRAN are linked and a single executable is generated.

A 6 cylinders engine is used to demonstrate the MD coupling where the high performance computing facilities at
AVL are used to carry out the calculations. Manually generated cooling water jacket mesh as well as a mcsh
generated using AVL Flexible Automatic Meshing Environment, FAME had been used for the CFD calculations.
The simulation results have been checked against the experimental data and have shown to be comparable. It. has

been show that the current status of the high performance computing facilities makes it possible to carry out the MD

simulation procedures within a reasonable time.

INTRODUCTION

Recent engine design trend toward higher output, lower emission, more passenger comfort and safety; initiated
the interest to develop accurate analytical tools for a more rapid engine design process. Understanding and

quantifying aspects of the thermal behavior of engine components and systems has been the subject of a number of
heat transfer investigations over recent years (refs. ! to 6). The finite element method (FEM) is a versatile and

powerful tool used by engineers on a routine basis for the analysis of a wide range of engine components (refs. 1, 7).
The development of the finite element method for the prediction of the temperature in the engine components, has

This work is done during the participation of AVL in ESPRIT HPCN MEDUSA project (EP 22746).
2Medusa consortium comprises: British Aerospace (Operations) Ltd., ABB Teknologi AS, AVL List GmbH, Genias Software GmbH,
Computational Dynamics Research, MacNeal-Schwendler GmbH, University of Wales, Swansea.
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ledtoagrowingneedforreliabletoolstoderiveaccuratespatiallyvaryingthermalboundaryconditions.The
ComputationalFluidDynamics(CFD)showstobehighlypromisingtoolsforthecalculationofthesethermal
boundaryconditionsonthestructuresurface.

Performingisothermal(refs.1,2,5),adiabatic(ref.4)CFDsimulationorresistor-capacitor(R-C)thermal
networkofthefluidinteractionsthroughouttheengine(ref.6)givesageneral(qualitative)ideaaboutthe
temperaturedistributionintheenginebutit doesnottellanythingabouttheabsolute(quantitative)values.It informs
theenginedeveloperwhetherthereisahomogenouscoolingofallthecylindersor- morelikely- arathernon-
uniformtemperaturedistributionin thestructure.Inadditionaltothevisualisationofthetemperaturedistributionin
thestructure,thedistributionoftheconvectiveheattransfercoefficientbetweenthestructureandthecoolantandthe
velocitydistributioninthecoolingwaterjacketmaybepresentedandtheplacesatwhichthecoolingwatervelocity
istoohigh(cavitationtendency)andthestagnationzones(placesofpoorcoolingresponse)maybevisualised.The
overallvelocitydistributiongivesafairlygoodindicationinwhichwaythecoolingjacketand/orthecylinder-head
gasketcanbeoptimised.Thepressuredistributionwhichisoneof thevariablesevaluatedintheCFDcalculations,
showsthelocationsofthebigpressuredrops.Beingabletodetectthepressuredistribution,helpsinminimisingthe
pressurelosseswhichreducesthesizeofthewaterpumpandconsequentlydecreasesthefuelconsumption.

FromthisshortintroductionabouttheisothermalCFDsimulationoftheenginecoolingwaterjacket,onecansee
thatthesimplifiedsimulationprocess(isothermaloradiabaticwalltemperature)givescomprehensiveinformation
aboutthecoolingcyclecharacteristic.However,thecalculationmissestheaccuratewalltemperature(CFD
boundaryconditions)whichinfluencesthefluidphysicalproperties(e.g.massdensity,viscosity,etc).These
physicalpropertieshaveasignificanteffectonReynoldsnumberwhichdominatesthevalueoftheconvectiveheat
transfercoefficientandaffectsalsotheflowpattern.Fromthefiniteelementside,it isnecessarytoobtaindetailed
informationregardingthecoolantsideheattransferdistribution.Thedistributionisafunctionofthelocalflow
velocity,thelocalturbulencelevel,themetalsurfacegeometryandthemetalsurfacetemperature.

Ennemoser,PetrinandDilgen(ref.8)havetakenintoconsiderationtheeffectofthewalltemperatureonthe
CFDresults,wherethetemperatureofthestructurecalculatedbyanFEprogramisusedasCFDthermalboundary
conditions.TheconvectiveheattransfercoefficientcalculatedbytheCFDprogramiscopiedtotheFEmodeltobe
usedasstructurethermalanalysisboundaryconditions.Theseproceduresarecarriedoutmanually2or3times.This
approachhasthedisadvantagethatallthedataexchangesaredonemanuallyaswellasonlytheheattransfer
coefficientistransferredfromtheCFDmodeltotheFEthermalanalysismodel.Thetemperatureofthecoolant
whichiscalculatedintheCFDisnotusedandanassumedtemperatureisappliedinstead.Theassumedtemperature
isselectedfromtheexperienceoftheFEengineerandthelocalchangesinthecoolanttemperaturearenot
considered.

Till recently,the3DmeshrequiredfortheMDanalysisandtheCPUdemandedbytheCFDarethemain
obstaclestowardanefficientintegrationoftheMDanalysisintothedevelopmentprocess.Theadvancesin
computerhardwareandsoftwaretechnologywillhaveastrongimpactontheMDanalysis.Thehighperformance
computers(HPC)willsubstantiallyexpeditetheenginedesignprocessbyallowingthedesignertocarryoutvarious
analysisanddesigntasksinparallel.Thetaskscanbelongtoindividualdisciplineaswellastootherdisciplines
(suchasinmulti-disciplinaryoptimizationproblems).

Forcomplexgeometries(e.g.Internalcombustionengines)thetimespentintheanalysisprogramisstillmuch
lessthanthetimeandamountofworkspentinthepre-processing.Dueto thefactthatinthepre-processingtoday
stilltheman-workplayingthemajorrole,thedevelopmentprojectsarefacingahightimeandeconomicalpressure.
Thetimehereplaysnotonlyeconomicalrolebutalsoplayabigroleinthedevelopmentcycle.Thecosts/hourofan
engineercanbeestimatedasbeing10-20timeshigherthanforafastcomputer.Soit is ratherworthwhiletospend
allmanpowermainlyonresultsanalysisandoptimizationtasksandtoperformtheroutineandmosttime
consumingworkbythecomputer.WiththeFlexibleAutomaticMeshingEnvironment(FAME)(ref.9),AVL
introducesatoolforautomaticmeshgenerationwhichdramaticallyreducesthemeshgenerationtimeand
convincinglysatisfiestherequirementsforaccurateCFDsimulations(ref.10-1!).

Theobjectivesofthisworkwentintwodirections.Fromoneside,toenhancethecouplingmethodology
developedbytheauthors(ref.12)andfromtheothersidetoexpeditetheuseofthecoolingjacketmeshgenerated
byFAMEandtheuseoftheHPCfacilitiesinmulti-disciplinaryanalysis.
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MULTI-DISCIPLINARYANALYSIS

Toimprovethequalityofthesimulationresultsandtospeed-upthesimulationprocedures,anautomationofthe
multi-disciplinaryanalysisprocessis initiatedbyAVLintheMEDUSAproject,wherethreedifferentdisciplines
havebeenaddressedinordertosimulatethecoolingprocessinthecylinderhead/blockcompound.Thethermal
behavioroftheengineisgovernedbytheheatreleasedbycombustionwhichtransfersfromthecombustion
chambertothestructurebyconvection.Thisheattransfersintheenginebodybyconductionandit mustberemoved
fromthestructureviacoolingfluidwhichflowsthroughthecoolingjacket.Onthegasside,BOOST(ref.12)is
usedtocalculatethecycle-averagedgastemperatureandconvectiveheattransfercoefficientinthecombustion
chamber,Tg and hu, respectively. These cycle-averaged values are used to replace the time varying temperature and
heat transfer coefficient. Using the cycle-average values calculated by BOOST and the boundary conditions on the

coolant side, MSC/NASTRAN (ref. 13) is used to calculate the temperature distribution in the structure. The coolant

temperature and heat transfer coefficient in the water jacket are calculated using FIRE (ref. 14). It is assumed that

the cycle-averaged temperature and heat transfer coefficient do not change with the combustion chamber wall
temperature. Therefore, BOOST is used only once to calculate these cycle-averaged variables in the combustion

chamber and coupling is done between the CFD and FE codes only.

Two modes have been facilitated in this MD coupling methodology, see Fig. 1. In the first mode, the coolant

temperature and convective heat transfer coefficient are assumed and used to be the structure thermal boundary
conditions. MSC/NASTRAN is started using the assumed boundary conditions to calculate the temperature
distribution in the structure. Having calculated the temperature distribution in the structure, FIRE uses this

temperature vector to calculate, among the other well known CFD variables, the convective heat transfer coefficient
and the near wall coolant temperature. These two variables (convective heat transfer coefficient and near wall

coolant temperature) are required as structure thermal analysis boundary conditions. An interpolation program maps
the CFD results to the FE mesh and generate new structure boundary conditions in the form of MSC/NASTRAN

input format. Starting from the second coupling iteration, a test for convergence program is used to check the CFD-

FE coupling convergence. The convergence criteria depends on the change in the temperature vector, T_ of the
structure. The coupling iterations are stopped when the change in temperature vector becomes insignificant. The

convergence test is expressed by the ratio of the norm of the temperature difference of two consecutive iterations
over the norm of the temperature vector at the current iteration. Mathematically this can be expressed as follows.

Ts i -- Tsi-l l
<e

[T i I (l)

where i is the iteration number and 8 is a tolerance value.

The same procedures are carried out in the second coupling mode, but the order of execution is different. The

order of the programs execution is: FIRE _ the interpolation and data format translation program

MSC/NASTRAN _ a program to check for CFD-FE coupling convergence. Like the first coupling mode, the
iterations are repeated until the previously mentioned ratio becomes less than or equal to a given tolerance value, _.

FIRE-MSC/NASTRAN Coupling Methods

FIRE and MSC/NASTRAN have been coupled using two different methods, namely indirect and direct coupling.

The previously mentioned coupling modes are applicable in both of the direct and indirect coupling approaches.

i. FIRE-MSC/NASTRAN Coupling Via File Transfer

In the indirect coupling approach (loose coupling), the data are exchanged between the MSC/NASTRAN and FIRE
via file transfer. The first coupling mode is used here to explain the coupling procedures. Assuming a constant

convective heat transfer coefficient, hy, and a constant water temperature T/, MSC/NASTRAN is used to calculate the
temperature distribution in the cylinder head/block compound, T_. Having calculated T_, it is read together with the FE

mesh by an interpolation routine which maps it from the FE-mesh to the CFD-mesh. FIRE uses this temperature vector
to calculate the coolant near wall temperature, Tfand the new convective heat transfer coefficient h;_
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In the second coupling mode, the structure wall temperature is assumed and used as boundary condition for the
CFD calculations and the procedures shown in Fig. 1 for coupling mode 2 are performed.

A script shell is written to automate both of the previously mentioned MD indirect coupling modes.

ii. FIRE-MSC/NASTRAN Direct Coupling

In the second MD coupling method, a dynamic linkage between FIRE and MSC/NASTRAN has been
developed. This results in a single executable program in which both FIRE and MSC/NASTRAN run

Simultaneously and exchange boundary data at every coupling iteration. MSC/NASTRAN user's modifiable version
(ref. 16) is used for this tight (direct) coupling. Figure 2 presents a schematic of this approach.

As a first step of the direct coupling approach, MSC/NASTRAN Module Property List (MPL) is modified where
three modules are added to the standard MSC/NASTRAN MPL. The first module is a driving module for FIRE.

This module reads the input matrices and data blocks and passes them to FIRE main program which in turn
interpolates the structure temperatures vector and maps it to the CFD mesh using the interpolation methods which

are described under interpolation between the CFD & FE meshes subsection. FIRE main program uses this mapped
temperature as wall temperature, perform the CFD calculations and provide new values for the convective heat

transfer coefficient and the near wall coolant temperature. The input to this module are the FE mesh geometry, the
data of the heat transfer boundary elements and the FE thermal analysis results. The data are passed to the FIRE

driving module in standard MSC/NASTRAN matrices and data blocks. The second module is convergence test

module and it is used to compare between the results of two consecutive FE-CFD coupling iterations. The
convergence criteria used in this module is described in equation (I). In the third module the results at each iteration
is saved to be used for post-processing. Otherwise, only the results of the last iteration will be by the time of job

termination available for post-processing.

Having modified MSC/NASTRAN MPL to include the new coupling modules, FIRE object code as well as the

objects of the other two modules are linked to MSC/NASTRAN library to generate one executable which includes
the CFD, FE, convergence test as well as the interpolation codes.

The last step is to invoke the new modules by modifying the MSC/NASTRAN thermal analysis solution

sequence. Therefore, a new MSC/NASTRAN thermal analysis solution has been developed to perform the MD

analysis in MSC/NASTRAN environment.

MD COUPLING EMBEDDED WITHIN PSUE

The previously mentioned FIRE & MSC/NASTRAN direct and indirect coupling approaches, have been
embedded within PSUE (ref. 18). The functionality of the coupling approaches in PSUE can be summarised as
follows:

Direct Coupling : By submitting the job using PSUE GUI, a program called DIGRESS is started. This program
is used to monitor the CFD residuals during the execution. The decision of terminating FIRE execution depends on

the behaviour of these residuals. This termination is done either automatically or manually.

The automatic termination depends on two convergence criteria. The first one depends on the change in the fluid
temperature which is expressed as the norm of the difference between the temperature vectors in two consecutive

time steps, (time step i and time step i-1) over the norm of the coolant temperature vector at the time step i. The ratio

between the two norms should be less than a tolerance value C1 given by the user as a PARAM in MSC/NAS_AN

input deck or in a file used as an input, if indirect coupling is used. The second convergence criteria depends on the

change in the turbulence kinetic energy. This change is checked against a tolerance value t?2 which is also given as a

parameter by the user in MSC/NASTRAN input deck or in the previously mentioned file. These tests can be

expressed as follows:
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Temperatureconvergencetest

< E; (3)

Turbulence kinetic energy convergence test

<E2 (4)

where:

Tj i & Tj m

E i & E i-I

£1 & _2

are the cooling water temperature vectors at time steps i and i- 1, respectively.

are the turbulence kinetic energy vectors at time steps i and i-1, respectively.

are tolerance values for the change in the cooling water temperature and

turbulence kinetic energy.

The manual termination depends on the results visualisation which is facilitated by PSUE. If the user is
satisfied with the behaviour of the temperature and the turbulence kinetic energy, he/she may interrupt the

calculations by editing the contents of a file calledflag.conv and modifying the convergence flag in this file to "Y"

to signify satisfactory convergence behaviour. This file is read at every CFD time step and on recognising this flag,
the execution of the CFD calculation will be stopped and the other calculations will be started.

h_direct Coupling : The script shell written by AVL to be used for MSC/NASTRAN indirect coupling is

invoked and the PSUE-DIGRESS program which monitors the progress in the CFD results is activated. The same

monitoring and termination features mentioned in the direct coupling are made available here at the loose coupling

approach. The variables which are given in MSC/NASTRAN input deck as parameters are entered here as script

shell input arguments.

INTERPOLATION BETWEEN THE CFD & FE MESHES

Due to the fact that the CFD and FIE meshes have different resolutions, interpolation between the results of the
two codes must be done. In this work, two methods are used for exchanging the data between the CFD mesh and FE

meshes. In the first method, no interpolation is done. Values of the nearest structure grid point to each CFD gird is

assigned to that point or vice versa.

In the second approach, the 4 closest structural nodes to each CFD node are used to calculate the value of the
state variable at that node. The CFD node is assigned a weighted average of the value at the 4 structural nodes. The

weights are the inverse of the distance between the two nodes:

4
ui

"_' Ji
i=l (2)

Uj =-4

i=1

in which uj represents any variable to be interpolated (temperature or/and convective heat transfer coefficient) and

d; is the distance between the CFD and FE grid points.
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RESULTS

ThepreviouslymentionedMDanalysistechniqueshavebeentestedona6cylindersenginewheretwowater
jacketmeshesareused.OnemeshisgeneratedusingFAMEandtheotherCFDmeshisgeneratedmanually.Short
statisticsabouttheseCFDmeshescanbesummarizedasfollows:

NumberofNodes
Numberofcells
Numberofcellfaces

Manualmesh FAMEmesh

872853 1550021
737516 421231
2384807 5099045

Fromthestatistics,onecanseethatFAMEleadsto morecells.A comparisonbetweenthetimeusedin
generatingbothmesheswillbegivenlatertogetherwiththeCPUrequiredforMDsimulationprocess.Themanually
andautomaticallygeneratedCFDmeshesareshownin figures4&5.Detailedcomparisonbetweenthetwomeshes
isgiveninfigure6.FromthisfigureonecanseeFAMEgeneratestetrahedronaswellashexahedronelements.

Theoperatingconditionsoftheengineatwhichthemeasurementsandsimulationhavebeencarriedoutcanbe
summarisedasfollows:

Enginespeed 2000RPM
Inlettemperatureofthecoolant 79°C
Enginecoolantmixture 50%water& 50%antifreeze
Volumeflowrate 478l/min

Intheexperimentation,thecoolingcyclepartwhichconnectsbetweenthethermostatandthewaterpumpis
removedandreplacedbyacoolingsystemsuchthatit keepsthecoolanttemperatureattheinletofthewaterpump
constant,79°C.

Thetimevaryingheattransfercoefficientandtemperaturein thecombustionchamberarereplacedbycycle-
averagedvalues.Thecycle-averagedheattransfercoefficientandtemperaturearecalculatedusingAVLcombustion
cyclesimulationprogram,BOOST(ref.13).It isassumedthatattheenginepreviouslymentionedoperating
conditions,thecycleaveragedtemperatureandtheheattransfercoefficientareindependentofthecombustion
chamberwalltemperature.ThisassumptionisjustifiedbythecyclicmeasurementsdonebyStoneetal.(ref.17)
whichshowedthatthecombustionprocessreachesitssteady-stateconditionin lessthan10cyclesaftertheengine
firstfiring.

Usingthecycle-averagedheattransfercoefficientandtemperaturecalculatedusingBOOST,aninternalprogram
developedatAVLisusedtoreadtheseaveragedvaluesandgeneratethegas-sidesurfaceelementcardsrequiredfor
MSC/NASTRAN.

TheCFDcalculationsbasedonbothofthemanualandFAMEmeshesconvergedwithnomajorproblems.A
comparisonbetweenbothmeshesbasedonthetimeusedinmeshgenerationandCPUisgiveninthefollowing
table.

MDanalysis
Mesh (Fujitsu)
Hours Hours

Hand 240 20

FAME 50-60 30

Table 1. Time and CPU used for Pre-processing and MD simulation for FAME and manual Mesh
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DuetothefactthattheFAMEmeshismuchbiggerthanthemanuallygeneratedmesh,leadstohigherCPU
requiredforCFDcalculations.AlthoughtheCPUrequiredbyMDanalysisbasedontheFAMEmeshismuchmore
thanthatbasedonthemanualmesh,thereductionin themanpowerandtimerequiredfor pre-processingis
substantial.AndthisismuchmoreexpensivethantheCPUwhichisgettingcheaperandcheaper.

BoththedirectandindirectMDcouplingapproacheshavebeentestedonthemanualmesh,usinganSGI8,
MIPSRI0000processorspowerchallengemachine.AlthoughtherearemuchfastermachinesavailableatAVL,
SGIhasbeenusedforthedirectcoupling.Thisisbecausefordirectcoupling,themachinemusthavebothFIREand
MSC/NASTRANlicences.AtAVL,SGIistheonlyHPCmachinewhichhasbothlicences.TheindirectMD
couplinghasbeentestedonboththemanualandFAMEmeshesusingaFujitsuVX machineandthepreviously
mentionedSGIpowerchallenge.TheCFDcalculationshasbeencarriedoutontheFujitsuVX machinewhichis
muchfasterthanthepowerchallengeandtheFEcalculationshavebeencarriedoutontheSGImachine.

Figure7showsthetemperaturedistributionintheengineblock/headcompoundwithamaximumtemperatureof
about340.0°C by the exhaust port of the first cylinder. The convective heat transfer coefficient as it is calculated
using FIRE is presented in figure 8. This figure gives some engineering data for the engine designer about the

cooling process in the cylinder head/block compound. One can see that the first two cylinders are cooled less than

the other 4 cylinders.

To validate the MD simulation procedures, the simulation results have compared with the experimental data.

Figure 9 shows the measurement points. The measured and calculated temperatures of these points are given in table

(2). One can see from this table, that the measured and calculated results are qualitatively and quantitatively

comparable. The differences at some places are all within a reasonable bandwidth of the engineering target.

Each of the previously mentioned MD coupling approaches has its advantages and disadvantages. According to
the experience gained so far, the direct approach has the limitation that, not all the companies who have FIRE have
and like to work with the MSC/NASTRAN user's modifiable version which is used in this approach. The other

disadvantage of the direct approach caused by the single executable which is generated in this case. The machine on
which this single executable is installed must have both FIRE and MSC/NASTRAN licences. The direct coupling
method has the advantage that it is more efficient, stable (network independent) and no disk space is required to save
the data to be transferred between the CFD and FE programs. The indirect method has the advantage of using the
standard MSC/NASTRAN version which makes it usable for all the customers who have FIRE and

MSC/NASTRAN standard versions. The indirect coupling approach is more flexible, where each peace of software

may be executed on different computer.

CONCLUSION

A description has been made of the state-of-the art of multi-disciplinary analysis tools which is developed and
used at AVL GmbH for analysing and/or optimising the cooling cycle in automotive engines. These tools have been

developed, refined and validated through extensive analysis works and experimental investigations.

An automatic mesh generator has been used to generate a detailed 3D unstructured mesh for the CFD
calculations of the cooling water jacket of a 6 cylinders engine. The mesh has been tested using the MD simulation

procedure developed at AVL for coupling FIRE as CFD program and MSC/NASTRAN as FE thermal analysis
software. The results have been validated against manually generated mesh and experimental data. The results are

qualitatively and quantitatively comparable. The differences at some places are all within a reasonable bandwidth of

the engineering target.
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Figure 7. Temperature distribution in the structure
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Figure 8. Distribution of the convective heat transfer coefficient
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Figure 9. Places of temperalure measurement points
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THERMALANALYSISANDDESIGNOFAPHASEDARRAYANTENNA

JamesE.Marthinuss,Jr.
NorthropGrummanCorporation

ElectronicSensorsandSystemsDivision
Baltimore,Maryland21203

ABSTRACT

Thispaperwilladdressthethermalanalysisanddesignprocessforagenericphasedarrayantennathatisliquid
cooled.Muchoftheinformationisbasedontheknowledgeandexperiencegainedduringthethermaldesignof
advancedphasedarrayantennasdoneatNorthropGrumman.DesignandanalysisproceduresfromtheGaAschip
heatsourcetotheentirearraywillbediscussed.ComputationalfinitedifferenceusingNorthropGrumman
developedDirectNumericalSimulation(DNS)tosolvecomplexgeometricshapeswillbeshown.Lessonslearned
andcriticalissuesinthedesignprocesswillbeshownandtheirimpactondesign.Thispaperwillallowan
inexperiencedthermalengineertounderstandtheimportantissuesin thedesignandthermalanalysisofaphased
arrayantenna.Thesametechniquescanalsobeappliedforthermalanalysisofmanydifferentelectronicpackages
becausemanyofthesameitemsarecriticaltothedesign.

INTRODUCTION

PhasedArrayAntennasaretheupandcomingtechnologyforantennaswithapplicationsonmanyairborneorspace
developmentprograms.Withthisthethermaldesignisbecomingmoredifficultbecausetheseantennasaretightly
spacedwithveryhighpowerdensities.Atypicaloldertechnologyantennamighthaveapowerdensityof0.02
W/cm3.A liquidcooledphasedarrayantennacouldhavepowerdensitiesashighas!.0W/cm3.Newtechniques
mustbedevelopedinordertodesigntheantennaefficientlyandeffectively.

AtypicalliquidcooledphasedarrayantennaconsistsofTransmit/Receive(T/R)Modules,theliquidcooledheat
exchangersandthehousingthatholdstheheatexchangers.Asshowninfigure1therearemanyheatexchangers
whichholdevenmoreT/RModules.Theremaybeanywherefrom10to70heatexchangerswitheachheat
exchangerhavinganywherefrom5to50T/Rmodules.TheT/Rmodulesarewheretheheatisgenerated.Thetotal
poweronaliquidcooledphasedarrayantennacouldbeaslowas5kw andashighas40kw.Withpowerlevelsthis
highandthesmallsizeofthesystem,coolingofthepartsiscritical.

GALLIUMARSENIDECHIPANALYSIS

ThethermalanalysisanddesignoftheGalliumArsenide(GaAs)chipiscriticaltopredictingRFperformanceand
reliability.OnmostT/RmodulesthePowerAmplifierdesignandanalysisis themostimportantbecauseit is
typicallythehottestpart.AtypicalPowerAmplifierisshowninFigure2.Theheatsourcesareverysmalland
requirealargenumberofnodestoaccuratelypredictthejunctiontemperatures.A steadystateanalysisofthechip
usingDirectNumericalSimulation(DNS)andapproximatelytwotothreemillionnodesistypicallyusedtogenerate
anaccuratetemperatureprediction.Anodesensitivitystudyshouldbedonebyvaryingthenumberofnodesinthe
modeluntilthetemperaturepredicationstopschangingfromonenumberofnodestothenext.Thisiscriticalto
predictingthejunctiontemperature.Frompastexperiencerunningamodelwithouttheproperamountofnodes
couldunderpredictthetemperatureriseintheGaAschipbythreetimesormore.As an example, a model is run with

200,000 nodes and predicts a temperature rise of 30°C. The same model is run with the correct number of nodes

needed of 700,000. The actual temperature rise will actually be 70°C. This could cause serious problems to

reliability and performance by under predicting the junction temperature by 40°C. Output from the DNS model is

shown in figure 3 after the node sensitivity study was completed.
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Thesteadystateoutputisusedtodevelopasimpletransientmodelthatpredictsthejunctiontemperaturesofthechip
accuratelysothattradestudiescanbedonequickly.Thetransientresultsofatypicalchipareshowninfigure4.This
GaAschipwaspulsedwitha20percentdutyandfora10-microsecondpulse.Thismeansthatthechipwasonfor10
microsecondsandofffor40microseconds.Thepulseisrepeateduntilthepeaktemperaturereachesthesame
temperatureforeveryonpulse.ThetoplayeroftheGaAsreactstotheinputpowerveryquicklyasshowninfigure
4.TheotherlayersbelowthetopoftheGaAsreactmuchslowerthanthetoplayersbecausetheheatisspreading.
Moreareaisavailablesothereforemorevolumeisavailableastheheatspreads.Thisadditionalvolumecanstore
moreheatandwillnotreactasfastasthetoplayers.Thebottomlayerschangeverylittletothechangesfromthe
heatload.It isimportanttonotethatthetransientresponseoftheGaAsChipisnotexponential.Thereisnotatime
constantthatcanbeassociatedwiththeresponsebecauseofthelargetemperaturegradientsthroughtheGaAs.Many
chipmanufacturerswill trytouseatimeconstant.Thisisnotvalidandwillgiveerroneousresults.

Theoutputfromthetransientanalysiscanbeusedtoexaminetheeffectsonthepulsewidthanddutycycleofthe
GaAschipasshownin figure5.Asthedutycycleincreasesfromalowdutycycleofapproximately15percentthe
temperatureofthechipincreasesrapidly.AthigherdutycyclesthetemperatureoftheGaAschipislessdependent
onthepulsewidth.OutputfromtheGaAschipthermalanalysisisusedasinputfortheT/Rmodulethermalanalysis.

TRANSMITANDRECEIVEMODULEANALYSIS

TheT/RModulethermalanalysisincludesalloftheelectricalcomponentsinthemodule.Thismoduleisgenerally
boltedorbondedtothesubarraycoldplate.ManyconsiderationsareinvolvedinthedesignoftheT/Rmodulesuch
asjunctiontemperatures,easeofremovalofnon-functioningpartsandmanufacturingtimeandcost.A crosssection
of atypicalmountingschemeisshownin figure6.Spreaderscanbeaddedtoreducethejunctiontemperatureofthe
chips.Particularattentionmustbepaidtoanyinterfacesorbondedjointswhenaddingspreaders.Apoorbondcould
increasethejunctiontemperatureandnegateanypossibledecreasein temperaturefromthespreader.Figure7shows
howapoorbondcanincreasethejunctioneventhoughanadditionalspreaderisaddedtothestackupofmaterials.

ManydifferentmaterialscanbeusedinthedesignoftheT/Rmodulethatthethermalengineermustuseinthe
thermalanalysis.Propertyinformationsuchasconductivity,specificheatanddensityareneededtoperforman
accuratethermalanalysis.A partiallistingoftypicalmaterialsisshowninTableI. Onceasteadystateanalysisis
doneandthejunctiontemperaturesoftheelectricalcomponentsareunderthemaximumallowedtheoutputisused
asinputtothecoldplatedesign.Duetothefactthatthecoldplatedoesnotrequirethesamenumberofnodesand
nodesizetheinformationmustbereducedinordertouseasinputtothecoldplatemodel.Usingthetemperature
gradientthroughthelastlayerofthemoduleandcalculatingtheareathatwasusedtoobtainthisgradientisthen
usedasinputtothecoldplatemodel.Thisisshowninthecalculationbelow.

A =Lq/ATk= (0.000075m)(6.0watts)/(1.3W/mC)(5.0C)= 0.0000692sqmeters

Where:
AT=Temperaturegradient= 5.0C
L =Length or thickness of Layer = .000075 m
q = Power dissipated = 6 Watts

k = Conductivity = 1.3 W/m C

The calculated area of 0.0000692 square meters can be input into the coldplate thermal model as a source that is 8.3

mm by 8.3 mm.
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FLUIDFLOWANALYSIS

SteadyStateFlowDistribution

Oncetheconductionpartofthemodeliscompletedthefluidflowmustbemodeledandintegratedintothesystem
model.TheflowpathmustfirstbedefinedsothatthetemperaturesofthePhasedArray Antenna are within a certain

temperature range. Typically all of the T/R Modules need to be within +/- 5 C of each other for proper performance.

It is also important that the temperature distribution across the antenna is of a smooth pattern as shown in Figure 8.
There are several ways to accomplish this temperature distribution but it was decided that a dual path two-pass flow

design would be used as shown in the figure 9. The fluid is supplied to the subarray at each end and is also returned
at the same end. A vacuum brazed coldplate with finstock is used to efficiently remove the heat from the T/R

Modules.

Due to the fact that the antenna is elliptical the subarrays in the center are longer and have more power to be

dissipated to the fluid. More flow will have to go through the center subarrays in order to maintain the same inlet to
outlet temperature rise. The outside subarrays will also need to be orificed so that flow is distributed properly. The
flow rates to the antenna were tested and varied so that the flow distribution at different total flow could be

determined. It is important to note that when the flow rate is varied to the Array, the flow distribution changes. By

increasing the flow rate a higher percentage of flow goes to the subarrays in the center of the Array. With a lower
flow rate a lower percentage of flow goes to the subarrays in the center. This is explained by the fact that the center

subarrays have more viscous pressure loss than the subarrays on the ends. The subarrays on the ends have more non-

viscous pressure loss because more orifice drop is required to balance the Array. As the flow rate is increased the
viscous loss increases linearly with the flow rate. The non-viscous loss increases by the square of the flow rate. This

is important so that the flow distribution is known under different conditions and different flow rates. This flow

distribution is shown in figure 10 for various flow rates.

The pressure drop of the Antenna was also measured under different fluid temperatures ranging from -20°C to 40°C.
These conditions are important because of the cold start and hot start requirements. The flow rate must be
determined for these transient conditions so that temperatures can be accurately predicted based on the flow rate and

pressure drop. The pressure drop of the Antenna increases significantly as the fluid temperature decreases. This is

due to the fact that the viscosity increases rapidly as the temperature decreases. At temperatures above 0°C the

pressure drop is still reasonably low as compared to the high pressure drop below 0°C. The measured pressure drop
curves at different fluid temperatures are shown in figure 11. A curve fit equation of the measured data is shown

below and is valid for a temperature range between -40°C and 71 °C.

AP = 110936m2/p + 181891.tm/p

where:
m = mass flow rate (kg/s)

p = density (kglm^3)

i.t = viscosity (Centipoise)

AP = pressure drop (kPa)

This equation is very useful in determining the pressure drop of the antenna under different flow rates and
temperatures. It is also useful in understanding how much pressure drop is viscous loss and much is non-viscous loss.

This point is critical when designing for cold start conditions.

Cold Start Analysis

A cold start on a Phased Array Antenna is very different from most electronic cold starts. The time required to heat

up a phased array antenna is dependent on the fluid temperature into the antenna. If the fluid into the antenna rises at
a fast rate according the coolant supply system the antenna will also rise in temperature very quickly. A typical cold

start for a phased array antenna is shown in figure 12.
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Theantennafollowsthetemperatureoftheinletfluidcloselyuntiltheantennaispowered.Coldstartconsiderations
areimportantearlyin thedesignphase.Creatingadesignthatundercoldconditionsthemorecriticalpartswarmup
fastercanbedonebyintentionalincreasingtheminor-losspressuredropandreducingtheviscouspressuredropina
parallelflowpath.Thisisdoneatcoldtemperatureswhentheviscosityofthefluidishighcomparedtothatat
normaloperatingconditions.Moreflowwillgothroughtheflowpathwiththelowerviscouslosses.Atypicalfluid
viscosityanddensitywithtemperatureareshowninfigures13and14.Byusingthecurvefit pressuredropcurveat
25Ctheratioof viscouslosstonon-viscouslossis2/1withattotalpressuredropof276kPaat.68kg/s.At-40C
theratioofviscouslosstonon-viscouslossis30/1withatotalpressuredropof276kPaat0.0075kg/s.If theratio
at25Cischangedto1/1byaddinganorificetypelossandreducingtheviscouslossatthesamepressuredropand
flowratethecorrespondingflowrateis0.03kg/sat276kPaat-40C.

Thermaloverloadoranoverheatconditionisofgreatconcern.Theantennachangestemperaturerapidlyandcan
overheatinalessthanaminutewithoutadequatecooling.Mostsystemsrequirethattheantennaoperatorreceive
informationthatthesystemisoverheating.Theoperatorthencandecideif theywanttoallowthesystemtocontinue
tooperateinthiscondition.Thenextlevelofoverheatingiswhentheantennawillbepermanentlydamagedandthe
systemwillshutdown.Thetimebetweenoverheatandshutdownissmallduetotheextremelylowthermal
resistancebetweentheChipsandfluid.Thisleavestheoperatorverylittletimetodecidewhattodobeforethe
systemshutsdown.Asanexampleatypicalthermaltimeconstantforaliquidcooledphasedarrayantennaisshown
below.

"_t= (L/kA)fpVC_,) = RC (1)

Where:

R = Thermal resistance (C/Watt)

R = ATemp/Power
R = 30 C/25,000watts= 0.0012 C/W

C = Capacitance

C = 100 kg x 1068 J/kg-K = 106,800 J/K

RC = Time Constant = R x C

RC= 0.0012 C/W x 106,800 J/K = 128.2 seconds

With a time constant of only 2 minutes the array will react very quickly to any changes in power or boundary
conditions. Cold start is very critical to the RF performance of the antenna because most electronics are calibrated at

temperatures around room temperatures. When the temperatures in the antenna are changing this rapidly it is

important to know these temperatures accurately so if temperature compensation is needed it can be done.

Hot Start Analysis

The Hot start analysis for a phased array antenna is much easier to design for than a cold start condition. With the

fluid at a high temperature the viscosity of the fluid is low so the flow is developed quickly. The system can be
turned on when the fluid reaches an acceptable operating temperature. A plot showing the hot start of a phased array

antenna is shown in figure 15. How soon the antenna can be turned on is completely dependant on the response time

of the liquid cooling system. A fast response allows the antenna to be turned on in a short period of time with very

little cool down time required. This is a big advantage to a liquid cooled phased array antenna.
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m=massflowrate(kg/s)
9 = density (kg/m^3)

_t = viscosity (centipoise)

AP = pressure drop (kPa)

"tt = thermal time constant (seconds)

L = Length of Conduction Path (m)

k = conductivity (W/m-K)
A = Area of conduction path (sq meters)

V = Volume (cubic meters)

C0 = Specific heat (J/kg-K)
R = Thermal resistance (C/Watt)

C = Capacitance (J/K)
RC = Time Constant (seconds)

AT = Temperature gradient = (C)

q = Power dissipated = (Watts)

SYMBOLS
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Table I Typical Materials used in
CONDUCTIVITY

NAME 0N/m K)
3M A10
ABLEBOND 36-2

0.16
1.73

ABLEBOND 564A 0.20
ABLEBOND 84-1 LMINB1 1.97
ABLEBOND 84-1 LMIT 5.87
ABLEBOND 8700E 2.04

ABLEBOND 971-1 2.10
ABLEBOND ECF564 3.80

ABLEFILM 550MTV 0.31
ABLEFILM 561K 0.96
ABLEFILM ECF550 0.28

ABLEFILM ECF561 1.49
ABLEFILM ECF563 1.73
ABLESTICK 8175 3.20
ABLESTICK 958-7 2.00
ABLESTIK 5025E 3.39

ABLESTIK 8175 ....... 3.20
ABLESTIK 958-7 2.00
ABLSTIK ECF561E 1,60
AI TECH-DIAMOND ESP 7359 1t .54

AI TECH-SILVER TC 8750 6.50
AI TECH-SILVER ESP 8350 6.50
AI TECH. ESP8350-SS 6.50
AI TECH. ESP9353
AI TECH.-AL NIT ESP 7358
AI TECH.-AL203 ESP 7355
AI TECH.-GOLD ZME 8155

AI TECH.-S, ILVER RE 8155
AI TECH.-SILVER ME 8412-A
ALNI
ALUMINA 91%

ALUMINA 99.5%
BEO
BERYLLIA
FERRITE
GERMANIUM
LTCC
SiC
ZIN SELENIDE

ZNSE
80W/20CU
85W/15CU

1.71
3.62
1.73
3.62
3.62
7.92

125.29
16.71

25.14
429.46
230.46

6.23
43.34

1.97
25.02
18.03
18.01

246.41
229.70

90W/10CU 204.64
SIC/ALUMINUM 181.24
CHOTHERM 1671 4.33

,m

tCHOTHERM 1664 t.73
iCHOTHERM 1661 4.33

,,,DIAMOND 553.96
Q-PAD I 1.58

Q-PAD II 2.36
SILPAD 0.71
SILPAD-1000 1.10

T/R Modules and Conductivity,

NAME
THERMAL GREASE
THERMSTRATE
ALUMINUM 6063
ALUMINUM 6061T6
ALUMINUM 2024T6X

ALUMINUM 1100
ALUMINUM 6061T4
BE CU C17200

BERYLLIUM C2600 CART
CM-15
CM-20

COPPER CDA 11000
COPPER CDA 17200
COPPER-MOLY 70%M

CONDUCTIVITY

_//mK)
0.75
3.03

217.94
166.05
150.48

221.40
155.67
107.17

200.15
184.37
197.00
387.44
107.24
145.11

COPPER-MOLY 65%M 135.10
COPPE R-TUNG 25%C 190.14
COPPER*TUNG 20°£; 180.14
COPPER-TUNG 15%C 167.13
COPPER-TUNG 10%C 157.13
GOLD"PURE 297.47
GOL'D' PASTE 49.25
INCONEL 617 13.47
INDIUM 70.92
IRON ASTM-A-48 48.46
KOVAR 16.71
LEAD COMMON 35.34
MAGNESIUM PURE 156.02
MAGNESIUM ALLOY Z31 76.04

MOLYBDENUM 159.23
MONEL 400
PLATINUM PURE

21.67
71.71

SILVER PURE 412.91
STAINLESS STEEL AISI 302 15.13
STAINLESS STEEL AISI 316 16.15
STAINLESS STEEL 15.60
STAINLESS STEEL AAIS 347 14.22

THERMLCON 83 75%Tu/25%Cu 189.12
TIN GRADE A 69.34
TUNGSTEN 167.61

'ZINC 116.62
DUROID " ' 0.24

POLYAMIDE 0.51
TEFLON 0.45
GAAS 45.03
SILICON 86.68
AGSN 62 50.04
AUGE 88/12 44.44
AUSB 75/25 224.58
AUSI 94/6 283.68
AUSN 80/20 57.33
INPB 70/30 63.83
PBSN 60/40 50.04
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INTEGRATEDMODELINGTOOLSFORTHERMALANALYSISANDAPPLICATIONS

MarkH.Miiman,LauraNeedels,andMiltiadisPapalexandris
JetPropulsionLaboratory

CaliforniaInstituteofTechnology
Pasadena,California91109

INTRODUCTION

Integratedmodelingofspacecraftsystemsisarapidlyevolvingareainwhichmultidisciplinarymodelsaredeveloped
todesignandanalyzespacecraftconfigurations.Thesemodelsareespeciallyimportantintheearlydesignstages
whererapidtradesbetweensubsystemscansubstantiallyimpactdesigndecisions.Integratedmodelingisoneofthe
cornerstonesoftwoofNASA'splannedmissionsintheOriginsProgram--theNextGenerationSpaceTelescope
(NGST)andtheSpaceInterferometryMission(SIM).

Commonmodelingtoolsforcontroldesignandopto-mechanicalanalysishaverecentlyemergedandarebecoming
increasinglywidelyused.Adisciplinethathasbeensomewhatlessintegrated,butisneverthelessofcriticalconcern
forhighprecisionopticalinstruments,isthermalanalysisanddesign.A majorfactorcontributingtothismild
estrangementisthatthemodelingphilosophiesandobjectivesforstructuralandthermalsystemstypicallydonot
coincide.Consequentlythetoolsthatareusedinthesediscplinessufferadegreeofincompatibility,eachhaving
developedalongtheirownevolutionarypath.Althoughstandardthermaltoolshaveworkedrelativelywellinthe
past,integrationwithotherdisciplinesrequiresrevisitingmodelingassumptionsandsolutionmethods.

OverthepastseveralyearswehavebeendevelopingaMATLAB[1] basedintegratedmodelingtoolcalledIMOS
(IntegratedModelingofOpticalSystems)[2]whichintegratesmanyaspectsofstructural,optical,controland
dynamicalanalysisdisciplines.Recenteffortshaveincludeddevelopingathermalmodelingandanalysiscapability,
whichisthesubjectofthisarticle.

Currently,theIMOSthermalsuitecontainssteadystateandtransientheatequationsolvers,andtheabilitytosetup
thelinearconductionnetworkfromanIMOSfiniteelementmodel.TheIMOScodegenerateslinearconduction
elementsassociatedwithplatesandbeams/rodsofthethermalnetworkdirectlyfromthefiniteelementstructural
model.Conductancesfortemperaturevaryingmaterialsareaccommodated.Thiscapabilitybothstreamlinesthe
processofdevelopingthethermalmodelfromthefiniteelementmodel,andalsomakesthestructuralandthermal
modelscompatibleinthesensethateachstructuralnodeisassociatedwithathermalnode.Thisisparticularly
usefulwhenthepurposeoftheanalysisistopredictstructuraldeformationsduetothermalloads.Thesteadystate
solverusesarestrictedstepsizeNewtonmethod,andthetransientsolverisanadaptivestepsizeimplicitmethod
applicabletogeneraldifferentialalgebraicsystems.Temperaturedependentconductancesandcapacitancesare
accommodatedbythesolvers.

Inadditiontodiscussingthemodelingandsolutionmethods,applicationswherethethermalmodelingis"'in the
loop"withsensitivityanalysis,optimizationandopticalperformancedrawnfromourexperienceswiththeSpace
InterferometryMission(SIM),andtheNextGenerationSpaceTelescope(NGST)arepresented.

IMOSCONDUCTIONELEMENTS

Thermalsystemsaretypicallymodeledviaanetworkapproach,andmostoftheexistingthermalanalysistoolsare
setuptoaccommodatethisformulation.Ontheotherhand,finiteelementshavedominatedthestructuraland
dynamicsanalysiscommunitiesfordecades,andthecorrespondingsoftwarereflectsthisapproach.Therehasbeena
greatdealof preprocessingandpost-processingsoftwaredevelopedforautomatingmuchofthefiniteelement
analysisprocess.Thesedevelopmentshaveprobablyplayedfavorablyintotheintegrationoffiniteelementtools
withotherdisciplines.However,therearecompellingreasonstoretainthenetworkformulation.Themoreintuitive
formulationoftheproblemgivestheanalystgreaterflexibilityinmodelingthesystem.Forexample,complicated
geometricsurfacesthatarenearlyisothermalcanbeadequatelymodeledasasinglethermalnodeasopposedto
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somelargemodelwithintricatemesh(e.g.anengineermaychooseasinglenodetomodelanelectronicsboxora
cryogenicallycooledcomponentofaspacecraft).

IMOStakessomethingofamiddlegroundbetweenfiniteelementsandfinitedifferences.Currently,conduction
elementsfor 1-Dand2-Dconductioncanbeautomaticallygeneratedfromafiniteelementmodelconsistingof
beam(rod)andtriangularplateelements.Conductionelementsareobtainedbyintegratingtheheatequationoveran
appropriatecontrolvolume.Whenthetriangularelementsarerestrictedtohaveinterioranglesthatarelessthanor
equalto90°theresultingthermalnetworkconsistsofonlypositiveconductionelements.Theseelementshavethe
samevaluesaswouldbeobtainedbythefiniteelementmethodwithpiecewiselineartrialfunctions.Thecontrol
volume,whichisusedforcalculatingcapacitances(anddefiningtheradiationsurfaceelements),makestheIMOS
formulationequivalenttoacertainlumpedmassfiniteelementapproximation,althoughformulatedasapurelyfinite
differenceapproximation.IMOSalsoallowstheusertodefinethermalnodesthatarenotapartofthefiniteelement
geometry,andtodefinearbitraryconductionelementsbetweennodes.

Thefinitevolumeintegralapproachtogeneratingfinitedifferencesisverymuchakininspirittothenetwork
approach--theybotharederivedbyapproximatefluxcalculations.Considertheheatequation

V.(kVu) = f, (I.i)

and note that for any region V with smooth boundary _V in which (1.1) holds, we have the identity

IvY, (kVu)au = I v fd_,
(! .2)

Here k denotes the thermal conductivity,f is the heat generation within the region and u is the temperature. An

application of Green's theorem yields

v. (kVu) dv = S 3V kVu. ndo,
(1.3)

where ii is the outward normal vector and do" is the surface differential. The finite volume method approximates the

surface integral above. We show how this approximation is performed on a triangular plate element below.

Consider the element in Figure 1. Let Q, R, and P denote the midpoints of the segments AC, AB, and BC,

respectively, and let O denote the unique point within the triangle AABC where the perpendicular bisectors of these
segments intersect. Let Vo denote the region bounded by the polygon AQOR. We assume A is an interior point of

the entire region, so that it is the vertex of additional triangles, say A 1.... At, and we write V = uVi where the regions

11,.are constructed in an analogous manner to 11o. Then we compute as before using Green's theorem

= Vu (1.4)

Let O1 denote the midpoint of the triangle A _adjacent to AABC as shown in Fig. 1. Since AB is normal to OOt we

approximate the contribution of the segment OO1 to the boundary integral on the right side of (1.4) by

Soo, Wu .n = u(B)I___(A)[IOR [+ IRO, ]]
(1.5)

The first term in the product in (1.5) is the central difference approximation to the normal derivative through OOl,

and the second term is the length of the segment OOv We will next show that
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]oRI
_= cot C/2, (1.6)
JAB[

so that the conductance between nodes A and B contributed by AABC is krcot C/2, where k is the material

conductance and • is the thickness through the plate (both of which are assumed constant over the element).

This geometric fact is deduced from Figure 2. Let 0 = ZAOQ, 49= ZCOP, v/= ZAOR. Since AAOR ---ABOR, gt=

/BOR. And in turn we have ZCOQ = 0 and ZBOP = 49. Now note that 0 + gt+ ZA = 7r,and 49+ gt+/B = 7r. Then

since 2Jr- (0 + ¢) = 49+ gt+ 0 + N = zr- ZB + zr-/A, it follows that

49+ 0 = ZA + ZB (1.7)

Arguing in a similar manner we obtain

_+ O= LC +LB; 9+ _t= LA + LC, (1.8)

which imply that/A = 49,ZB = 0, and ZC= gt, so that (1.6) follows.

It is also easy to compute the total volume associated with node A since V= wVi. In particular the volume of Vo is

computed as

V0 _

7:[1AC12cot B +]AB]'-cot C]
(1.9)

From this formula the capacitance associated with the node is easily computed. Also observe that the total
conductance and capacitance for each node is summed element by element just as with the finite element method.

These formulae for the conductance and capacitance were earlier derived by Dusinberre [3] using geometric

arguments; however the first use of the finite volume method apparently goes back to MacNeal [4] and was
subsequently popularized by Varga [5].

It is easy to convince oneself that on a uniform rectangular mesh the standard 5-point approximation of the Laplacian

results when using these formulas. When the mesh is not uniform it is well known that accuracy is lost. For arbitrary
meshes conforming to the interior angle constraint on the triangular elements, the resulting discretization is

equivalent to a finite element discretization with piecewise linear trial functions. The angular restriction on the

elements is necessary in our interpretation of the control volume, but the formula for the conductances holds even for
obtuse elements (although negative conduction elements result). This restriction, nevertheless, is useful for two

reasons. The first being that the discretized system obeys the discrete maximum principle, and thus enabling

superior convergence properties than would be obtained otherwise [6]. The second reason is that the conduction
matrix is diagonally dominant, a property that happens to be quite useful in solving the nonlinear steady state

problem with radiation elements. The general discussion of solving the network equations is taken up next.

IMOS INTERNAL SOLVERS

IMOS has internal solvers for both steady state and transient problems. The IMOS lumped mass approximation

leads to the system of ode's

N N
dT

mi --_t =Qi + Z Cij(Tj - Ti) + Z gij(T4 - Ti4) '

j=l j=l

i = !..... N (2.1)
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asthegoverningequationsofthethermalnetwork.HereC0 are linear conduction coefficients arising from
conduction and convection, R 0 are radiation exchange coefficients characterizing radiative heat transfer within the

system, and Q_ are heat sources and sinks. The associated steady state thermal network equation has the form

N N

Qi + E Cij(Tj - Ti )+ E Rij( T¢ - T/4) =0'

j=l j=l

i = !..... N (2.2)

The Steady State Solver

Although (2.2) is a very commonly occurring problem in the aerospace industry, there does not appear to be any

general proof of the existence of positive solutions to this system of equations, even for the constant coefficient

problem. We will give a brief outline of a proof of this result which will also serve to motivate the solution method
used in IMOS.

After reindexing and eliminating the equations associated with the (known) boundary nodes (so that the first n nodes

contain all of the unknown interior nodes), (2.2) can be written in matrix form as

F(T) = 0; F(T) = CT + RD(T) + Q. (2.3)

Here T is the n vector of unknown temperatures, C = (c0) and R = (r0) are the matrices defined by

_CkN if i*jcij = i Cij if i = j,
(2.4a)

and

{_R_N = if i_jriJ = i Rij if i = j,
(2.4b)

..... Tn ] , and Q is the n vector consisting of heat sources and sinks together with the contributions ofO(r) = [rl4 4 r
the boundary tcrms. Because the conducatnces c,/and R o are all nonnegative, C and R are diagonally dominant

matrices, although not necessarily strictly diagonally dominant. (A matrix A = (a O)is diagonally dominant

 e,s a0]--[a';l' Strict diagonal dominance holds when strict inequality holds for all i.)

An important assumption we make is that the matrix C + R is irreducible. An n x n matrix A = (a 0) is irreducible if

its directed graph G(A) is strongly connected, that is, for any pair of indices i,j there is a sequence of nonzero entries

of the form (a_, ar_, a,t, .... a_j) [5]. This condition has a simple physical interpretation for the sum of the conduction
and radiation interchange matrices C + R: Given a pair of nodes i,j there is a sequence of nodes r, s, t ..... u

connecting i andj such that the interchange factors between each successive pair is nonzero. Thus each node can

transfer energy to any other node through a sequence of nodes connected by a combination of conductors or
radiators. Under these physical assumptions, the hypothesis C + R is irreducible is satisfied. Furthermore, if at least

one node is connected to a boundary node with nonzero interchange factor, then C + R has strict diagonal dominance

in the row corresponding to this node. In this case C + R is an irreducibly dominant matrix, and irreducibly

dominant matrices are invertible [5].

The existence result for solutions to the system (2.2) is established by a simple homotopy argument using the facts

about C and R, and can be briefly summarized as below.

Let To > 0 denote an initial estimate of the solution, and define Q0 by
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Qo = -CTo - RD(To).

Let k c [0, 1] consider the function

H(T, _.) = CT + RD(T) + Qo + X(Q - Qo). (2.5)

Note that H(To, 0) = 0, while the original problem is to solve H(T, 1) = 0. The homotopy idea is to show that
solution curve to

H(T, _) = 0 (2.6)

can be continued from _, = 0 to 7, = 1. Demonstrating this involved properties of the differential of H, so we first
note that

3H dF

bT dT'

where

dF
--." h _ Ch + RDTh,
dT

where 4Tl_ h,, ] .DT(h ) = [4Ti3hl ..... 3 T (2.7)

(Thus the differential Dr is the diagonal matrix with i'h entry 4T/3.) The irreducibility properties of C + R can be

used to show that d___FFis invertible so long as T> 0. The implicit function theorem then guarantees that (2.5) has a
dT

solution in a neghborhood of (To, 0) so that H(T00, 7,) = 0, and can be determined via the differential equation

dT dF-]

-_ = dY (Q- Qo). (2.8)

with initial condition T(0) = To. The solution to the steady state problem corresponds to 7"1. The relevant question

then is whether (2.8) has a solution over the interval [0, 1]. As is well known, solutions can be continued so long as

they remain bounded. The irreducibility properties of C + R can be used to show that d_F_Fis invertible along the
dT

solution and that the solution remains bounded on any finite interval. In particular the solution can be continued to

7, = 1 so that the steady state problem has a solution. It can also be shown that this solution is unique.

Although homotopy methods generally offer a robust technique for solving difficult problems, they are typically

inferior to quasi-Newton methods, when these latter methods are convergent. We turn to these next.

IMOS uses an algorithm that is motivated by the nonlinear least squares problem,

min J(T) = IF(T)] 2. (2.9)
T>0

Jhas a unique stationary point for T> 0 corresponding to F(T) = 0 since F(T) = 0 has a unique solution for T> 0 and

F' is invertible for T> 0. Thus the minimization problem above consists of simple bound constraints, and for this

class of problems trust region methods enjoy, under standard assumptions, that are satisfied here, global convergence
to a Kuhn-Tucker point of the inequality constrained problem above [7,8,9]. Furthermore, under mild restrictions,

the Kuhn-Tucker point is unique for (2.9). A restricted stepsize Newton algorithm similar in spirit to the globally

convergent box constraint algorithm described in [8] has been implemented in IMOS. The standard Newton step has
the form:

T,,+t = T. - F'(T,) -I F(T,,) (2.10)
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AgloballyconvergentalgorithmisdevelopedfromtheobservationthattheNewtondirection

d,, = F'(T,,) _ F(T,,)

is a descent direction for J in (2.9). The algorithm we implemented uses this direction coupled with a line search

algorithm (see for example, [10]) to obtain a sufficient decrease in J. Hence, the actual step taken in the algorithm

has the form

Tn+l= T,, - s.d,, (2.11 )

where the scalar s,, is determined via the linesearch algorithm. Near the actual solution, the algorithm will typically

use the full Newton step, and quadratic convergence is achieved locally.

For moderately and larger sized problems efficient calculation of the function F, and the inverse of its derivative,

F '-l, are desired. As C and R are typically sparse matrices, these features are inherited by F and F', and are thus

easily exploited.

Transient Solver

A frequently used technique for solving the transient equations (2.1) is to introduce "arithmetic" nodes, i.e. nodes

that have zero capacitance. Once aritmetic nodes have been introduced the ode is transformed into a Differential

Algebraic Equation (DAE) because of the presence of purely algebraic equations in (2.1). Due to the stiffness of the
equations an implicit solver is necessary to achieve stability of the computation with a reasonable number of time

steps. IMOS uses the DAE solver DASSL, developed by Petzold [ 11] for DAE's of the general form:

F(t,T,T) = 0; T(to) = To, T'(to) = T'o (2.12)

DASSL approximates the time derivative dT/ Ak Tn a
d--7-= T[ by --, k-th order backward difference operator, where kAtn

ranges from one to five. The resulting equations at the current time t,,,

F(tn,T n AkTn l=, Atn J 0, (2.13)

are then solved using Newton's method,

=r,7 - 7f

where m denotes the iteration index.

AkT, ' )
1 _F] -1 m+- F tn , TI[" " ,

At,, -_ J ' At,,
(2.14)

The system of equations above can either be dense or have a banded structure. The program automatically
determines the nature of the system and selects the appropriate storage type for the thermal data.

To solve the system numerically it is necessary to compute the iteration matrix

3F 3F

J = _--_ + R _--_,
(2.15)

where a is a constant selected by the code that changes whenever the step-size or the order of the method changes.)

This computation uses the analytic expression for the derivatives in (2.15) instead of numerical evaluation via finite
differences; this improves the speed and convergence properties of the method.
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Therateofconvergence,p, is estimated whenever two or more iterations have been taken, p is estimated by

[ T m+l- Tml] '/m

The iteration has converged when

P = T m+l_Tm]>.3
1- 9

If p >.9 or m >4, the step size is reduced and the step is attempted again. After the iteration has converged, an error
test is made to verify that the solution satisfies a local error tolerance set by the user. The test is verified when

CT,,-T,° <__i.

C is a constant determined by the code that controls both the truncation error and interpolation error. On each step

the order k and the time step At,, are evaluated based on the behavior of the solution and are adaptively adjusted (see

[1l]).

The initial conditions of the DAE are obtained in two different manners depending on whether the node is a diffusion

or arithmetic node. For diffusion nodes the initial temperatures are supplied b the user, and the derivatives are

calculated directly from the heat equation (2.1). For arithmetic nodes (nodes with zero heat capacitance), the initial

temperatures are obtained by solving the associated steady state equations while keeping the temperature of the
diffusion nodes constant. The IMOS steady state solver is used to make this calculation. The initial time derivatives
of the set of arithmetic nodes is set to zero.

EXAMPLES

In this section we will give examples of the internal solvers, integrated analysis and optimization. The first two

examples demonstrate the internal solvers of IMOS.

The first example illustrates the convergence properties of the steady state solver on a thermal model of the Next
Generation Space Telescope. This model contains 1802 nodes, more than 160,000 radiation conductors, and

approximately 5800 linear conductors. The convergence history is shown in Figure 3. The error tolerance was set at

1.0e-8. This means that the global energy balance must be satisfied to 1.0e-8, and the change in temperatures
between successive iterations must also be less than this quantity. Convergence was achieved after 7 iterations,

which required approximately 10 minutes on an Ultra Sparc workstation.

The next example uses the transient solver to compute the evolving temperature distribution of a small asteroid

rotating about itself and being heated by a star. The period of the asteroid's rotation is 48 hours. The thermal model
of the star consists of 48 nodes, 16 of which are external and subject to radiation. There is also one boundary node

that models the surrounding space. There are 33 linear conductance coefficients in the model, and 16 radiation
coefficients, one for each external node. Figure 4 shows the time-dependent temperatures of four external nodes of

the thermal model, located at different sides of the asteroid.

The error tolerance for this problem (difference between successive approximations of the temperature of each node

via the Newton iteration procedure) was set to l e-5 K. The results produced by IMOS compare well with those
obtained by SINDA [12]; the maximum difference between the two results at any node and throughout the simulation

was 0.016 K. The SINDA results were obtained with a constant timestep 8t = 15 mins, and error tolerance of le-3.
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ThenexttwoexamplesconcernapplicationsoftheIMOSthermaltools.Firstwewillsetupthegeneralformfor
opto-mechanicalsensitivityanalysisthatiscommonlyusedinIMOS.IMOShasasisterprogramMACOSwhich
generatesopticalsensitivitymatricesthatmapperturbationsofstructuraldegreesoffreedomtoperturbationsin
opticalraystates.ThissensitivitymatrixiscalledtheC matrix. (The nomenclature is adapted from control theory

where C is commonly used to denote the state to output map.) For example, ifx denotes the generalized coordinates
of a finite element model and y represents an optical path difference due to motions of the elements comprising an

optical train, the matrix C provides this relationship via

y=Cx.

IMOS develops sensitivities of optical metrics such as mean optical pathlength difference between two arms of an
interferometer or the strehl ratio of a telescope (quantities that can be expressed in terms of functions of),) to

changes in temperature as follows. The IMOS finite element code generates a temperature (strain) to force map F

where FT =f, T = vector of temperatures and f= force vector. When used in conjunction with the pseudoinverse of
the structural stiffness matrix, K +, the temperature to displacement map results:

K÷ FT=x.

Concatenating this with the C matrix yields the temperature to optical path difference sensitivty matrix

CK: F.

This sensitivity matrix is illustrated with the following application to the Space Interferometry Mission (SIM). SIM

requires a very stable thermal environment to prevent distortions of the optical train and optical surfaces during an
astrometric observation sequence. The duration of such a sequence is about I hr. Of particular concern is the

change in the mean optical pathlength traversed by the starlight, which illuminates a large annular region of each

optical element, versus the mean pathlength traversed by a metrology beam, which illuminates only the central core
of each element. Small temperature changes are produced when a collecting aperture is slewed to view a new star.

These changes in turn cause a deformation to the mirror surface, which then leads to deviations in the mean optical

pathlengths of the starlight and metrology beam. Figure 5 shows the effect of the temperature variation on the mirror

surface and pathlength. The sensitivity matrix CK _ F corresponding to the mean pathlength difference for this

problem is actually a single vector since the mean pathlength difference is a scalar quantity. The components of the
vector that have large magnitude represent the thermal nodes that contribute most to the pathlength difference error.
These nodes are candidates for thermal control. Not surprisingly, this analysis indicates that controlling the

temperature at the middle of the optic is most important.

We next take up how IMOS can be used in a thermal control problem. Consider the problem of determining a heat

load Q applied to a Specified node set to maintain a desired temperature. To set up this general problem, first let us
write

G(x) = -Ca-- RD(x).

The equation G(x) = Q has a unique solution x (x > 0) for each Q > 0. Let R+ = {x _ R n.'x > 0}, and let

G -I : R_ _ R+, denote the solution map so that

G(G-'(Q))=Q, {QQo 0}.

Let x* represent a desired temperature vector at some subset of nodes of the system, J c { 1..... n }, and let P denote

the matrix that picks off the J components of a vector in R n. Let J c{ 1 ..... n }, denote the set of nodes to which heat

can be applied. The temperature control problem can be formulated as the constrained nonlinear least squares

problem
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*-PC -t (O)2rn_n x such that 0 _<Qi <-Qmax, Qi = o if i _ L,

where Q ...... is the maximum heat that can be applied to a node. The numerical perspective of the previous section is

useful for solving this optimization problem. Specifically, the gradient of the objective functional is essentially

calculated "analytically" in the process of computing G-_(Q). (This accelerates the computation time for the

optimization enormously as it is not necessary to develop the gradient numerically.) To see why this is so, observe
that the only quantity that is difficult to calculate in computing this gradient is the Jacobian of G -_. But by the

inverse function theorem

G-_ ,= (GT 1.

Therefore a good approximation of G -_' (which is exact when the conductors are temperature invariant) is

G-l ' = ( C + RDx) -1.

which is calculated in the process of computing the solution map G -_.

Using this approach, a thermal optimization problem was posed using the model in Figure 6. The goal is to control
all of the nodal temperatures of the glass, except for nodes 9 and 13, which are very difficult to control because of

their proximity to the boundary nodes. The controlling agent is heat that can be applied to the middle nodes of the
metal frame. These are nodes 2, 4, 6, and 8. A maximum of 10 watts can be applied to each node. The controller is

not allowed to remove heat from the system. The desired temperature for nodes 10, Ii, 12, 14, 15, 16, and 17 is
310 °. Let 7"* denote this vector of desired temperature values. Let J =[ 10 I I 12 14 15 16 17] denote the set of

temperature nodes of interest, and let L =[2 4 6 8] denote the set of nodes where heat may be applied to the system.

The solution to the control problem obtained in this fashion using the sequential quadratic programming solver in

MATLAB is

Q* = [1.313.3622.3622 1.313],

and the temperatures were controlled to

T,,t,, = [310.2 310.2 310.4 310.4 310.4 310.2 310.2 308.0],

where T,,p, denotes the steady state temperature associated with the optimal heat input Q*.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The idea of creating end-to-end models for the purpose of design and analysis has begun to take hold in the

spacecraft/instrument design community. This has spawned new opportunities to establish connections between

previously disparate disciplines. IMOS is a multidisciplinary tool that was initially developed as a response to a
growing need to improve the hand--off between the structural and control analysis disciplines. IMOS has grown to

incorporate optical modeling, and more recently thermal modeling and analysis. Future work in IMOS development
will continue to tighten connections between thermal analysis and design and other disciplines, particularly in

structural analysis, control, and optimization.
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SU/vIMARY

Catalysis of the heat shield materials was preliminarily evaluated by use of arc heated wind tunnel test data and

approximate solution on heating rates. Test specimens are C/C materials with Chemical Vapor Deposition(CVD)-SiC

coating. Evaluation of the material catalysis was conducted using aerodynamic heating test data obtained by both a

750 kW arc heated wind tunnel of the National Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA) and a 1 MW arc

wind tunnel of the Institut f'ur Raumfahrtsysteme of the Universit_it Stuttgart (IRS). Aerodynamic heating rates on the

surface of the specimen were calculated based on the surface temperature distribution. On the other hand, fully

catalytic heating rate was calculated by use of the data of heat flux measurements. The ratio of these values are

compared with the theoretical values (based on Goulard's theory) and recombination rate constant was estimated to

be 5-6 m/s. The difference between NASDA test and IRS test is also discussed in order to verify the proposed

estimation process. Dissociated flow diagnostic in arc wind tunnels would be the most important research issue in the

next step.

NOMENCLATURE

Cw

cwPw

h

: mass fraction

: mass fraction at the surface

: atom density at the surface [kg/m 3 ]

: enthalpy [J/kg]
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hD

hR

Jw

kw

Le

MA

P

Pr

q

Rc

Re#

Ru

Sc

T

U

X

Y

_w

P

: dissociation energy [J/kg]

: coupling reaction heat [J/kg]

: mass flux of atoms diffusing towards the material surface

: reaction rate constant of the material surface [m/s]

: Lewis number

: molecular weight of air [kg/mol]

:pressure [ Pa ]

: Prandtl number

: heat transfer rate [W/m z ]

: radius of a cylinder [m]

: effective radius [m]

: universal gas constant [J/mol K]

: Schmidt number

: temperature [K]

: flow velocity [m/s]

: distance from the stagnation point along the surface [m]

: velocity gradient [l/s]

: correction factor for catalytic effects

: recombination efficiency

:ratio of heat transfer rate (- q_ /
\ qFC-W]

: viscosity [kg/m s]

:density [kg/m 3]

[kg/m I .s]

¢w

e

FCW

hw

s

w

O0

Subscript

: cold wall

: outer edge of boundary layer

: Fully Catalytic Wall

: hot wall

: stagnation point

: wall

: free stream
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INTRODUCTION

Inaerodynamicheatingbyhypersonicrarefied gas flows through an atmospheric re-entry, high temperature air heated

by an intensive shock wave and containing dissociated oxygen atoms or nitrogen atoms in part will reach a spacecraft

body (Fig.I). Such dissociated gases will couple each other partially or wholly due to the catalytic effect of a

spacecraft body surface and reaction energy discharged then will heat the spacecraft body surface.

It is considered that the gases in the shock layer is high-temperature air consisting of

N 2,0 2 ,N,O, NO, N_ * ÷ * ÷ .,0 2 ,N , 0 , NO ,e- The nitrogen atoms ( N ) and the oxygen atoms ( O ) re-combine into

nitrogen (N 2 ) and oxygen (O 2 ) by the reaction of (1) and (2) on the body surface with the catalyst of heat shield

material.

N + N --4"N 2 (1)

O + O --- 0 2 (2)

The percentage of a heating rate attributable to dissociated gas coupling in the overall heating rate will vary by the

state of gas flows and the surface characteristics of material, and it could reach more than a half of the overall heating

rate, if the degree of dissociation gases in gas flows is high and the catalytic efficiency of a body material is also high.

It is well known that the degree of this surface reaction influences thermal heating rates at the wall. In the past, many

researches have been performed about the effects of wall catalysis, evaluation, modeling and the reaction mechanisms

of catalysis. Reference [1]-[4] studied the recombination coefficients of the nitrogen and oxygen atoms at the surface

of the heat shield materials.

Scott [1] measured heat flux to the high-temperature reusable insulation materials covered with reaction cured glass

with a finite catalytic recombination coefficient and heat flux to nickel by the arc heated wind tunnel. By using this

data and the theoretical solution of Goulard [5] of heat flux to catalytic wall, he obtained the wall recombination

coefficient of the materials.

Stewart et al. obtained the wall recombination coefficients of reaction cured glass [3], glass coated blanket,

borosilicate glass, and silicon carbide cloth[4]. They measured heat flux of heat shield material and the conditions of

an arc heated flow in an arc heated wind tunnel. They obtained the wall recombination coefficient, by using the

Goulard's heat flux formula directly.

Clark et al. [6] used the approach of Goulard [5] for computing catalytic effects with the stagnation-point laminar-

boundary-layer heat-transfer technique of Fay and Riddell. The approach used experimental results from arc-jet tests
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withananalysistodeterminethe efficiency for the recombination of atomic species present in the boundary layer.

The discussions are based on experimental data and calculations for arc-jet tests of the titanium alloy Ti-14-

aluminum- 21Nb with a borosilicate-like glass coating that has a recombination efficiency of about 0.006 to 0.01.

The ratio of recombination heating rate to the total heating rate is different for flow conditions and characteristics of

the material surface. When the degree of dissociation of air is large and the catalytic efficiency of the material surface

is high, the latter could occupy the major part of the heating rate.

However, procedure to estimate the aerodynamic heating rates around spacecraft including such catalytic effect has

not been established, nor data on the catalytic efficiency of materials have been clarified to date yet, it seems that

there are still many problems which should be solved in order to establish the evaluation method available for a

catalytic effects that can be used in the early design phase of reentry vehicles.

This paper tries to evaluate catalytic characteristics of the heat shield materials using experimental data obtained in

the aerodynamic heating test conducted with the arc heated wind tunnel (both NASDA and IRS tests) designed for

evaluating the heat resistant of the materials [7]. Test specimens are Carbon / Carbon ( C/C ) materials covered with

thin layer of the Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) -SiC which was sealed with thin SiO 2 /B20 3 layer.

EVALUATION METHOD OF CATALYSIS

Definition of catalysis

Catalytic effects discussed in this paper means recombination phenomena of high temperature dissociated air at the

surface of Thermal Protection System (TPS) materials. Components of high temperature air are mostly molecular

oxygen/nitrogen and atomic oxygen/nitrogen. The fundamental parameter of catalysis is recombination efficiency

y which is defined as a ratio of recombined atoms to total atoms arriving at the surface. This ratio is determined with

respect to species of gas and solid surface, temperature of surface.

On the other hand, catalysis can also be evaluated by rate constant kw of chemical reaction at the surface, kw is

defined by the following formula, assuming first-order reaction.

j,,-kJ .w) (3)

That is, ./w means recombination reaction rate at the surface. The unit of k_, is [re�s] based on the above definition.
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Followingrelationshipexistsbetweenrecombinationefficiencyy and rate constant k w .

y ..kw _/-_
Ru T (4)

It is desirable for this research to express catalysis of the materials by y or k w based on experimental measurements

of surface heating rates. For this purpose, the relationship between surface catalysis and surface heating rate should

be clarified.

Fully catalytic heating rate

In this research, fully catalytic heating rates are estimated from heat flux measurements by use of a Gardon gauge

type heat flux module which geometry was identical to the specimen/holder system. This heating condition was

assumed as fully catalytic because the surface of gauge and module are made of copper, although influence of

oxidation of the surface must be studied in future investigation. The module was water-cooled and the surface

temperatures were kept at around room temperature. In this research, the ratio of partially catalytic heating rate to

fully catalytic heating rate is compared with the theoretical value. Therefore, conversion of the heating rates from low

temperature to high temperature is needed. This conversion is performed by use of the approximate theory of fully

catalytic heating rate for a sphere given by Fay and Riddell in the case of equilibrium flow as follows.

h due
q'O'763Pr-°'6(p-12,)°'l(ps#s)°'4{1+(Le°52-11hs _(hs- w) (_)

Ihw J e
(5)

From this equation, it is found that the most significant term influenced by temperature difference is the enthalpy

related term (h_ -hw). Accordingly, the ratio of heating rate at a high temperature to at a low temperature is

estimated by the following equation.

qhw hs - hhw

qc_ hs-hcw (6)

This is based on the assumption that only ho_ is changed when wall temperature decreases and other parameters in

equation (5) are unchanged.

On the other hand, total enthalpy H_ of the free stream can be estimated by fully catalytic heating rates of sphere as

follows[8][9].
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where

q ffiK _RR-_-_( H= - hw )

K.- 117

[q]..kW/m 2, [ps]latm, [R]ffim, [H,h],,.MJ/kg

(7)

Using this equation, total enthalpy H= can be calculated from measured heat flux and pressure of the sensor module.

Effective radius Re# is introduced to account for the actual geometry of the module ( flat head cylinder). Reg was

obtained based on investigation of Boison [12] as follows.

Re#- - 2.9R c for M_ - 2.01

R_ - 3.7R c for M= - 4.76

where Rc is the radius of a cylinder.

In the case of experiment conducted by NASDA/NAL (National Aerospace Laboratory) the latter value is considered

appropriate because estimated Math number at NASDA wind tunnel is around 4.8. This conversion is used in

equation (10). Fully catalytic heating rate at high wall temperature is finally estimated from equation (6) by assuming

H_ nearly equal to hs .

Partially catalytic heating rate

The influence of material catalysis on the heating rate was investigated by Goulard [5] and the following Z w was

given assuming a frozen boundary layer.

where

and

2 ) hRce1+ Le3dp-1 ffs

,_.w" qw (8)

qFcw(21)
1+ Le _ - hRce

h_

m

1+ 0"47Sc-3 (2fl_sPs)-_

pwkw
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1

(9)

Using this equation _.w is calculated with respect to rate constant kw. In equation (8) c e is atom mass fraction

outside the boundary layer.

The parameters of a free stream included in the velocity gradient fl is difficult to calculate in an arc heated wind

tunnel test because it include a high temperature dissociated flow parameter. For this reason, the following equation,

in which fl can be calculated from the stagnation condition, was used [10].

L5_._4 P_
•- ,, .J'-_ (I0)

dx Reff _ Ps

In this equation, Re# means the radius of a sphere. Re/f - 3.7R c was assumed by following the Boison's conversion

formula [12] as described above.

By comparing this theoretical ratio with experimentally obtained value using the result of section "Fully catalytic

heating rate" and "Thermal analysis of specimen holder", we can estimate the rate constant k_, as shown later in

section "RESULT AND DISCUSSION"'.

Thermal analysis of the specimen holder

In order to evaluate the heat flux onto specimen, the thermal analysis was conducted by use of a specimen/holder

assembly model. Temperature responses to a surface heating input was calculated. General-purpose finite element

method program "ANSYS" was used in this analysis. A specimen/holder assembly is shown in Fig. 2. The support

system for the samples at NASDA and IRS is very similar. Although the samples are of different size, their geometry

and the fastening mechanism is the same. Finite element division is shown in Fig. 3. Two-dimensional axisymmetrical

model was used. Although the back of the specimen was supported by four pins, they are not modeled in analysis.

The element used for the main-part of the model is the 2-dimensional element PI_ANE55 with four nodes. Radiation

heat dissipation was modeled by the 2-dimensional surface effect element SURF19 for the external surface. In order

to take into consideration mutual heat exchange in internal space, radiation matrix generation routine AUX12 was

used. The physical-properties of each constituent material is shown in Table 1. Especially about large specific heat

ratio, the change by temperature inputted as a function of temperature (related with C/C material, and holder material).

Temperature dependent characteristics are provided for specific heat values of the specimen and holder cap materials.
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EXPERIMENT

Theexperimentaldata described in this paper were obtained through plasma wind test series for the purpose of

investigation on erosion characteristics of SiC coated C/C materials. For this research program two different plasma

wind tunnels - the NASDA and the IRS facilities - were used. The facility of NASDA is equipped with a thermal

plasma generator (TPG) for the simulation of the interim re-entry phase with moderate specific enthalpies and high

stagnation pressures. The wind tunnel PWK1 of the IRS is equipped with a magnetoplasmadynamic generator (MPG)

and capable of simulating the first phase of a re-entry flight, where the specific enthalpies are high and the stagnation

pressure is low. Both facilities have a small overlapping region with respect to stagnation pressure and heat flux.

Thermal Plasma Wind Tunnel of NASDA

The arc-heated plasma wind tunnel of NASDA located at the National Aerospace Laboratory (NAL) consists of a

plasma generator, different nozzle designs, the test chamber with model injection system, a diffuser and a heat

exchanger. It is connected with a 750 [kW] DC power supply. The plasma generator is a thermal plasma generator of

constrictor type. The constrictor assembly may have up to three constrictor packs. A diagrammatic view of NASDA

arc heated wind tunnel is shown in Fig. 4. Both anode and cathode are made of copper and are water-cooled. The

facility is equipped with a conical nozzle and a channel nozzle for different tasks. The conical nozzle with a throat

diameter of 115 [mm] and a cone half angle of 15 degrees is used for stagnation tests. Its nominal Mach number is

4.8. The facility is limited to a maximum power input of 750 [kW]. Mass flow rates of up to 20 [g/s] have been

realized. Test objectives are introduced into the plasma jet by rotating a turrethead capable of holding three probes at

a time (120 degrees arrangement). This set-up yields a distance of 100 [mm] to the nozzle exit. For more details of

the NASDA facilities see Reference [13].

Magnetoplasmadynamic Wind Tunnel at IRS

The magnetoplasmadynamic wind tunnel PWK1 at IRS consists of a stainless steel tank 6 [m] in length and 2 [m] in

diameter, which is connected to a vacuum system with a suction power of 250,000 [m3/h] at 10 [Pa] and a power

supply with the capacity of 6 [MW]. The tank is equipped with a four axis positioning system for material of

measurement probes. For the test reported in this research the wind tunnel (Fig, 5 (a)) was equipped with the

magnetroplasmadynamic generator (MPG) RD5 which is shown in Fig. 5 (b). This plasma generator consists of two

coaxial electrodes, separated by neutral, water-cooled copper segments. The nozzle exit, which is also a water-cooled
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coppersegmentformsthe anode. The cathode, made of 2% thoriated tungsten, is mounted in the plenum chamber.

Current passes through the expansion nozzle from the tip of the cathode to the end of the nozzle. The test gas is

dissociated and partially ionized. In order to avoid oxidation only the nitrogen part of the test gas is fed in along the

cathode into the heating chamber, heated up by the arc and accelerated partly by the thermal expansion and partly by

the electromagnetic forces due to the self-induced magnetic field in the nozzle. With this MPG the oxygen needed for

the duplication of high enthalpy air flow is fed in radially at a high velocity at the supersonic part of the nozzle, but

still within the arc region. The various gas injection points enable the operation of the MPG with different gas

mixture. For more details of the IRS facilities see Reference [14].

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Estimation of heat input

The purpose of heat analysis is to estimate the actual aerodynamic heating rates into the material based on the

measured surface temperature data at the wind-tunnel experiments.

Heat flux measured by a calibration module was assumed to be fully catalytic heat flux at the condition of low

temperature wall. The calibration module has seven heat flux gauges along its surface and its geometry is the same as

the specimen / holder system. The distribution of the heat flux along the surface is shown in Fig. 6.

The modification to a high-temperature wall heating rate from a low-temperature wall heating rate is performed as

follows. From equation (6), the compensation coefficient of qhw = 0.90 was applied. And heating rate distribution
qcw

around the holder was calculated in the same way. Where following data was used from the experiment data.

Rel/- = 20 x 3.7 = 74 [ram], Ps = 3500 [Pa],

H= - 31.6[ MJ/kg]

hew- 0.6[MJ/kg], hhw- 3.7[MJ/kg]

q = 2479 [kW/m 21

If this heating rate is applied to the thermal model as it is, material surface temperature reaches very high value, and

does not in agree with the experiment. Therefore, we considered that the finite catalytic nature of specimen decreases

the heating rate. On the contrary, side wall of the holder showed a temperature which was very close to calculated

temperature at the condition of fully catalytic surface. Therefore full catalysis was assumed on the side wall. For the

front surface of specimen, _._, (ratio of partial catalytic heating rate to fully catalytic heating rate) which agrees with
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measuredtemperaturedistributionwas searched by trial-and-error calculation. Finally, it was found that _t_, - 0.33 at

the front surface of the specimen/holder assembly. In this condition surface temperature distribution become fairly

close to the experiment value. Temperature distribution and heat flux at this condition is shown in Fig. 7 (a) and 7 (b),

respectively. This is at 500 seconds after the heating started. According to this, heat flow is blocked by the internal

thermal insulation. It was found that the main heat flows are generated through the gap between the C/C specimen

and holder. Especially the largest heat flux is generated at the shoulder of the holder. The difference of heat flow

between surface net heating and radiation heat dissipation is considered to go to the side of the holder cap and to be

radiated there.

Evaluation of Catalysis

Estimation of k w is conducted through following steps (Flow chart of this steps is shown in Fig. 8).

O In the arc wind tunnel test, high-temperature gas was blown to the front surface of a specimen shown in Fig. 2.

Typical conditions of gas flows are shown in Table 2. The heating efficiency at the stagnation point and the

stagnation pressure in the table were measured with a copper calibration module, which had the same geometry

with the specimen holder. For the heating efficiency at the stagnation point, correction (multiplied by 0.9) was

made for a high-temperature wall. The stagnation enthalpy was estimated by use of equation (7), while the

ambient pressure was a measured value in the vacuum chamber that contains a specimen, and the Math number

was an estimated value from a nozzle contour.

(_) With these gas flow conditions, qw in the right hand side of the equation (8) can be calculated by using k w
q rcw

as a parameter. The result of calculation is shown by the solid line (NASDA test) in Fig.9. In this calculation, the

value of equilibrium air that had an enthalpy of h s was used as hRc e . k w for nitrogen and oxygen were

assumed to be the same value.

(_) Meanwhile, as the surface temperature of a specimen including the specimen holder was measured by a radiation

thermometer in the test, an actual heat inflow to a specimen can be estimated from the temperature data and a

heat model of a specimen / specimen holder. The proportionof the estimated value to the value after high-
......

temperature correction of the copper calibration module measurement (assumed to be a complete catalytic

heating rate) was 0.33 for NASDA test and 0.43 for IRS test A (high pressure and low temperature condition),

respectively. In IRS case, this value was calculated assuming 15% heat 10ss from the specimen instead of

conducting thermal FEM analysis as in the case of NASDA test. By comparing these values with the curve in

Fig.9, the reaction rate constant of the specimen used was estimated to be about 5 m/s. To verify the

appropriateness of this estimation, a similar reaction rate constant must be obtained in tests that different gas

flow conditions.

However, in a low pressure condition, a large difference is seen when compared with Goulard's theoretical value if
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thesamevalueof kw was assumed (see curve of IRS test B in Fig. 9). One possible explanation for this discrepancy

is that the surface of material was changed from glass (SiO2) to SiC. Due to the lower pressure and higher

temperature, the oxidation mode was changed from passive to active [11]. At such high temperature, the surface of

material is in the process of oxidation and erosion. Therefore, more consideration needs to be paid with respect to the

physical phenomenon and state on the surface. In addition, with respect to the dissociated flow in the arc heated wind

tunnel, reliability of data should be improved by accumulation of experimental data since there is many parameters

depending on presumption or assumption.

CONCLUSIONS

In this research, a process to estimate catalytic efficiencies of heat shield materials was proposed. This process

requires data obtained from arc heated wind-tunnel experiment.

The major conclusions of the present study are summarized as follows:

(1) From the data of the surface temperature at the wind-tunnel experiment, temperature response analysis to a

surface heating input was performed in order to estimate the amount of aerodynamic heating to specimen. As a

result, it was found that if Zw "0.33 at the front surface of specimen / holder, surface temperature distribution

become fairly close to the experiment value.

(2) Reaction rate constant of the heat shield material was evaluated by use of Goulard's equation.

(3) At high stagnation pressure and low surface temperature case, the rate constant is around 5 [m/s] for both

NASDA and IRS experiment.

(4) However, when stagnation point pressure is low and surface temperature is high, a large difference is found

between experiment and theory if k w is the same value. Possible explanation would be oxidation which changes

surface material from SiO2 to SiC in low pressure and high temperature condition.
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TABLE1. THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES VALUE OF EACH COMPOSITION MATERIAL

1. Specimen material

Material

Density

Heat conduction

Surface emissivity

: C/C material with SiC + glass coating

: 1650 [kg/m 3 ]

: Inside the surface 36[W/mK], Outside the surface 11 [W/mK]

: 0.87

2. Holder

Material

Density

Heat conduction

Surface emissivity

: Conversion SiC treatment graphite material (SOLSIX-N)

: 3146 [kg/m 3]

:55[w/,nK]

: 0.87

3. Insulation

Material

Density

Heat conduction

Specific heat

Surface emissivity

4. Specimen-holder filler

Material

Density

Heat conduction

Specific heat

Surface emissivity

: Aluminum-silica sintered material

:480[kg/m 3]

:0.49 [W/mK]

:1004 [J/kg. K]

: 0.70

: Glass disposition

: 1807 [kg/m 3 l

: 0.6 [W/mK]

: 1920 [J/kg. K]

: N/A

<PTO>
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5.Temperaturedependenceofspecificheat
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J
i
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Holder c_ ................ _,

..,......o-....0 ° ....... .... ......0, """" ...... " .........

300 500 700 1000 1500 2000

Temperature [K]

TABLE 2. TYPICAL ARC HEATED WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS

stagnation pressure ,.,

free stream pressure

stagnation heating rate

stagnation enthalpy

stagnation wall temperature

effective radius

NASDA

3500[Pa]

170[Pa]

test A

3570[Pa]

2700 [ Pa I

test B

780[Pa]

IR_

490[Pal

24SO[kW/m 2 ] L54[MW/m21 L29 [MW/m2I

3L6[MJ/kg] 22.7[MJ/kg] 39.25[MJ/kgl

1853 [K] 1853 [K] 1973 [K]

0.074 [m] 0.0725 [m]

Mach number 4.8 subsonic speed

0.0725 [m]

subsonic speed
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Fig. 1. Re-usable type rocket plane proposed by National Space Development Agency of Japan.
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(a) Specimen / holder assembly structure at NASDA test
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2. SiC support cap

3. SiC observation tube

4. Kapyrok insulator

5. Zirconia pin

6. Spring

7. Brass holder

8. Kapyrok mounting flange

9. Alumina fixation pin

10. Connection flange

11. Fixation screw

12. Lens fixation flange

(b) Specimen / holder assembly structure at IRS test
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I

Glass coati,ng ( SIO2/B203 ) Nominal 2 pm

CVD-SiC ( SiC is deposited )

Conversion SiC (C-- SiC )

C/C substrate

d2

Nominal 180 pm

Nominal 50-100 pm

Nominal 4mm

., _[20[mm] for NASDA test
dl [26.5[mm] for IRS test

,, j'33.8[mm] for NASDA test
d2 [30[mm] for IRS test

* The material used in this research is made up of a C/C-substrate to which several coatings are applied. The

SIO2/B203 coating on top is designed to allow for sealing of cracks developed during the manufacturing process as

well as during the working cycles of the material.

(c) Specimen dimensions

Fig. 2 Specimen / holder assembly structure and specimen dimensions
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OO

(a) Diagrammatic sketch of the NASDA arc-heated wind tunnel

Rear Shell Assembly Constrictor Assembly Nozzle Isolator Pack Assembly

Modular Packs of Segments

L=130[mm]
Converger Section

D=25[mm] Diverger Section

__t Maximum 3 Packs

....

Anode Air Cathode Nozzle

Power Supply

750kW

(b) Schematic view of the constrictor type plasma generator of NASDA

Fig.4 NASDA arc heated wind tunnel
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(a) Specimen / holder temperature distribution
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(b) Specimen/holder heat flux distribution

Fig.7 ANSYS analysis results
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A Concurrent Design Environment
for

Designing Space Instruments

Knut I. Oxnevad

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, CA 91109-8099

ABSTRACT

At the Project Design Center at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a concurrent design environment is under

development for supporting development and analyses of space instruments in the early, conceptual design phases.

This environment is being utilized by a Team I, a multidisciplinary group of experts, Team I is providing study and

proposal support. To provide the required support, the Team I concurrent design environment features effectively

interconnected high-end optics, CAD, and thermal design and analysis tools. Innovative approaches for linking

tools, and for transferring files between applications have been implemented. These approaches together with

effective sharing of geometry between the optics, CAD, and thermal tools are already showing significant
timesavings. Further timesavings are expected.

1. INTRODUCTION

At the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), large resources are put into efforts aiming at improving and changing the
organization to effectively deal with developing smaller missions in the hundred million, rather than in the billion

dollar range. A large number of these missions are won based on competitive proposals in response to

• Announcement of Opportunities (AO's) from NASA headquarters. Writing and developing proposals is, therefore,
becoming increasingly important for JPL.

To support the high number of proposals, this year about 50, a proposal support infrastructure has been developed.

The Project Design Center (PDC) which has been developed over some 3 years forms the core of this support. The

initial aim (refs. 1, 2) of the PDC was to support various projects and proposals with early conceptual mission

design analysis capabilities. These conceptual mission designs are developed in a couple of weeks by a
multidisciplinary team of specialists that work concurrently, in the same room, together with their customers on a

set of computers (stations) and tools that are linked. The team, called Team X, utilizes Macintosh computers, Excel

spreadsheets, and publish and subscribe for linking these spreadsheets together. This provides a very powerful
environment for conceptual mission design studies.

In late 1996, it was decided that there was also a need for a team that could provide early conceptual design analysis

support for instrument development and instrument proposal work. This led to the development and implementation

of Team I. Team I builds on the same general principles as Team X, but different customer requirements led to a

different implementation. Typically, an instrument proposal requires a higher degree of detail in both the optical,

radiometric, and thermal analyses. Team I is, therefore, utilizing what is considered high-end tools, rather than
spreadsheets for its development and analysis work.

The initial version of Team I was set up to primarily support optical instrument work. The Team I set of tools,

consequently, includes tools such as Code V, ZeMax, TracePro, Mechanical Desk Top (MDT), and RadCAD/SINDA

(ref. 3). Most of the Team I tools are running on PC NT platforms. The plan is to modify the Team I composition

and tool set to also support other types of instruments. Integrating these high-end tools in a user friendly way, and

making the passing of data between them effective and happen in near real time required the Team I development
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group, headed by the author, to employ some innovative approaches (ref. 4). The development of executives,

utilizing a graphical programming language, represents one such approach. This language makes code generation as

well as code modification relatively easy. The latter is especially important in an environment requiring rapid
adaptation to new customer needs.

Team I includes experts from the areas of optical analysis and design, mechanical and CAD design, thermal analysis,

costing, radiometry, and electronics analysis and design. Each of these experts man a computer with the appropriate

tools. During the development phase these experts worked very closely with the development group. These experts

are also playing an active role together with Team I customers in the continuous development and improvements
taking place as more operational experience is being gained.

This paper starts with a description of the Team I environment and ends with a discussion about some of the

approaches utilized in this environment that are showing great potential for time savings, inside as well as outside
the Team I environment. The Team I environment is described in section 2, its stations in section 2. I, its tools in

section 2.2, and its process in section 2.3. Team I unique approaches for saving time within the Team I

environment are discussed in section 3. Some of these approaches are the computerizing of preliminary calculations,

section 3.1; the automating of data transfers between tools, section 3.2; and the sharing of common geometry

between applications, section 3.3. How these approaches are creating potential time savings also in the later design
stages is discussed in section 4. A glossary is provided in section 7.

2. THE TEAM I ENVIRONMENT

2.1 The Stations

In its current configuration, Team I includes a mechanical/CAD station, an optics station, a radiometry station, a
thermal station, a cost station, a system station, a documentation station, and an electronics station.

The current Team I configuration is primarily set up to support the design and analysis of optical instruments.

However, the Team I environment was made to be flexible and be able to change with changing customer needs.
Changes may effect both the station and tools mix. The electronics and documentation stations are still under

development, and they will, therefore, not be discussed any further. The visualization station, also called the orbital

analysis station, is for now incorporated into the system station and will briefly be discussed under that station. To

improve group interactions, any station's display can be shown on the large projection screen in front of the Team I
room, shown in Figure 1.

At the optics station, an optical designer and analyst uses variables such as number of wavelengths, aperture

diameter, F#, field of view (degrees), temperature, mirror/lens surface types, and type of mirror material for designing

the right optics configuration. The tools Code V and ZeMax are used for this part of the design and analysis work.

The geometric representation of the surfaces of the selected optics configuration, together with the geometric

representation of the resulting rays, are provided as an IGES file. Additionally, the optics configurations itself can

be ported to TracePro (ACIS based), also on the optics station, and turned into ACIS based solids and provided as

SAT files. These SAT files can be exchanged between any ACIS based programs. MDT is one such program.

Cost and mass estimates of the developed optics configuration can also be provided. The ACIS engine is developed
by Spatial Technology.

At the radiometry station, variables such as required temperature, quantum efficiency, dark current level and

readout noise of the detectors, #bits/pixel, aperture diameter, F#, spectral resolution, target scene reflectivity,

altitude, number of bands, and observed wavelengths are used for ensuring that minimum signal to raise (S/N) ratios
are achieved, and for calculating noise equivalent temperature (NEAT) curves. The tools used for these calculations

was developed by the radiometry analyst in Excel spreadsheets.
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Themechanicaldesignersitsatthemechanical/CAD station. His/her job is to design support structures

(holders for lenses, mirrors, and detectors) and enclosures around the optics configuration provided as output from the
optics station. The geometry of these set ups is provided in IGES and SAT formats. MDT, which is also built on

the ACIS engine is currently being used as the Team I CAD tool. The station also provides preliminary mass,

volume, and area estimates of the developed instrument design. The mechanical/CAD work can be time-consuming,
and it is, therefore, mostly done before or after a concurrent session. More about this in section 2.3, The Process.

At the thermal station, a combination of RadCAD and SINDA tools are used. RadCAD uses the geometry

developed on the mechanical/CAD station together with orbital parameters, for calculating orbital heating rates, and

for producing radiation interchange factors. SINDA, a thermal analysis program, utilizes these results for calculating
detector and optics temperatures for the given orbital environments. This information is then used for discussions

about radiator placing, and about whether active or passive cooling is required.

The cost station is manned by a cost expert that will perform either grassroots costing (costing by analogy) or

parametric costing. The parametric cost models take into account factors such as mass, type of technology,

development time, and complexity of instrument part. Output from the cost station is fed into the system station.

At the system station, the high level mission parameters (inputs) are defined at the beginning of the session.

The main output variables are also sent to and displayed on this station. Some of the high level mission parameters

are type of mission; type of orbit; the classical orbital parameters, semi major axis, orbital inclination (calculated for

Sun synchronous orbits), fight ascension of ascending node, argument of periapsis, true anomaly, and observation

time and date; orbital time (calculated), orbital velocity calculated (rad/s, and km/s); orbiting body (Earth, Mars, etc.);

surface temperature, reflectivity of orbiting body; wavelengths to be observed at; and number of bands. The main

output variables are instrument mass and cost, and the power required by the instrument. Preliminary estimations of

instrument datarates and communication downlink data rates will also be calculated and displayed on the system

station. The system station was put in place primarily to ensure that all applications would be using the same high

level system parameters at all points in the design cycle. This is achieved by the system station making these high

level parameters available to the various Team I applications in a format that they can read. In the same way, data

from the various applications are extracted from their output files and displayed on the system station. This work is

under development. LabVIEW has been used for developing file data extraction routines, file building routines, and

routines for exchanging data between the team I applications and the system station. Collectively these routines or

programs are called executives. The Team I satellite orbital analysis and display software (SOAP) is also located on
the system station, so is the electronic white board used in some Team I sessions.

2.2 The Tools

Mechanical Desktop (ref. 5) (MDT) is a parametric, ACIS 3.0 and feature-based 3-D solid modeling engine.

The program supports blended NURBS surface features, and nonconstrained and constrained design approaches.

Dimensions and annotations are automatically displayed in drawing view. The program can be used for calculating

surface area, mass, moments of inertia, and volume of parts and assemblies. Files can be imported and exported
utilizing file formats such as STEP (STandard for the Exchange of Product model data), IGES Version 5.3, STL

(stereolithography), DWF, DWG, DXF, IDF, VRML, SAT (ACiS), 3DS (3D Studio®), WMF (Windows

Metafile), EPS (Encapsulated Post Script), and BMP. MDT supports the AutoLISP® programming language, and
application programming interfaces (API's) provide C language access to MDT features, functions, and attributes.

CODE V® (ref. 6) is a non sequential optical design, analysis, illumination calculations, and fabrication support

program, that features optimization, various analyses types, and tolerancing.

Optimization routines include, _ansverse ray errors for prest0red ray patterns, wavefront variance for pre-stored ray

patterns, modulation transfer function (MTF) at user-selected spatial frequencies, and Global Synthesis®.
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Supportedanalysiscapabilitiesinclude,geometricperformanceanalysis,diffractionanalysis,illuminationanalysis,
spectralanalysis,andenvironmentalanalysis.Inthegeometricperformanceanalysis,theprogramutilizes,third-
orderaberrationanalysis,realraytracing,MTFandsquare-waveresponses,radialenergydistribution,linespread
distributions,detectorenergyanalysis,scannedquadrantdetectoranalysis,.cat'seyediagrams,andfootprintanalyses.
Diffractionanalysisisprovidedthroughrootmeansquare(RMS)wavefronterrorandStrehidefinition,the
polychromaticpointspreadfunction,encircledenergy,andMTF.TheilluminationanalysisfeaturesMonteCarlo
simulation,andincludesanalysisofundesiredradiation,locationandevaluationofghostimages,narcissus
calculationforcalculating equivalent differential temperature of integrated surface/detector retro-reflections. In the

spectral analysis, based on a specified detector, black body, or filter, the system spectral response curve is calculated

together with appropriate sampling wavelengths and weights for polychromatic computations. In the environmental
analysis, changes in ambient temperature and pressure in the optical system, including expansion of lens spacers, are

simulated.

Semi-automatic tolerancing is provided based on RMS wavefront error, diffraction MTF, or chief ray distortion. The

program also has capabilities for calculating system weight and center of mass, and it supports the export of files in
the IGES format.

ZeMax (ref. 7) is a non sequential optical design analysis program that features optimization routines, various

analyses types, and tolerancing.

Optimization routines include actively damped least squares, minimization of peak-to-valley or RMS of either spot

radius, x, y, x+y, or wavefront error, referenced to either the chief ray or the centroid, and MTF response and
encircled energy. Equality, inequality, and Lagrange multiplier constraints are all supported with arbitrary weighting.

The program can optimize most of the parameters in a optical system, including radii, thicknesses, glasses, conics,

aspheric coefficients, grating spacings, apertures, wavelengths, and fields.

Analysis types include spot diagram analysis, diffraction analysis, and encircled energy analysis. Spot diagrams
include, standard field-by-field, through focus, full field, matrix (spot diagrams separated by field and wavelength).

Diffraction analysis functions supported include, MTF, square wave MTF, through focus MTF (sine or square),

point spread function, point spread function cross section, surface 3D _, geometric transfer function (GTF), and

through focus GTF. As for the encircled energy analyses, diffraction radial, geometric radial, x, y, and line and edge

response analyses are supported. The program also features analysis of grid distortion, longitudinal aberration, lateral
color field curvature and distortion, RMS vs. field, RMS vs. focus, extended source imaging capability,

interferograms, chromatic focal shift, glass internal transmittance vs. wavelength, and relative illumination.

The program utilizes both sensitivity analysis, and Monte Carlo simulations for performing tolerancing, and RMS

spot size, RMS wavefront error, MTF, as well as user defined criteria are supported. Tolerancing can be performed
on radii, thickness, lens position, flit, decenter, irregularity, and wedge. Inverse tolerances, giving maximum

acceptable increase in performance are also given. The IGES export file format is supported.

TracePro (ref. 8) accounts for absorption, specular reflection and refraction, scattering, and aperture diffraction of

light propagating through a solid model. TracePro can be used for stray light analysis, non-imaging analysis,

radiometry analysis, or any application where the accurate determination of distributions and intensities of light is

required. The program includes features for importing lens design data from most lens design applications for

creating accurate solid models of lenses with no loss of information. Being based on the ACIS geometric modeling

engine, the program can effectively share solid model data with other ACIS based applications. For non ACIS based

CAD and analysis programs, data can be exchanged via IGES and STEP files.

RadCAD (ref. 9) is PC based radiation analysis system that combines the analysis capabilities of programs such as

TRASYS with CAD techniques and integrates CAD generated surfaces with parameter-based (TRASYS-like)

surfaces. The program works within MDT. From a MDT supplied geometric description of a set of surfaces along

with optical property data or from a TRASYS input file, the program can produce form factors and radiation

conductors CRADKs") ready for import into SINDA. The program supports the TRASYS ORBITI or ORBIT2
conventions, defines and displays the SIC orbit and orientation, and calculates the orbital heating rates. Support for
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thecreation and manipulation of optical property databases is also provided. CAD 3D faces, regular MxN meshes,

and arbitrary polyface meshes are supported by the program.

SINDA (ref. 10) is a user-extensible finite-difference, lumped parameter (circuit or network analogy) software tool

for analyzing complex thermal systems. The program deals with radiation, conduction, and convection, and if

includes system performance simulation capabilities, steady state and transient solution capabilities, goal seeking

capabilities, optimization capabilities (multiple variables), time and temperature-varying properties, user-determined

solution techniques, solution sequences, accuracy levels, and outputs, and spreadsheet-like expressions and user

variables (registers).

LabVIEW (ref. 1 I) is a cross-platform (UNIX, PC, Mac, and PowerPC) program development tool similar to, for

example, C. It uses a graphical programming language called G rather than a text-based programming language for
creating code. A LabVIEW program will appear in a block diagram form. The boxes in the block diagram can

represent user defined programs, subroutines, or subsystems, or built in functions and subroutines. These boxes are
recognized through their icons. For user-defined subroutines, the icons are drawn by the user. Functions or

subroutines are, in the LabVIEW vocabulary, called virtual instruments (VI's), because they imitate the appearance

and operations of an actual instrument. A VI includes a front panel and a (block) diagram. The front panel is the

VI's interactive user interface. In the front panel, the model developer will define all input (controls) and output
(indicator) variables. The relationships between these input and output variables are defined in the block diagram.

2.3 The Process

The Team I process is under development, and the process that is being described here is what the Team I

development group is working towards. The process, which is shown in Figure 2, starts with Team I sending a

potential customer a list of input parameters required by the team prior to a Team I session. The list can be accessed

and filled in from the Team I Home-Page. About a week after the list has been sent to the customer, Team I and the

customer meet to discuss the input list and plan the Team I sessions. At this meeting, the customer will also be

briefed on the workings of Team I. Based on the input from this meeting, the Team I members and developers will

prepare the session. These preparations will vary in volume and complexity depending on the type of support the

customer requires, complexity of instrument, and inheritance from other instruments.

The radiometry expert may have to modify his models to make them work with the specified number of bands, the

spectrum being analyzed, and the number of detectors required. The optics expert will have to do preliminary design

and analysis on an optics (lenses, or mirrors) configuration that meets customer requirements on orbital altitude,

ground resolution (instantaneous field of view: IFOV), swath width, and aperture size. This work easily takes a

week. The optics expert will use Code V or ZeMax for this work. At the mechanical/CAD station, a preliminary
model of the instrument will be put together. This will be used for visualizing the design and helping the Team I

members better understand issues, such as orientation towards the sun, direction of the orbital velocity vector, and

direction to the orbiting object. On the system station, the main input parameters will be set up, and calculations of

variables such as inclination, orbital time, and orbital velocity will be performed. Possible modifications to the

system front page will also be performed to meet special requests from the customer. The orbital parameters from

the system station will be used for setting up SOAP for visualizing and analyzing the selected orbit. The thermal

expert will also utilize these parameters for setting up RadCAD.

The aim of all of these preparations, is to have the tools prepared to a point where, it becomes possible to perform

changes and trades, in a concurrent fashion.

On about day 14, the customer and the Team I members meet to conduct a concurrent design session. The main

flows and interactions between the Team I stations are illustrated in Figure 3. These sessions are lead by the Team I

Study Lead.
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Encirclednumbers(1...5)showthemainstepsinthedesignprocess.Thesearediscussedbelow.Dottedlines

indicate that electronic transfer of data between applications on the shown stations is under development or under

consideration for development. Complete lines indicate that electronic data currently can be transferred and used by

applications on the station at the end of the arrow. Connections being regarded as important, especially from a

timesavings perspective, are marked with thick complete lines. These connections are discussed in more detail in

section 3.3, Sharing Common Geometry.

The Team I session would start (1) with the Team, together, furnishing the high level mission parameters for the

system station. At this point the system station display would be shown on the large projection screen. Ref.

Figure 1. Having the team do this together, helps getting it on the same page from the very beginning of the

session. The system station serves both as a placeholder, as well as a point of distribution for these common high

level parameters. Preliminary calculations of orbital time, velocity, inclination are also performed. Next, for

visualizing the mission, the six orbital parameters are fed automatically through a routine into a SOAP .orb file.
This file is then automatically opened and displayed on the system station and on the large projection screen. As the

dotted arrows in Figure 3, indicate, there also are plans for electronically transferring high level parameters to other

applications. After the high level mission parameters are established, typically work starts in parallel, and

interacfively, on the optics station, and on the radiometry station (2). Aperture diameter, detector placing, and focal

length, are defined on the radiometry station, and utilized by the optics station, using Code V, or ZeMax, for setting

up, and analyzing initial, and prepared optics configurations. After some back and forth between these stations, a

recommended optics configuration should emerge. The geometric representation of this configuration is transferred
to TracePro and turned into ACIS solids. These are saved in a SAT file format. In parallel, the same geometry plus

the resulting rays are saved as an IGES file. The two files are read into MDT (3), on the mechanical/CAD station.

Next, the geometries in these two files are aligned, ensuring that the surfaces from the IGES file, exactly match the

corresponding surfaces of the TracePro developed solids lenses, mirrors, and detectors. This process also perfectly

aligns the rays. At the mech/CAD station, support structure, an enclosure, radiators, and electronics are added.

Some of these parts may have been prepared before the session or during the time the time of the optics analysis.

As part of the Team I development effort, we are looking into effective ways of parameterizing key dimensions of

the support structures, making it possible to modify and use them for a variety of mirror and lens shapes, and sizes.
The final CAD drawing will in most cases _ finished after the concurrent session. However, after an initial

geometry, including lenses, and support structures has been developed, it will be used directly by RadCAD (4) for

calculating orbital heating rates and for producing radiation conductors. For this purpose, a very detailed geometric

representation of the instrument is not required. Prior to getting the geometry from the mech/CAD station,

preliminary orbital heating rates can, therefore, be calculated based on the simple geometryof a box dimensioned as
the final instrument and the orbital parameters provided from the system station. From the RadCAD analysis, a file

containing form factors and radiation conductors is imported to SINDA for calculating detector and optics

temperatures. The MDT developed solids geometry (lenses, support structures, and detectors) may he saved as a SAT
file, and transferred back to TracePro for stray light analyses.

After all these analyses have been performed, and there is agreement that the resulting design meets the set design

criteria, mass and cost will be calculated and displayed on the system station (5) together with other main output

variables such as data rate and power. Datarate calculations will initially be performed on the system station. Mass

will be calculated in two ways, one based on volume and densities as defined in MDT and Code V (lenses and

mirrors), and one based on mass relationships derived from expert knowledge from the Team I members. For mass

estimates provided by MDT, a routine has been developed for automatically extracting this information from the

MDT mass file, and displaying it on the system station. The instrument costing process is still under development.

Most likely, issues will arise during this first session that may require more detailed analysis that should be done off

line. A likely scenario is, therefore, that after the first concurrent session the team and the customer take a break for

about 10 days. This should give the customer time to consider the initial results, and the team members time to do

required off-line design and analysis work. Any changes coming from the customer should be conveyed to the team

members in good time for them to prepare for the second concurrent session at day 24.

The design and analysis process for this session will be similar to that of the first session, with the exception that a

report has to be generated at the end of it. Currently, this report is generated jointly by the Team I members during
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thesession.Thefinal report will be delivered to the customer a couple of days later. If no design has been reached

that satisfies the customer requirements or if the instrument is too complex for just two concurrent sessions, the

report will be postponed to the last concurrent session between the customer and Team I.

3. REDUCING DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS TIME

3.1 Computerizing Preliminary Calculations

After having gone through some concurrent sessions, utilizing parts of the Team I process, it seems that time can be

saved by reducing the number of reoccurring manual calculations done on pieces of paper at the beginning of these

sessions. Typically, these calculations range from orbital time, to estimates of aperture diameter. It was assumed

that time could be saved by making these calculations and their results electronically available.

The Team I development group, therefore, is looking into using G-code developed by National Instruments, for

developing small programs, above called executives, that will perform these calculations. These programs or virtual

instruments (VI) will be linked directly to the high level parameters on the system station, also developed in G-code.

This will make it possible to perform effective and numerous trade-off analysis based on those parameters. Both

input and output variable values from those trade-off analyses will be stored in a file for later retrieval and analysis.

This file is set up on the system station and termed the history file. The calculations to be performed in this way are

primarily mission related and high level calculations, not performed on any of the other stations. So far, VI's for

calculating orbital time, velocity, inclination of Sun synchronous orbits, aperture diameter, F#, have been

implemented in the Team I environment. More VI's will be added. The benefit of using G-code is that it is simple

to learn, easy to develop in, and easy to modify. These features enables rapid development and modifications of VI's

to make them fit any new customer's demands. Additionally, these features make it possible to involve the system

experts in the model (VI) development process (refs. 12, 13). The approach and methodology utilized in this work

was developed and demonstrated in earlier research by the author (ref. 14).

3.2 Automating the Transfer of Data between Applications

Very early in the Team I development effort it was recognized that to have high-end tools with unique file formats

work together in a near real-time fashion, there was a need for developing effective ways of transferring data between

them. Without this capability, too much time would be spent on duplicating manual data entries, and manually

searching through and possibly modifying input and output files.

The Team I development group solved this problem by developing routines, (VI's) in G-code, for extracting

information from, as well as for inserting code and values into any file type by the press of a button. For example,

a routine has been built for automatically extracting mass data from a summary mass file from MDT, transferring it

to, and displaying it on the system station. An associated routine transfers this mass data from a system station file

into assigned cells in the parametric cost model spreadsheet. Another routine has been developed for inserting orbital
elements and other variables from the system station into a unique SOAP formatted orb. file. Through the push of a

button on the system station, SOAP opens up this file and displays visually the orbit of the instrument, its ground

track, and any other parameters defined from the system station. The latter routine shows how G-code can be used

for opening applications and files, a capability that will be useful for performing semi-automatic trade studies, with

people in the loop, across a number of tools. These types of trade studies will be looked into in later phases of the

Team I development effort.

3.3 Sharing Common Geometry

The largest time savings seem to come as a result of the optics, the CAD, and the thermal tools being able to utilize
the same geometric data. These time savings can be attributed to progress made by the developers of these tools, and
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the mix and the utilization these tools in the Team I environment. In many ways, the requirements of Team I forced

an effective integration of the optics, CAD, and thermal tools. The process changes that lead to these time savings

are discussed below and illustrated in Figure 4. In the figure, rectangles and thick lines symbolize the Team I

process. The crossed over, rounded rectangles illustrate the manual steps eliminated through the introduction of this

process.

According to mechanical designers who have been designing support structures, fasteners, etc. for space instruments

for a number of years, the Team I approach, typically, saves them 7-10 days worth of work. Up to recently, they

had to manually translate the dimensions and positions (x, y, z) of lenses, mirrors, and detectors from, for example, a

Code V output file, into a 2D CAD drawing. Often, such output files would be provided as print outs. In the Team

I environment, these Steps are eliminated, and the geometry Of the optics configuration (dimensions and positions) is

transferred automatically without any human intervention, except for opening, and saving files, from the optics tools
to the CAD tools. The details of how this is clone is discussed in section 2.3 The Process.

On the thermal side, the situation was similar. Dimensions and positions (x,y,z) of surfaces had to manually be read

from a CAD drawing and then typed into, for example, TRASYS or NEVADA formatted ASCII files. This

procedure required that the analyst knew how to set up these file formats, and that he/she also knew which commands

to use for inserting dimension and position values. By using RadCAD instead, CAD geometry from MDT is

utilized directly in the RadCAD environment. RadCAD, which works within MDT, provides a visual representation

of the geometry, and surfaces to be analyzed, and provides the analyst with a graphical user interface. These features,

according to thermal experts, may reduce the time for calculating, radiation interchange factors and orbital heat inputs

by a factor of 5.

4. IMPACTS BEYOND THE TEAM I ENVIRONMENT

The utilization of interconnected, high-end optical, mechanical and thexmal analysis tools in the concurrent Team I

environment has made it possible to generate designs of such quality and fidelity that they can be used directly as

starting points for the detailed design and analysis required for converting these designs into real hardware. The
resulting time savings can be substantial. The Team I development group, therefore, is developing procedures for

transferring the final geometry and data generated in the Team i environment to the next phases in the design process.

So far, successful transfers of Team I generated geometry have been made from MDT to Pro-E using commercially

available STEP translators. Data will initially be transferred as text files.

Today, in the instrument design process, most data and geometry information is handed over from the

conceptual design phases to the later design phases in the form of print outs. Consequently, it may be quicker for
the designers and analysts in the later design stages to start from ground zero rather than having to recreate the

geometry and data in these print-outs. The difference between the current data hand over process and the Team I based

data transfer process is illustrated on the left side in Figure 4.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The Team I development is very much at its early stages. However, both team members and customers are starting
to see the benefits of utilizing this concurrent and multidiscipiinary design and analysis environment. Much good

work has been done in interconnecting and making the Team I tools effectively work together. There is still much

work to do in this area, especially in transferring high level system parameters to the various applications. More

work is also needed in developing high level preliminary analyses capabilities. Later, as more operational experience

is gained, the Team I concept will be expanded to include design and analysis capabilities for non optical space
instruments and in-situ instruments. From this perspective, the Team I environment can be seen as a laboratory for

developing effective early conceptual design environments for demanding types of space instruments. Taking into
consideration the impact the Team I processes and procedure s may have on the instrument design process, the Team

I environment may also be regarded as laboratory for developing more effective instrument design processes JPL.
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7. GLOSSARY

Aperture diameter: The diameter of the opening through which light passes to reach the optics and the detectors in an

optical or photographic instrument

Argument of Periapsis: Angle from the ascending node to periapsis measured in the direction of a satellite's motion.

F#: Defined as the focal length of the inslrument (f) divided by the aperture diameter (D).

Field of View (FOV): Angular extent of field which can be observed by a spacecraft or an instrument.

E.o..c.gd_Lgag_: The distance from a lens or a mirror to the point on the optical axis where parallel rays of light

converge (the Focal Point).

IGES: Initial Graphics Exchange Specification is a standard file format for exchange of CAD data. IGES 1.0 was

accepted as an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard in 1981.

Noise Etluivalent Tem_rature (NEAT): Defined as a the minimum AT within a scene element required to produce a

change in the electrical signal level numerically equal to the root mean square (RAMS) of the electrical system noise:
Used as a figure of merit for Infrared OR) systems.

_b.L_d._IKc, l_gl_: The angle between the angular momentum vector, perpendicular to the orbital plane of a

satellite, and the spin axis of the body being orbited.

l_sadig.tng_: A specialist field dealing with issues related to the measurement of the intensity or force of different

types of radiation.

Right Ascension of Ascending Node: Angle from the Vernal Equinox to the ascending node. Ascending node is

defined as the point where a satellite passes through the equatorial plane from south to north. Right ascension is

defined as a right-handed rotation about the pole.

Semi b'l_ior Axis: Half the distance between the apoapsis and periapsis points of an elliptical orbit

_: Number of bands that a given spectral range can he divided into
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True Anomaly: The angle from the eccentricity vector to the position vector of the satellite. The angle is measured

in the direction of the satellite motion.
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ABSTRACT

Thermal engineering has long been left out of the concurrent engineering environment dominated by CAD

(computer aided design) and FEM (finite element method) software. Current tools attempt to force the thermal
design process into an environment primarily created to support structural analysis, which results in inappropriate
thermal models. As a result, many thermal engineers either build models "by hand" or use geometric user interfaces

that are separate from and have little useful connection, if any, to CAD and FEM systems.

This paper describes the development of a new thermal design environment called the Thermal Desktop. This

system, while fully integrated into a neutral, low cost CAD system, and which utilizes both FEM and FD methods,
does not compromise the needs of the thermal engineer. Rather, the features needed for concurrent thermal analysis

are specifically addressed by combining traditional parametric surface based radiation and FD based conduction
modeling with CAD and FEM methods. The use of flexible and familiar temperature solvers such as
SINDA/FLUINT is retained.

INTRODUCTION

Thermal engineering (especially in aerospace) has been performed with tools that have had a long heritage, before

CAD systems and graphical FEM systems even existed. Finite difference based conduction and capacitance models
were built by hand, and solved with programs such as CINDA (Chrysler Improved Numeric Difference Analyzer).

Radiation analysis was performed by constructing geometric models consisting of conic primitives (cones, spheres,
discs, etc.) using a text editor and solved using programs such as TRASYS 1. Early radiation tools did not have the

ability to graphically verify model geometry.

Improvements continued over the years, with CINDA ultimately being superceded by SINDA/FLUINT 2. Progress

was made in improving radiation analysis tools from TRASYS with the development the graphical based TSS 3.
However, the basic analysis process remained the same, independent of advances being made in CAD and FEM

systems.

Part of the reason that thermal engineering has been outside of the concurrent fold is the entrenchment of current FD

based analysis processes, but also because alternative FEM based systems have failed to address important thermal

analysis requirements. Current FEM based systems facilitate only one aspect of thermal modeling: generating
conduction and capacitance data directly from a geometric description.

Other, equally important aspects are addressed poorly or not at all. Not all thermal modeling is derived from detailed

geometric specifications. Often thermal models are represented more abstractly with a conduction capacitance
network generated using basic first law principles (for example, to simulate an interface for a vendor or customer).

Many geometrically complex components can be reduced to a simple and efficient network representation using an

engineering estimate of the heat flow paths and basic finite difference methods. These techniques are used to
develop fast executing thermal models, which have a significant advantage over brute-forced FEM models when

many thermal simulations must be performed under different scenarios, or a number of design trades must be
considered.
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Manythermalcontrolcomponentsarenotrepresentedbyanetworkatall,butmust be simulated procedurally.
Examples are heaters, thermostats, and variable conductance heatpipes. This type of modeling is not found in FEM
based thermal tools, which have usually been based on a program originally designed for structural analysis.

More specifically, support for radiation analysis in FEM based systems has been traditionally weak. In addition, the
standard types of finite elements result in model nodal densities greatly exceeding thermal requirements. Coupled

with inefficient radiation analyzers, models quickly become intractable.

For example, with radiation analyzers such as TRASYS, a cylinder may be modeled with one node around the
circumference. With current FEM based tools, a cylinder must be represented by a sufficient number of flat facets

(each of which contributes one or more nodes) to approximate the geometric shape. Model size is governed by

geometric fidelity rather than by thermal requirements. In addition, ray-surface intersection tests employed by
radiation codes must be performed on a large collection of facets, rather than a single mathematical cylinder, which

greatly increases run times.

Complex radiation phenomena such as angular dependent optical properties, transparency, refraction, and
specularity are not well supported in the FEM world. More specific aerospace needs such as articulating geometry

that tracks the sun, planet, or other satellites are not well supported, if at all.

Until now, the thermal engineer has had to choose between two undesirable solutions: (1) use current analysis tools

that efficiently satisfy thermal modeling requiremcnts but have no connectivity to the CAD design database or other

engineering disciplines, or (2) use tools that support concurrency but sacrifice thermal modeling functionality.

The Thermal Desktop was designed from the ground up with both the requirements for concurrent engineering and

for thermal analysis as key design drivers. This paper discusses the design approach and features of the Thermal
Desktop that enable it to successfully integrate CAD and FEM with traditional analysis approaches.

OVERVIEW OF THERMAL DESKTOP

The Thermal Desktop is implemented as a single application that:
1) Integrates CAD, FEM, FD, radiation, and procedural modeling into a single low-cost environment. The
environment simultaneously supports both "design geometry" used for the exact specification of hardware and

"analysis geometry" which may (or may not) be a simplified abstraction of the design geometry used for thermal

analysis.
2) Allows analysis geometry to be constructed using CAD operations: booleans, sweeping, blending, ruling,

revolving, etc...
3) Allows design geometry to be imported from other CAD systems using IGES and/or DXF formats.
4) Permits design geometry to be used "as is" for analysis geometry, or used as "scaffolding" on which to construct

suitable analysis geometry using interactive graphics operations.
5) Provides familiar types of thermal modeling surfaces such as cones, paraboloids, discs, rectangles, and cylinders

using true mathematically precise representations (rather than as a collection of facets). These surfaces provide all of
the functionality associated with TRASYS type surfaces but are directly integrated within the CAD environment.

6) Integrates CAD methods for generating, resizing, and positioning surface types.

7) Integrates conduction/capacitance generation, surface insulation, radiation analysis, and contact conductance
calculations.
8) Provides graphical construction of arbitrary nodes and conductors for abstract thermal network modeling.

9) Allows FE models to be created natively, or imported from popular FE programs.
10) Provides efficient radiation analysis for common types of finite elements plus implements new types of curved
finite elements for even faster radiation analysis.

11) Implements a new thermal super element that simplifies a collection of comple_ finite elements into one or more
SINDA/FLUINT nodes.

12) Provides graphical construction of procedural thermal model entities such heatpipes, heaters, and thermostats.
The main screen of the Thermal Desktop is shown in Figure 1. The figure shows the design geometry for an optical

assembly. Commands may be typed at the command line, selected from pull-down menus or from user customizable
tool bars.
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TheThermalDesktopisimplementedasanembeddedapplicationintegratedwithAutodesk'sAutoCAD TM or
• TM .......

Mechamcal Desktop product. Integrating the apphcatlon d_rectly with the CAD envzronment provides the

necessary link with the CAD world and provides viewing and model building functions at a very low cost.

An example of thermal analysis geometry constructed from design geometry is shown in Figure 2. The four views

show the analysis geometry created from the solid model design geometry shown in Figure 1. These modeling
entities were easily constructed by picking on key points in the design model. Sample results for the calculation of

radiation exchange factors are shown in Figure 3.

Thermal Desktop's layering feature allows design and analysis geometry to be viewed independently. Geometry

may be placed on as many different layers as desired. The visibility of each layer may be controlled to aid in model
building and postprocessing.

Thermal analysis geometry may be constructed and modified using two complementary methods. The first technique

is to use dialogs invoked by the pull-down menu or tool bar icons. The editing dialogs contain fields to enter shape
parameters and other thermal information. For example, the shape of a paraboloid may be modified by specifying

the minimum and maximum radius, angular span and height. The second method takes advantage of the unique
CAD features incorporated into the Thermal Desktop.

Thermal analysis geometry is easily constructed from design geometry using two powerful features of the Thermal

Desktop: snap points and grip points. Snap points are defined for all graphical objects and may be used whenever a
point location is required for input. Snap points are located at key locations on an object such as the ends, middle,
center, and intersections.

For example, the move command requires selecting the objects to be moved, and then inputting a "from" point and a

"to" point. This point can be entered directly on the command line as an (x,y,z) triple, or the snap feature may be
used to interactively select a location directly on the geometry. As the cursor is moved around the screen, snap

points automatically highlight to show the user the available snap locations. An advanced expression utility may also
be used to generate points not at snap locations (such as half way between two snaps).

Grips are used to modify a geometric object interactively. When an object is selected, the grip points appear, as

shown by the small squares in Figure 4. Each grip point controls some aspect of the geometric object's location,
shape, or size. When a grip is selected, the object will change dynamically as the cursor is moved about the graphics
screen.

Figure 4 shows a Thermal Desktop (TD) cone surface. The cone is divided into three nodes in the height direction
and two nodes in the angular direction. Solid lines show the nodal boundaries, and dotted lines pass through the
nodal centers. The grip point at the base controls the base radius, and likewise, the grip at the top controls the top

radius. Other grips are available for setting the angular span, height, location, and orientation of the surface.

If the base radius grip is selected, the cone will dynamically change size as the grip point is moved. The new
location of the grip point may be entered at the command line, arbitrarily placed on the current workplane with the
mouse, or placed by selecting a snap point. For example, the radius of the cone can be made to precisely match a

cylinder that it is on top of by selecting the cone radius grip, then moving the cursor over the cylinder until a suitable
snap point is highlighted. Selecting the snap point completes the operation.

CONCURRENTENGNEERING

A primary goal of the Thermal Desktop is to bring thermal analysis into the concurrent engineering fold. Two key
areas must be satisfied for a successful concurrent engineering environment: integration with the design database,

and exchange of analysis models and data between engineering disciplines.

Integration with the design database means the ability to generate analysis models directly from design geometry,

and to react quickly to the inevitable changes in the design. Integration with other engineering disciplines means the
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abilitytoperformmulti-disciplineanalysisfromthesameanalysismodel,orthetightcouplingofdatafromone
analysismodeltoanother.

INTEGRATIONWITHTHEDESIGNDATABASE- TheThermalDesktopsatisfiesintegrationwiththedesign
databasethroughitsdirectimplementationin theCADenvironment.EngineeringshopsusingAutodesk'sAutoCAD
orMechanicalDesktopsharethesamedrawingfilesthataregeneratedbythedesigner.Thesedesigndrawingscan
belinkedexternallytoanalysisfilessothattheyareupdatedautomaticallywhenchangesaremade.

TheThermalDesktopwasalsodesignedtoworkwithUNIXbasedCADpackagessuchasI-DeasorPro/E.Thermal
Desktop'sIGESimportcapabilityallowsanalysisgeometrytobeconstructeddirectlyfromtheCADdesign
database.Designgeometryiseasilyimportedtoformthebasisforgeneratinganalysismodels.

Geometrysuitableforanalysismaybedirectlyconvertedtothermalanalysisgeometry.And,asistheusualcase,a
simplifiedrepresentationofthedesigngeometryforanalysisiseasilyconstructedusingThermalDesktop's
snap/gripmethods.Generatingmodelsbyhandfrom2Dpaperdrawings,ruler,andcalculatorarereplacedby
efficientinteractivegraphicaloperationsperformeddirectlyonthe3Ddesigngeometry.

ThelowcostofAutoCADrunningontoday'sinexpensiveandpowerfulPC'sisanattractivealternativetocostly
high-endUNIXsystems.AutoCADdoesnotcomparetohigherendsolutionsintermsofthefunctionalityforthe
designer,butprovidesalloftheneededviewing,IGESimport,andCADbuildingmethodsforconstructinganalysis
models.Inaddition,theevolutionofthePCplatformfroma16-bitDOSenvironmenttoatrue32-bitmultitasking
systemhasallowedAutoCADtosignificantlyexpanditsperformanceandfunctionalitycomparedtoprevious
versions.

TheuserinterfaceandmodelingfeaturesspecificallydesignedforthermalengineersandAutoCAD'srelative
simplicitymakesforamuchfasterlearningcurvecomparedtotrainingengineersasdesignersonmoreexpensive
CADplatforms.AutoCADisincludedaspartoftheThermalDesktop.

INTEGRATIONWITHOTHER ENGINEERING DISCIPLINES - A typical scenario in engineering organizations

is the use of a CAD package that includes an integrated tool for constructing Finite Element Method (FEM) models.
Some FEM modelers have the capability of basing meshes on design geometry and have the ability to automatically

remesh based on design changes, a useful capability for rapidly responding to design changes.

Engineers use the FEM tool bundled with their in-house CAD system for model building and postprocessing. A

typical pattern of usage is to export the FEM model for use with discipline specific "solvers" and then import results
from their solver for postprocessing and data exchange.

The Thermal Desktop has solved the problems that have lead to the resistance of thermal analysts to adopt this

engineering analysis approach. The Thermal Desktop may import and analyze FEM models directly, without the
typical ad-hoc "element centroid" conversion process. FD and FEM methods are supported simultaneously, within
the same thermal model, and temperatures are predicted using the industry standard thermal analyzer,
SINDA/FLUINT. Thus, Thermal Desktop integrates into the CAD-based engineering process in the same way as

tools that support analysis for other engineering disciplines.

The Thermal Desktop may be used as the engineering organization's thermal "solver", importing FEM meshes and

performing radiation, orbital heating, and conduction and capacitance calculations. This data is then used by
SINDA/FLUINT for steady state and transient temperature analysis. SINDA/FLUINT routines for producing

appropriate input files to FEM packages are bundled with the Thermal Desktop so that temperature data may be

transferred to other engineering discipline's models.

However, integrating with the standard in-house FEM package is only one mode of usage of the Thermal Desktop.

Thermal Desktop contains the ability to generate FEM meshes directly, perform model-to-model data translation,

and provides full postprocessing operations. A unique feature of Thermal Desktop is that it supports both traditional
types of FD modeling primitives (conic surfaces, arbitrary nodes, and arbitrary conductors) and FEM modeling

primitives simultaneously. This can often lead to advantages in system level modeling,
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A fullsystemlevelmodelconstructedfromadetailedFEMmodelwillconsistofmanymorenodesthanamodel
constructedusingtraditionalapproaches.WiththeThermalDesktop,specificareasofthehardwaretobeanalyzed
maybemodeledusingFEM,andotherareasmodeledusingFDmethods.Forexample,inanintegratedthermal-
structural-opticalanalysisofatelescope,theopticalcomponentscanbemodeledusingFEMsothatdatamaybe
transferredforthermaldistortionanalysisandopticalperformancepredictions.Thesurroundingenclosureand
spacecraftmaybemodeledusingmoreCPUefficientFDmethods.Thegeometricbasisforthemodelmaycome
frombothdesigngeometryandotherengineeringdiscipline'sFEMmodels.

Despitepressuresfromtheneedtointegratetighterwithotherengineeringdisciplines,FEmethodshavebeen
resistedbythethermalanalysiscommunity.OneofthereasonsisaperceptionthatFEmethodsarenotasphysically
basedastraditionalFDapproaches(inpartbecauseofthegenerationof"negativeconductors",whichareviewedas
physicallyunrealistic).TheotherreasonissimplythatcurrentFEcodesdonotsatisfyalloftherequirementsfor
performingsystemlevelthermalanalysis.However,afailureonthepartofFEcodes to supply needed functionality

does not negate the advantages of the finite element method.

Integrating FEM into current thermal analysis approaches, including a new first law formulation of the method was
presented in detail in reference [4]. The derivation and approach will not be repeated here, but a few of the

extensions to the finite element method implemented in the Thermal Desktop that make its application appropriate
for thermal analysis are presented in the following section.

THERMAL SPECIFIC EXTENSIONS TO FEM

A common complaint against FEM is that an excessive number of nodes are generated. Nodalization is often driven
more by geometric fidelity to the actual hardware rather than by thermal accuracy concerns. For example, a curved

surface must be approximated by many fiat elements. Traditional modeling primitives such as cylinders and cones
allow nodal regions to be curved, permitting only the number of nodes as necessary for thermal accuracy to be used,

while retaining geometric fidelity.

Typical FEM meshing utilities operate on detailed solid model representations of the design, leading to meshes that

capture unnecessary detail for thermal analysis. Details of interest to a structural engineer calculating stress in a part
may not be important thermally.

The Thermal Desktop employs two unique features to reduce the complexity of models generated using FEM. One
is the formulation of a new set of thermal specific linear elements on curved surfaces. The other is a new thermal

super element formulation.

THERMAL SUPER ELEMENTS - Thermal super elements may be constructed from any set of ordinary finite

elements. A subset of ordinary nodes in the super element may be specified to be super nodes. The Thermal Desktop
will compute conductance and capacitance data for the super nodes on the super element for use in

SINDA/FLUINT. Correspondence between the super nodes and the sub nodes on the super element is maintained so
that temperatures may be assigned to the sub nodes for post processing and for mapping data to other analysis
models.

An example may illustrate the process. Consider the bracket shown in Figure 5, which contains holes to reduce
weight. Suppose that the bracket is thermally attached only at the four end points.

Thermally, only the conduction paths between the four mounting points are of interest. Using the traditional

approach, the temperature distribution within the part is deduced, and equivalent conduction areas and lengths are
calculated. Such estimation often requires considerable skill and experience to arrive at an accurate approximation.

Using thermal super elements, the part is first discretized with enough elements to capture the geometric detail and

the set of elements is labeled as a super element. Next, super nodes are assigned to selected sub nodes of the mesh,
which in this case are the four mounting locations. Conduction and capacitance data for the four super nodes are

calculated automatically by Thermal Desktop. The super node data is then used by SINDA/FLUINT for temperature
calculations.
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Superelementsworkbynumericallycalculatingtheformof thetemperaturedistributionoverthesuperelement.A
Numericallycomputedshapefunctionforeachsupernodeisusedforthecalculationofconductionandcapacitance
termsusingafirstlawapportioningmethod4.

Inaregularfiniteelement,thetemperaturedistributionoverthedomainofelementisassumedtohavesomesimple
mathematicalform,suchasabilinearinterpolationforaquadrilateralelement.Inasuperelement,thetemperature
distributionisnotapproximatedbysimpleinterpolation,butratherbyatemperaturesolutioncalculatedusingthe
entiresuperelementmesh.

Theshapefunctionforeachsupernodeisderivedinturnbyperformingasteadystatesolutionwiththesupernode
settounityandtheremainingsupernodessettozero.Becausetheproblemis linear,superpositionholdsandthe
resultingshapefunctionscanbeusedtocomputethesteadystatetemperaturedistributionforanysetofsupernode
temperatures.

Figure6showsthetemperaturedistributioncomputedusingsuperelementshapefunctionscomparedtothe
temperaturedistributionperformedusingthefullmesh.Ascanbeseen,thetemperaturedistributionsareexact.The
shapefunctionforoneofthesupernodesisshownasaheightplotinFigure7.

Inthisexample,thenodesalongeachflatedgewerespecifiedassupernodes,reducingthepartdowntothree
SINDA/FLUINTnodes.ThechoiceofsupernodesgivesThermalDesktopadditionalknowledgeofthetemperature
distributionin thesuperelement,whichisusedtoreducethecomplexityofthepart.Specifyingthatallofthenodes
alonganedgeareasinglesupernodetellsThermalDesktopthatthetemperaturedistributionisisothermalinthis
area.Theremainingedgesareassumedtobeadiabatic.

If thisregionwereincorporatedintoalargersurface,theassumptionofanadiabaticedgemaynotbecorrect.The
ThermalDesktopalsoallowssubnodestobespecifiedasbeinginterpolatedfromsupernodes.Forexample,the
temperaturedistributionalongacurvededgecanbespecifiedtobelinearlyinterpolatedfromtheendpoints,which
arespecifiedtobesupernodes.

Thisallowsthecomputertoperformtheworkthatisnormallydonebyhand.Thespecificationofsuperelements
andsupernodesprovidesThermalDesktopwithadditionalknowledgeabouttheformoftheresultingsolution,
whichisusedtoreducethenumberdegreesoffreedomintheproblem.

Thechoiceofsuperelementsandsupernodesisgovernedbythesameconsiderationsthattheengineerusesin
nodalizinganythermalproblem.Inamacrosense,energyisalwaysconserved,and"bulk"propertiesoftheregion
areaccurateregardlessofthesizeofthesuperelement.LikeFDnodesandregularfiniteelements,largerregions
tradelocalfidelityforfasterruntimes.

LINEARCURVEDFINITEELEMENTS- TheThermalDesktophasintegratedfiniteelementmesheswithfinite
differencebasedmodeling.ThermalDesktop'sfirstlawbasedformulationofFEMshowsthatnodesrepresent
controlvolumesandcanbeusedinconjunctionwithtraditionalmodelingmethods.Thelinesthatconnectthe
elementcentroidsdelimitthecontrolvolumeforanode.DirectradiationanalysisofFEMmeshesalsoavoids
problemsassociatedwithad-hocconversionofvalidFEMmeshestoelement-centroidnetworks.

Radiationanalysisisperformedusingtheshapefunctionstoweightrayenergy.Whenarayisemittedfroman
element,itsenergyisdeterminedbytheshapefunctionsforeachofthenodesontheelement.Whenaraystrikesan
element,theenergyisdistributedtoeachofthenodesontheelementusingthereceivingelement'sshapefunctions5.
Thus,radiationismodelednon-isothermally, providing better accuracy for the same nodal density as codes that are

restricted to isothermal radiative exchange.

The problem remains; however, of the need to use many flat elements to approximate curved surfaces. Curved
element formulations do exist, implemented with higher order shape functions. However, these parabolic elements

are still more complicated than necessary for thermal concerns.
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NodaldensitiesaregreatlyincreasedcomparedtousingfamiliarTRASYSsurfaces.Inaradiationdominated
problem,thiscanquicklyleadtointractablemodels.Theobvioussolutionistoimplementcurved,linearfinite
elements.Theadvantagesforpostprocessing,model-to-modeldatamapping,andconductionandcapacitance
generationaregainedwithoutsacrificingradiationperformance.

Imagineaconductionprobleminwhichaflatregionsubjectedtosomeboundaryconditionsproducesatemperature
distribution.Thistemperaturedistributiondoesnotchangeif thefiatsurfaceissomehowmadeintoacurvedsurface
(withoutstretching).Topologically,theproblemsareequivalent.Asanotherexampleconductiontermscalculated
byhandforacylinderareidenticaltoconductorscalculatedforaflatplate.

However,theproblemisentirelydifferentwhenoneconsidersthestressproblem.A flatplatesubjectedtoexternal
forcesrespondsconsiderablydifferentthanacylindricalsection.Thisisthereasonthissimplesolutionhasnotbeen
implementedinpresentFEbasedtools.

MostFEcodeshavetheiroriginsinsolvingstructuralproblems.Toimplementacustomtypeofelementthat
satisfiesanarrowmarketofradiationdominatedthermalproblemshasnotbeenapriorityamongprovidersofFEM
basedtools.

TheThermalDesktopimplementscurvedfiniteelementbasedsurfacesinthesamemannerastraditionalconicFD
basedsurfaces.Fromamodelingstandpoint,theonlydifferenceisthatnodalpointsspantheentiresurface,rather
thanjustlyingin interiorregions.Eachnodeisstillviewedasbeingthecenterofacontrolvolume,towhichany
othertypesofconduction,convection,andradiationconnectionsmaybemade.

ThemainadvantageofFEMconicsurfacesoverregularTRASYS-likesurfacesbecomesapparentwhenthese
surfacesaretobecoupledtogetherconductively.ConductionmodelingbasedonFDsurfacesrequiresartificial
nodestobegeneratedattheboundariesofthesurface.Sometimestheseartificialintermediatenodesmaybe
eliminatedfromthemodel,othertimestheymaynot.FEMbasedsurfaceseliminatemanyambiguousconditions
andprovideasimplerinterfacesinceintermediatenodesdonothavetobecreated.Forsurfacesthatsharea
commonedge,orsolidsthatshareacommonface,nodesoccupyingthesamelocationcanbemergedintothesame
node,orconnectedtogetherthroughacontactconductance.

ForcompatibilitywithexistingmodelsandforthosethatpreferthefamiliarFDapproach,ThermalDesktopalso
supportsfullconductionandcapacitancegenerationforFDbasedradiationsurfaces.

INTEGRATING THERMAL MODELING APPROACHES

The Thermal Desktop simultaneously supports FD, FEM, arbitrary network, and procedural modeling methods. An
advanced radiation analysis tool, RadCAD, is integrated within the Thermal Desktop. RadCAD works with both FD

and FEM based geometry. The use of the industry standard thermal analyzer, SINDA/FLUINT is retained, allowing

complete user control and simulation capabilities along with advanced fluid flow modeling.

An example analysis of a fictitious spacecraft is presented to illustrate the combined use of these modeling methods
simultaneously in a thermal analysis model. Figure 8 shows a simple box shaped spacecraft with two solar panels.

Inside the box is a battery, mounted in a sleeve that is attached to a radiator panel at the base.

The battery was converted into a two node super element using the top and bottom edges of the cylindrical section
as the super nodes. The battery was placed into the sleeve with the battery mesh and the sleeve mesh nodes non-

aligned.

The interior of the sleeve and the base of the sleeve were specified as having a contact conductance. The Thermal

Desktop performed the calculations to connect the sleeve to the battery and the sleeve to the radiator panel through
these contact surfaces. A heatpipe on each side of sleeve connects the outside of the sleeve to the radiator panel. The

heatpipe was connected using FD calculated conductors.
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Theedgesofthefourlongrectanglesoftheenclosingboxwerecoupledtogetherwithahighcontactconductance.
Thesquareendswerecoupledtothelongsectionwithathermallypoorcontactconductance.A singlenetworktype
conductormodeledtheconductionbetweenthesolarpanelandthespacecraftbody.

Radiationconductorswerecomputedforboththeinteriorandexteriorofthespacecraft.Orbitalheatingrateswere
computedandthetemperaturespredictedusingSINDA/FLUINT.Contourplotsoftheanalysisresultsareshown
Figures9-10.

Theradiationexchangewiththewarmbatteryandtheenclosurecanbeseen,aswellastheinteractionbetweenthe
solarpanelsandtheendsofthebox.Theeffectsoftheheatpipeonthebatterysleeveandradiatorpanelarealso
apparent.

CONDUCTION/CAPACITANCE GENERATION

An overview of the user's interaction with the Thermal Desktop has been presented in previous sections. This

section presents a few of the user interface dialog forms and techniques for controlling the generation of
conduction/capacitance data.

Analysis geometry is edited by selecting the geometry with the mouse and choosing the edit command from the

pull-down menu or by clicking the edit icon on the toolbar. A single entity may be modified, or a group of entities
may be edited together.

The edit command invokes the tabbed dialog shown in Figures 11-13. This form contains tabs for setting the nodal

breakdown, numbering, optical properties, and active sides for radiation analysis. The "Surface" tab allows
parameters to be input for the shape of the surface. The "Cond/Cap", "Contact", and "Insulation" pages are used for

conductor and capacitance generation.

Nodal capacitances and intra-entity conduction hookups are controlled by the "Cond/Cap" page, as shown in Figure
I i. Node-to-node conductors for nodes on the solid or shell entities will be generated using the data input on this

page.

Surfaces have the additional capability of being modeling as a simple thin shell, or as two shells separated by a small

distance coupled with a "through" conductivity. For example, the conduction and capacitance terms for a

honeycomb panel constructed from two face sheets and a core material may be modeled by a single graphical entity.

Orientation angles may be specified for anisotropic materials.

Figure 12 shows the input page to control contact conductance. Contact boundary conditions may be applied to faces
or edges of thermal modeling entities. For example, the base of an electronic box on a panel may be specified to
have a certain contact conductance. Likewise, the edges of surfaces used to represent computer cards that attach to

the panel may also be specified as having a contact conductance. Thermal Desktop will integrate along the faces and
edges of these entities, searching the other entities in the model, and generate the appropriate connections to

adjoining nodes. The nodal meshes do not have to be aligned.

Insulation is often used in spacecraft and cryogenic applications. Multi Layer Insulation (MLI) is commonly used
for spacecraft, relying on reducing the radiative coupling to the environment. Foam type insulations are often used in

cryogenic applications. The input form permits insulation to be placed on the top or bottom sides of a surface, or
selected sides of a solid. The insulation can be characterized by a combination of effective radiative emissivity and

effective conductivity.

Conduction and capacitance data along with analysis results may be graphically displayed, as shown in Figure 14.
Spheres are drawn at the nodal centers, and tubes are drawn to represent node-to-node heat flow paths.

Both size and color are used to represent nodal and heat flow data. Five different quantities may be displayed

simultaneously using the color of the nodal surface, the color and size of the nodal sphere, and the color and size of

the nodal heat flow path.
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RADIATION MODELING

Thermal Desktop may be used for conduction and capacitance generation and results postprocessing. An advanced
radiation analysis module, RadCAD, is optionally available for calculation of radks and orbital heating rates.

RadCAD works with both traditional conic surfaces and with FEM generated meshes. Import and Export of
TRASYS models is supported.

RadCAD employs both raytracing and a unique progressive radiosity algorithm. Specular, angular dependent and

refractive optical properties are supported. Articulating geometry including star, sun, and planet tracking are
provided. An overview of RadCAD and its unique computational algorithms are described in reference [6].

SUMMARY

A new thermal analysis system has been presented that addresses the problems associated with integrating thermal

engineering into the concurrent engineering environment. Present radiation modeling techniques are preserved and
directly integrated into a CAD environment.

Conduction and capacitance generation from these surfaces along with full support for FE models expands the set of

modeling tools available to the thermal engineer and permits closer coupling with other engineering disciplines.

New types of custom finite elements have been developed to address specific thermal needs, as well as a unique
super element formulation to reduce complicated meshes into a simpler SINDA/FLUINT network. Thermal Desktop
along with SINDA/FLUINT forms a complete thermal analysis and fluid flow solution, that also integrates with

existing in-house CAD systems and FE based tools.

The most up to date information regarding the release and availability of Thermal Desktop can be found at

http://www.webcom.c9m/crte.c, h.
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Figure I. Thermal Desktop main screen
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Figure 2. Analysis geometry for example model
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Figure 3. Thermal results for example model

Figure 4. Snap points for TD cone
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Figure 5. Detailed mesh simplified with super element

Figure 6. Comparison of super element solution

Figure 7. Numerically computed shape function
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Figure 8. Simple FD/FEM test model

Figure 9. Temperature results for exterior of model
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Figure 10. Temperature results for interior of model

Figure 11. Conduction/Capacitance parameters
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Figure 12. Contact conductance parameters

Figure 13. Surface insulation parameters
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Figure 14. Conductor/Capacitance postprocessing
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ABSTRACT

The commercial satellite industry is booming, and the demand for increased-capability spacecraft has presented

thermal engineers with an interesting challenge. Higher and higher power levels create a need for more efficient heat
rejection systems. The size of future satellites, however, does not provide for sufficient "fixed" radiator area to

remove the heat generated by the increasing number of high-power units. A way had to be found to increase the heat

rejection area, and to efficiently transport heat to this additional area. Over the past few years, Hughes has

developed a system which utilizes deployable radiators to increase the heat rejection area, and Loop Heat Pipes
(LHPs) to transport heat from inside the spacecraft to the deployable radiators whence it is rejected to space. This

combination has made it possible for Hughes to greatly increase transponder capacity on its commercial satellites.

The ability to accurately model this system has therefore become critical to the design and integration of high

powered spacecraft. This paper presents the modeling methodology, and the correlation of the model to ground tests

performed at Hughes. In the modeling, SINDA/FLUINT has been used to model both the thermal and fluid aspects

of the system.

One of the keys to modeling this system is an understanding of the Russian developed Loop Heat Pipe (LHP). A

brief description of the characteristics of the LHP and the approach taken in modeling it are also included in this

paper. Accurate modeling of the LHP has been verified by correlation with ground test data.

A ground test was performed with a simulated deployable radiator having two LHPs creating an upper zone and a
lower zone. Results have been correlated and are presented for an upper LHP input power of 828 W. The lower

zone provides the boundary temperature. The effects from parasitic heat leaks from the lower zone are apparent in
the test results and are reproduced by the SINDA/FLUINT model. It may be noted that this is the first time that

interactions between two LHPs mounted on a radiator have been systematically analyzed. The ground test has

proved that these interactions are important, and the correlated model now gives us the ability to predict the effects
of parasitic heat leaks. This enhanced modeling capability enables a better understanding of the deployable

radiator/LHP system, and will aid in the design of more efficient systems in the future.

INTRODUCTION

The loop heat pipe (LHP) was developed in Russia (the former Soviet Union), and is experiencing increasing
acceptance and utilization in the United States. Like a conventional heat pipe, the LHP is totally passive and allows

the transport of large amounts of heat with a low AT (high conductance). It accomplishes this by the continuous
evaporation and condensation of its working fluid, taking advantage of the latent heat of the working fluid to

transport large amounts of heat. The conventional heat pipe and the LHP both have an evaporator section, a

condenser section, and possibly an adiabatic or transport section (Figures 1 & 2). Once liquid is formed at the
condenser, it must be returned to the evaporator and this is accomplished via a capillary structure. The capillary

structure develops capillary forces that pump the liquid back to the evaporator. Among the disadvantages of the

conventional heat pipe are sensitivity to adverse tilt, inflexibility in layout, and the possibility of liquid entrainment

in the vapor flow (since the liquid and vapor are not separated by any barrier). The biggest limiter for the heat pipe
is liquid drag in the grooves. These disadvantages are all overcome by the LHP.
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TheLHPconsistsof fivecomponents:evaporator,vaportransportline,condenser,liquidtransportline,and
compensationchamber(reservoir).ThewickintheLHPisconfinedtotheevaporatorwhichallowsawickwithvery
fineporesizeandassociatedlowpermeabilityto beused.Thissmallporewickgeneratesa greaterpumping
capacitythanthatexperiencedwiththeconventionalheatpipe.Themaximumpumpingcapacitymayberelatedto
theporesizeofthewick:

(i)

This increased pumping capability allows the loop to overcome large adverse elevations between the evaporator and
condenser under unit gravity conditions. Confining the wick to the evaporator allows the condenser and transport

lines to be smooth walled tubes permitting greater flexibility in layout and simplicity in manufacture; it also limits

the Ap for liquid flow which is a big limiter for a conventional heat pipe. The separation of the liquid and vapor

lines prevents liquid entrainment.

In order to become more familiar and confident with the performance of the LHP, a ground test was conducted at the

Hughes Space & Communications facilities in E1 Segundo, CA. The test lasted for six days and was intended,

among other things, to prove the feasibility of a deployable radiator using two LHPs and to determine the interaction

present between the radiator zones of the two LHPs. Tests were performed at various power levels and at hot and
cold sink temperatures. Start-ups were performed and rapid power changes were investigated. Both LHPs

performed flawlessly during all aspects of the test.

This paper focuses on steady state testing with input power of 828 W, and on the development of a SINDA/FLUINT

model which accurately predicts the performance of the LHP including the interaction between zones and the effect

of parasitic heat leaks from the portions of the condenser to the subcooled liquid return line. The interaction between
zones, mainly conduction from the upper zone to the lower zone, or vice versa, was observed during testing to play a

role in LHP performance, e.g. operating temperature of the loop. Also, the parasitic heat leaks from the condenser
bends to the cooler liquid return line due to the nature of the layout on the deployable radiator tended to reduce the

subcooling present in the loop and thereby impact the operational characteristics of the loop. Models used to make

pre-test predictions did not take these effects into account and it was determined that a more detailed model would
more accurately predict the behavior of the LHP as observed in testing. The model described in this paper was

developed with this in mind.

EXPERIMENTAL

Ground testing on the deployable radiator/LHP system was conducted in a thermal vacuum chamber at the Hughes

facilities in El Segundo, CA. The ground test consisted of a simulated spacecraft enclosure, a simulated deployable

radiator (aluminum facesheet), and two Loop Heat Pipes whose evaporators were located within the spacecraft
enclosure and whose condensers were mounted in serpentine fashion to the deployable radiator. The condensers
were mounted one above the other to create two distinct zones, the upper and the lower. Heat was supplied to the

evaporators of the LHPs via dual bore heat pipes equipped with heaters (upper LHP), or by heaters placed directly

on the evaporator (lower LHP). The frontside of the deployable radiator was painted with black primer and had an
emittance of 0.93. The backside of the deployable radiator was blanketed with 11 layer multi-layer insulation (MLI).

The simulated spacecraft structure was closed out with 10 layer MLI. Calrod arrays were used to set effective sink

temperatures.

The test setup was instrumented with 180 thermocouples to provide temperature data. The upper and lower zones on
the radiator were not isolated from each other, and therefore interactions between the zones were evident. Also of

importance to note are the interactions between the rungs of the same condenser, and between the condenser and the

liquid return line. Successful modeling of these interactions is important for accurate prediction of LHP

performance.

The test setup is shown in Figure 3.
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TemperatureandpowerdatawererecordedusingHughesSpace& CommunicationsLab'sdataacquisitionsystem.

Testswere performed at power input levels ranging from 50 W to 900 W with various step sizes. Three different

sink temperatures were achieved 20°C, -27°C, and -120°C. Startup responses, rapid power step responses, and

steady state operation were all recorded. Different combinations of input power on each zone (e.g. upper zone high

power, lower zone low power and vice versa) was also investigated.

As noted earlier, ground testing revealed impacts to the performance of the system caused by interactions between

the zones and by parasitic heat leaks to the subcooled liquid return line. Predictions made before the test were

produced by a model not capable of delineating such effects and therefore a more detailed model was developed.

FORMULATION OF MODEL

The model for the LHP is based on a prebuilt SINDA/FLUINT model provided by Cullimore & Ring Technologies,
Inc. [Cullimore, et al]. The prebuilt model was modified to fit the parameters of the tested LHP and also to include

a finely nodalized radiator to better simulate conductive interactions. Nodalization was also increased along the
condenser. The steady state SINDA/FLUINT model consists of 64 fluid lumps and 3000+ thermal nodes, with many

of the nodes serving to make up the radiator. The upper LHP is modeled in detail while the lower zone serves as a

boundary condition. The upper loop heat pipe is represented by its five main components: evaporator,

compensation chamber, condenser, vapor line, and liquid transport line. The vapor line, liquid line, and condenser

are all nodalized so that appropriate gradients are resolved.

Evaporator

The LHP's evaporator serves as the heat input region and also the location of the wick which provides the pumping

capability for the device. The evaporator is modeled as a wick, vapor removal grooves, and a thermal node where

heat is input. The wick is modeled as a CAPPMP macro in SINDA/FLUINT. The CAPPMP macro is basically a

CAPIL with a junction in the middle. The junction is tied to a thermal node with a user defined heat transfer
coefficient. The thermal node represents the shell of the evaporator and the heat input occurs in this location. One

CAPPMP serves as the entire wick. Parameters required for the evaporator include wick conductivity, permeability,

length, inner and outer diameters. There are also vapor removal grooves on the external surface of the wick which

are represented by tube in the SINDA/FLUINT model.

Compensation Chamber

The compensation chamber is modeled as a tank tied to a thermal node. The thermal node is able to radiate to the
environment. The compensation chamber tank serves as the reference pressure for the loop.

Vapor and Liquid Lines

Both the vapor line and the liquid line are represented as macros containing five junctions tied to five thermal nodes

via heat transfer coefficients calculated by SINDA/FLUINT. The nodes are not permitted to radiate to the

environment since they were blanketed in the test.

Condenser

The condenser consists of forty-eight tanks tied to forty-eight thermal nodes. The condenser was converted from the

annular cross section, which was in the prebuilt, to a circular cross section. The convective heat transfer between the

fluid and the walls is modeled as flow through a duct and appropriate heat transfer coefficients are calculated by
SINDA/FLUINT.
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Radiator

Theradiatorconsistsof 2982nodes.Thenodesarecoupledtogetherusingsimpleconductioncalculations.The
radiatorisalsocoupledtothecondenserbyapreviouslydeterminedperinchconductance.Onesideoftheradiator
iscoupledtoasinktemperatureusinganemissivityof0.93.Theothersideoftheradiatorinthetestwasblanketed
withan I l-layerblanketandthisis representedbyaneffectiveemissivityof 0.025.Parasiticheatleaksand
interactionsbetweenthezonesarerepresentedbyconductancesfromtheliquidreturnlinetothecondenserin the
regionandconductancesfromtheupperradiatorzonetoboundarytemperaturesrepresentingthelowerzone.These
conductancescanbezeroedouttoremovetheeffectofparasiticsforcomparison.

Inthepresentstudy,thesolutionisarrivedatemployingtheprocesssuggestedbyCullimore& Ringin theirLHP
prebuiitmodel.Thecompensationchamberismodeledasatankwhosestateis maintainedateachsolutionstep.
Thesystempressureisadjustedtoarriveatanenergybalancethroughtheloop.Thelogictodothisexistsin the
prebuilt.

A steadystate828W casehasbeenanalyzed.Thesinktemperaturewas-27°Cwhilethespacecraftenvironment
temperaturewas23°C.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Resultsarepresentedforan828W steadystatecase.Thispoweris inputtotheupperLHPwhilethelowerLHP
zoneservesasboundarytemperatures.Figure4showsthetemperaturepredictionsandtestresultsaroundtheloop.
Twodifferentmodelresultsarepresented,onewithall parasiticheatleaksaccountedfor,theotherwithsuchheat
leakszeroedoutasdescribedabove.It isreadilyapparentfromexaminationof theresultsthattheseparasiticeffects
arenecessaryforpropercorrelation.Asnotedearlier,thegroundtestingshowedeffectscausedbyparasiticsand
zoneinteractionswhichcouldnotbesufficientlypredictedwiththepreviouslyexistingmodels.Sincethese
interactionsimpacttheoperationalcharacteristicsofthedeployableradiator/LHPsystemtheyareimportant,andthe
correlatedmodelnowgivesustheabilitytopredicttheeffectsof suchinteractionsandparasiticheatleaks.This
enhancedmodelingcapabilityenablesabetterunderstandingofthedeployableradiatorFLHPsystem,andwill aidin
thedesignof moreefficientsystemsin thefutureprimarilybylayoutof thelinesonthedeployableradiatorand
sizingoftheradiator.

Futureworkwill includeincorporatingincreaseddetailin theevaporatorsectioninordertobetterunderstandthe
processesoccurringin thiscriticalsection.Also,transientcorrelationto thepowerstepsandstart-upswill be
handledalongwithcorrelationofmicrogravitydataobtainedfromaspaceshuttleexperiment.

CONCLUSION

A groundbasedtestofaLHP-deployableradiatorsystemconsistingoftwoLHPsmountedonthesameradiatorwas
conductedattheHughesSpace& Communicationsthermalvacuumfacilities.Thetestresultsweresuccessfully
correlatedusinga SINDA/FLUINTmodel.TheLHPprebuiltmodelprovidedbyCullimore& Ringservedasa
goodbasisforthismodel,andwithsomemodificationswasabletoaccuratelypredictthetestresults.Thefinely
nodalizedradiatorwasimportantinattainingthecorrectinteractionsoccurringbetweenvariouszoneswhichwere
evidentinthetest.Inclusionoftheparasiticheatleakspresentbetweenportionsofthecondenserandthesubcooled
liquidreturnlinealsoleadto improvedcorrelation.Theabilityto modeltheeffectsof theseinteractionsand
parasiticsonLHPperformancewill leadtomorerobustdesignsforfuturedeployableradiator/LHPsystems.
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SUMMARY

The intent of mechanical design is to deliver a hardware product that meets or exceeds customer expectations, while

reducing cycle time and cost. To this end, an integrated mechanical design process enables the idea of parallel
development (concurrent engineering). This represents a shift from the traditional mechanical design process. With

such a concurrent process, there are significant issues that have to be identified and addressed before re-engineering
the mechanical design process to facilitate concurrent engineering. These issues also assist in the integration and re-

engineering of the thermal design sub-process since it resides within the entire mechanical design process. With
these issues in mind, a thermal design sub-process can be re-defined in a manner that has a higher probability of

acceptance, thus enabling an integrated mechanical design process. However, the actual implementation is not

always problem-free. Experience in applying the thermal design sub-process to actual situations provides the
evidence for improvement, but more importantly, for judging the viability and feasibility of the sub-process.

INTRODUCTION

Integration of engineering analysis tools into computer-aided design/computer-aided engineering (CAD/CAE)
environments is highly attractive since it holds the promise that the entire mechanical design process becomes

concurrent. Such an integrated process enables the efficient overall evolution of a particular design. While design
and analysis are conducted, machining paths for manufacturing, strategies for assembly, and plans for inspection can

be developed. Automated finite-element modeling tools have supported this vision for quite some time. The ability
to link finite-element modeling tools with (CAD/CAE) tools has been demonstrated for many applications, such as

Auto Desktop, Pro Engineer, and I-DEAS Master Series. On the other hand, space-borne system-level thermal

design (i.e., design beyond the part level) has not been available in an integrated environment without compromise
or the penalty of a significant training effort.

The entire mechanical design process is composed of sub-processes such as configurational design, structural

design, and thermal design. With increasing pressures on competitiveness and reduction in cycle time, it is necessary
to redefine the system-level thermal design sub-process. The thermal design sub-process must strive to maximize
the design activity and to minimize mundane, but necessary activities such as analytical model development. With

the "big picture" in mind, re-engineering the thermal design sub-process should strive to globally optimize the
overall mechanical design process.

The desired future state is an integrated mechanical design tool that has CAD/CAE, analysis, manufacturing,

assembly, and inspection modules. CAD/CAE packages such as Pro Engineer and I-DEAS are striving to approach
this ideal. However, it is fair to say that such an ideal for system-level aerospace applications is still several years
into the future. The purpose of this paper is to describe the primary issues surrounding the integration of the thermal

design sub-process into the entire mechanical design process, to suggest an integration approach that affords a

higher probability of success, and to present lessons learned in exercising this integrated approach.

CONCURRENT ENGINEERING

First of all, it is necessary to clarify some terminology. Producing the "mechanical design" (from art to part) is the
whole process. This process is composed of sub-processes such as design or analysis. Specific activities such as

design assessment or testing are performed within each sub-process. The relationships between process, sub-

process, and activity are shown in Figure 1.
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Theintentof a mechanical design is to deliver products that meet or exceed customer expectations, while reducing

cycle time and cost. In reality, the final product is a mechanical system, where its compliance with requirements is
measured against its system-level performance. However, in more traditional approaches the mechanical design has

been developed by serial iteration with the various sub-processes (e.g., structural design, thermal design, and optical
design). The demonstration of end-to-end system performance through analysis has been formidable in scope and

protracted in time. In the face of budgetary (time and money) constraints, the ability to remain competitive is
severely hampered with a traditional approach. Additionally, other sub-processes such as manufacturing, assembly,

and inspection are deferred until the design matures. Again, this further increases the protracted lifecycle of a

mechanical design.

In order to facilitate the mechanical design process, preliminary designs are analyzed with several idealizations. As

the design matures, some of these idealizations are removed so that a more realistic representation of the actual

performance can be obtained through analysis. There have been instances where serious design inadequacies have
been uncovered late in the design life Cycie_ Such deficiencies could fiave been discovered earlier if the mechanical

design process was more streamlined. The system-level nature of the thermal design sub-process is self-evident
since thermal design issues permeate through most flight hardware. Compliance with thermal requirements is not the

sole responsibility of the thermal engineer. From a system-level perspective, one of the primary thermal design
objectives is to minimize consumption of system-level resources (mass, power, cost, schedule, etc.) within the given
constraints. The ability to discover mechanical design deficiencies as early as possible increases the likelihood of

developing a robust thermal design. Mechanical design deficiencies can be discovered not only in design

development, but also in other sub-process such as manufacturing, assembly, and test. Lastly, today's competitive
environment dictates that more design development be performed with less cost and schedule. Evolution of the

thermal design sub-process is imperative since the traditional thermal design sub-process probably cannot meet
more demanding cost and schedule constraints..

AN INTEGRATED MECHANICAL DESIGN PROCESS

An integrated mechanical design process permits the parallel development of the design, manufacturing, assembly,
and inspection sub-processes. The emphasis of the design is at a system-level since each sub-process is concerned
with the entire mechanical system. Obviously, a tool that assists an integrated mechanical design process is

practically a prerequisite. Most importantly, the system-level performance can be more easily assessed, because

problematic data interfaces between sub-processes would be seamless. Additionally, this would free the engineer
from mundane or repetitive activities such as analytical model development or product database management to
concentrate more on the creative design activity. To this end, CAD/CAE tools have incorporated many of the

pertinent sub-processes such as analysis, manufacturing, and inspection. Some of the more familiar integrated
CAD/CAE tools are AutoDesk, Pro Engineer, and I-DEAS Master Series.

Typically, engineers and designers spend an inordinate amount of time searching for and compiling product data.

The cornerstone of the integrated mechanical design process is the product parameter" da_tab.ase. This database is the

complete mechanical description of the hardware product, which includes information such as the mechanical
configuration, materials, mission design (orbital trajectory), and electrical power dissipation. A salient feature of
this database is its comprehensive nature. Newly assigned personnel would have a single source for product
information. The control of this database is typically a single authority, be it a single individual or a single

organization. Database access is usually provided by a product database management system within the highly
integrated tool. For ISO 9001 registered organizations, the documentation of design control would be very

straightforward. Engineers and designers would have immediate access to the most current product data, virtually
eliminating the need for local product databases.

As shown in Figure 2, the product database resides at the center of the mechanical design process. Sub-processes

have ready access to the product database, and this permits each individual sub-process to be conducted in parallel.
In the natural course of design, each sub-process may identify mechanical design revisions. If approved by the

governing product database manager, each other sub-process owner is notified of the change and requested to assess
the impact of the change on their sub-process. As stated earlier, sub-processes such as manufacturing and assembly

can take a proactive stance by initiating their activities concurrently with the design and analysis sub-processes.
Additionally, the design process lifecycle can be significantly reduced.
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Fromacursoryglance,thisproposedidealprocessseemsbestsuitedforthedetaileddesignphase,commonly
referredtoa"PhaseC/D."However,thisprocesscanandshouldbeusedforearlierdesigndevelopmentphases.
Theproductdatabasewill lacksomematurity,butanearlyassessmentofsystem-levelperformance,especiallywith
opticalorradiofrequencysystems,shouldbeestablished.Thisperformanceassessmentalsoshouldincludetheease
ofmanufacturing,assembly,test,andinspection,sub-processesthatarenotusuallyaddressedearlyinthedesign
cycle.

Focusingonthethermaldesignsub-process,themostnoticeablebenefitsare:1)betteraccessandcontrolofmostof
thecrucialthermalproductdata,2)morewidespreaduseofautomatedanalyticalmodeldevelopment,and3)
improveddatainterfacingwithothersub-processesorsub-processactivities.Theunderlyingthemeisimprovement
ofsub-processefficiencywhichenablesthethermalengineertoaccomplishmoredesigntradestudiesinagiven
timeperiod(ortoaccomplishagivenactivityinashortertime).

INTEGRATEDMECHANICALDESIGNISSUES

Whilethebenefitsofanintegratedmechanicaldesignprocessarealluring,therearesomemajorstumblingblocks
thatmustbeovercome.Evenpriortoexercisinganintegratedmechanicalprocesstask,someoftheseissuesare
readilyapparent.Forconvenience,theissuesarecategorizedaslogisticalandpsychological.Thelogisticalissues
canbeeasilystated,andpotentiallysolvedwithsomedefinitionofaprocessorprocedure(similartoISO9001
documentation).However,thepsychologicalissuesarenoteasilyresolvedsincehumansareinvolved.Thekeyto
developingasolutiontothepsychologicalissueslieswithunderstandingthemindsetoftheworkgroup.One
solutionistodevelopapproachesthathaveahigherprobabilityofbeingacceptedand,ultimately,adopted.This
conceptisknownas"ownership"or "buy-in."

LogisticalIssues

1)Productparameterdatabaseaccommodationforthermaldesign- aCADICAEconfigurationdatabasetendsto
includeagreatdealofdetailsinceit representstheactualhardwareproduct.Ontheotherhand,analyticalthermal
modelsareusuallysimplified,butfaithfulrepresentationsoftheconfiguration.Configurationdetailssuchas
numberoffastenersorchamferedcornersaretypicallyinconsequentialtothermalengineers.Inaddition,aplethora
ofsuchdetailsmakesthedatabaseunwieldy,difficulttoworkwith,andhardtomodify.Therefore,theCAD/CAE
productdatabaseforthethermaldesignsub-processshouldincludeasimplifiedgeometricrepresentationofthe
hardware.It isthissimplifiedgeometrythatwillbethegenesisofanalyticalmodels.Thesimplifiedgeometric
representationwillbetailoredspecificallytothethermaldesignsub-process.Somecoordinationbetweenthe
specificsub-processes(e.g.,thermalandstructuraldesign)isrequiredsothattherearenotechnicaldatainterface
gaps(e.g.,temperaturescanbespecifiedforallstructuralgridpoints).

Thebiggestissueisthedevelopmentofasimplifiedgeometricrepresentation(sometimesreferredasa"skeleton
model").Onelogicalapproachistostartwiththedetailedconfigurationandthenmodifyitbyremovingand
simplifyingthermallyunnecessarygeometry.ThisrequiresproficiencywiththeCAD/CAEtoolthatthemechanical
designer(notthethermaldesignengineer)usuallypossesses.However,thethermalengineerdeterminesthedegree
ofgeometricsimplificationthatisnecessaryandappropriate.Thequestionis:"Whoshoulddevelopthesimplified
geometricrepresentation?"Inanidealsituation,thethermalengineerwouldbeskilledwiththeCADICAEtool,but
inpractice,themechanicaldesignerandthethermalengineermustworktogethertodevelopthesimplified
geometry.Asboththedesignerandengineercyclethroughthemechanicaldesignprocess,theywill begintocross-
trainin thedeficientareas

2) Datatransfertoothersub-processes- It ishighlylikelythatthethermalandstructuralanalyticalmodelswillnot
beofthesamefidelity.Mappingoftemperaturesfromarelativelycoarsethermalmodelontoafinerstructural
modelhasbeenalongstandingissue.Therearesomestand-alonemappingroutines(refs.1-3).Inrecognitionof
thisissue,theintegratedCAD/CAEtoolshouldhaveprovisionstohandlethismappingprocedurebyintegrating
existingroutinesorbydevelopingbetterones.

3) Analyticalthermalmodelsize- Thetemperaturemappingissuecanbeavoidedbyusingthesamefidelityasthe
structuralfinite-elementmodel(FEM).Suchmodelstypicallyhavemanymorenodesthanthethermalmodel,
sometimesapproachingafewthousandnodes.Finite-differencesolverssuchasSINDA(refs.4and5)havenode
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andconductorlimitationsthatarelessthanFEMsolvers.Evolutionoftraditionalthermaltools(e.g.,SINDA)will
berequiredtoaccommodatelargermodelsizes.If thisdoesnotoccur,anopportunityfornewFEMthermalsolvers
suchasIMOS(ref.6)mayemerge.Troubleshootingandunderstandingresultsfromlargemodelshavealwaysbeen
difficult.A portionofthisissueisaddressedbyincorporatingtheabilitytodisplaytemperatureresultsgraphically.
Isotherms,themselves,donotprovidetheentirepicture.Temperaturesaremerelytheconsequencesofheatflow.
Incorporatingtheabilitytodisplaytheheatflowfieldisanecessityforinterpretationofmodelresults.Theheat
flowvisualizationoptionisnotreadilyavailablefromcommonFEMtools.

4) Analyticalthermalmodeling- WiththeuseofFEMforthermalanalysis,themodelingofthermalhardwaresuch
aslouversandclosed-loopedheatercontrolbecomemoredifficult,if notimpossible.TheshearnumberofFEM
gridpoints(orthermalnodes)willcomplicatetheidentificationandsimulationofthermalhardware.

5) Populatingtheproductparameterdatabase-Informationispower,andthisisverymuchthetruthwiththe
mechanicaldesignprocess.Thecentralizedproductparameterdatabaseisaformidablebodyof knowledge.
Constructingthisdatabaseishugetaskinitself,andfacilitatingthepopulationthedatabaseisimperativesothatthe
mechanicaldesignprocesscanberesponsive.Theissueofcollectingandcontrollingproductinformationis
fundamentaltothisprocess.

Inrecognitionofthisproblem,aprocedurehasbeendevelopedtoexpeditethecollectionofthermal-relatedproduct
data(ref.7).Theprocedurereliesuponanintensiveinitialcollaborativeeffortbetweenseniorthermalandsystems
engineers.Thecenterpieceofthisprocedureiscomprehensivesetofthermaldesignquestionswhoseanswers
providethebasicstructureforthethermal-relatedproductdata.Priortotheinitiationofthepurethermaldesign
sub-process,seniorthermalandsystemsengineerscompletethethermalengineeringdatasurveytothebestoftheir
ability.It isexpectedthatthisprocedurewouldtakefourtoeightweeksdependingonthesystemdesignmaturity.
Oncethethermaldesignsub-processbegins,thethermaldesignteamwillhaveanexcellentpointofdeparture.This
procedurecanbereplicatedforothersub-processsothattheentireproductparameterdatabasecanbeassembled.

PsychologicalIssues

1) Sub-process"buy-in"--Theintegratedmechanicaldesignprocessrepresentsamajorchangeinconducting
business.Peoplehaveanaturalresistancetochange.Whileit isquiteeasytofocusonthepositiveaspects,thereal
issueisattheworkinglevel.Theengineerswhowillbeimplementingtheintegratedprocessesandsub-processes
mustbeconvincedthatthischangeissensible,appropriate,andnecessary.Toignoreanegativemindsetis
analogoustoignoringadesignflawuntilafterthehardwareisdelivered.Inthisanalogy,atremendousamountof
timeandworkforceisexpendedtofixthehardware.Inthesamemanner,atremendousamountoftimeand
managementenergylateintheschedulewillbeexpendedif theintegratedprocessisforceduponresistantworking-
levelengineers.Anintegratedmechanicaldesignprocessthatisentirelynewandabruptlyadoptedwillprobably
meetalargewaveofresistance,andultimatelyitsacceptanceasastandardprocesswillprobablyfail. Replacingan
existingprocesswithonethathasnopedigreewiththepastcastsdoubtuponwhetherthepreviousprocesswas
appropriateatall. Additionally,achallengingburdenisplacedontheworking-levelengineerstoquicklylearnthe
newprocessandtoproducerealresults.A moreenlightenedapproachtochangeinvolveslinkingnewprocesses
withpositiveattributesfromthepreviousprocesses.Theworking-levelengineersshouldbeinvolvedinmanyofthe
aspectsofthetransitionfromtheexistingprocesstothenewprocess.Theideaistoobtain"buy-in"attheinitiation
ofanewprocessratherthansomewheredownstream.

2) Trainingengineerstobecomeproficientwiththeprocess- Althoughthisissuecanbecategorizedunder
logistics,trainingis intimatelyrelatedto"buy-in."It isveryreasonabletoexpectaregimenoftraining.However,it
rarelyoccursinaneffectivefashionorinasufficientamount.Again,involvingworking-levelengineersinthe
planningandschedulingoftrainingwilthelptodefineaneffectiveregimen.Onceinitialtraininghascommenced,a
strategyforintroducingtheprocessintoaproductionmodeisrequired.Thebenefitsofchangingtheprocess
probablywillnotberealizedintheshort-term.Infact,theprocesschangecanresultinhighercostandlonger
scheduleswhichshouldbeunderstoodandacceptedbymanagement.Managementneedstoprovidetangible
evidenceofendorsement.Thestrongestformofendorsementistobecomefamiliarwiththeprocessby
participatinginthesametraining.Otherindicationsofmanagementendorsementincludeprovidingseparatelabor
fundingfortraining,accommodatingworkscheduletofacilitatetraining,andtakingalong-termreturn-on-
investmentperspective.
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THETHERMALDESIGNSUB-PROCESS

Previousdiscussionhasbeencenteredonanidealintegratedmechanicaldesignprocess.Thisidealisfarfrom
standardpracticeinthecurrentaerospaceindustry.Currently,thereisnooneCAD/CAEtoolthatmayserveasan
aerospacestandardtosupporttheintegratedmechanicaldesignprocess.Hence,thechangefromthetraditionalto
theidealmechanicaldesignprocessshouldbeameteredapproach,usingaseriesofstepstoachievetheintegrated
mechanicaldesignprocess.Byunderstandingthegapbetweenthetraditionalandidealprocessandbytakingstock
in theidentifiedissues,somedecisionssurroundingtheintegrationofthethermaldesignsub-processcanbe
established.Similarly,thethermaldesignsub-processwillchangecommensuratelywiththemechanicaldesign
process(i.e.,incarefullyplannedsteps).Therefore,thefirstwaveofchangewillalignthethermaldesignsub-
processwiththeidealstate.It isthefirststepinthethermaldesignsub-processevolution.Whiletheultimategoal
isanintegratedmechanicaldesignprocess,thefirstobjectiveistodevelopathermaldesignsub-process,which
initiatesintegrationandis likelytobeadopted.

Byexaminingtheissueswiththeidealmechanicaldesignprocess,agreatdealofinsightcanbeextractedaboutthe
firststepforthethermaldesignsub-process.Thepsychologicalissuesarethemostimportantones.Eventhemost
technicallyrigoroustoolwillbedoomedforabandonmentif theworkinglevelengineersdonottrulybelievethatit
isthe"right"tool.Changeisaself-realizationprocess,andit wouldbehighlyarroganttoforce-feedanewsub-
process.Trainingisnextinpriority,andasub-processthatattemptstomaintainsomeheritagewiththeprevious
sub-processwillhaveahigherprobabilityofacceptance(andultimatelygain"buy-in").Mostengineerswouldlike
tobuildonpreviousknowledgeandexperience,andrecognitionofthismindsetisveryimportanttodefiningan
integratedthermaldesignsub-process.Thelogisticalissuesfollowbehindthepsychologicaloneswithregardto
priority.Thisisnottobelittletheirseriousnessorstature.Logisticalissuescanbedefinedinconcreteterms,andso
theirsolutionsaremoretractablethanpsychologicalissues.Thetoplogisticalissueisthedevelopmentofthe
thermal"skeleton"database(geometryandotherthermal-relatedproductdata).Thisiscriticaltothesuccessofthe
integratedmechanicaldesignprocess.

Theproposedfirstwaveofchangeforthethermaldesignsub-processspansthegapbetweentraditionalthermal
toolsandCAD[CAEtools.The"bridges"aretranslatorsthattakeaskeletongeometryandtransformthemintoan
analyticalthermalmodel.Commercially-supportedtranslatorswereselectedtoavoidanyunnecessarytool
development,andtorelievetheburdenoftroubleshootingtranslatorbugs.Theforemostreasonforsuchan
approachiscenteredonthepsychologicalissues.Onthetopofmostthermalengineer'swishlististheautomated
developmentofananalyticalthermalmodel.A thermaldesignsub-processthatenablesautomatedmodel
generationandisstilllinkedwithtraditionalthermaltoolshasahighprobabilityofacceptance.Thetraining
associatedwiththissub-processisfocusedontheautomatedmodeldevelopment.Obviously,thereisnotraining
involvedwiththethermaltools.Again,thetrainingisnotasformidableorprotractedasanentirelynewtoolsuchas
I-DEASMasterSeries,andthepossibilityofsub-processuseishigherthanatotallynewtool.Anothersalient
featurewiththissub-processis itsindependencefromthespecifictypeofCAD/CAEtool.Theaerospaceindustry
hasyettounanimouslyadoptasingleCAD/CAEtoolstandard.BeingindependentfromanyspecificCAD/CAE
toolprovidesagreatdealofflexibilityinapplyingthissub-processinconjunctionwithotherCAD/CAEtools.
Emphasisondataexchangeformatsratherthan"tools"providesthenecessaryflexibilitytodevelopanintegrated
designprocess.TheskeletongeometryispreferablyformattedusingtheIGESstandard.However,otherneutral
formatssuchasDXForNASTRANcanbeaccommodated.A futureformatisthepromisingStandardforthe
ExchangeofProductModelData(STEP,ref.8). ThisreducestheamountofCAD/CAEtoolproficiencythata
typicalthermalengineerrequires.ItshouldbenotedthatsomebasicCAD/CAEtoolproficiencyisrequiredsothat
thermal-specificitemssuchasthermalblanketingcanbeaddedtothe"skeleton"geometry.

Figure3schematicallydepictsthethermaldesignsub-process.Theproductdataisqueriedthroughaproductdata
managerwithintheCAD/CAEtool.It istacitlyassumedthatthermal-specificinformationsuchasthethermal
blanketconfigurationhasbeenadded to the product data. The thermal skeleton database is extracted from the

CAD/CAE tool and imported into a commercially-available, finite-element modeler, FEMAP (ref. 9). FEMAP was

initially developed as pre- and post-processor for structural FEMs. With a graphical user interface (GUI), the user
can construct an FEM, and after conducting the analysis elsewhere, the results can be graphically shown within

FEMAP. Recently, upgrades were incorporated into FEMAP to permit the development of FEMs for thermal
analysis. FEMAP is the workhorse tool of the thermal design sub-process. It is used to develop the FEM from the

simplified geometry within the skeleton database. The FEM is developed using specific two- and three-dimensional
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elements(e.g.,plates,laminates,membranes,bricks,andtetrahedra).FEMAPisnota"trueshape"modeler;items
suchascylindricalorsphericalshellsareapproximatedwithplates.Additionally,thethermophysicalproperties
suchasthermalconductivityandspecificheataswellasmechanicalpropertiessuchasdensityareprescribed.
Variablethermalconductivityand/orspecificheatcanbeaccommodatedbyFEMAP.Heatloadsfrominternal
powerdissipationmayalsobeassigned.Theseattributesassistinthedeterminationofthethermalmathmodel
(TMM).Thethermo-opticalpropertiesareassignedanddoubly-activegeometryis identifiedforthedevelopmentof
thegeometricmathmodel(GMM).

FromFEMAP,TCON(ref.3)canbeusedtodeveloptheinputfilesforthetraditionalthermaltools.This
commercially-availabletoolwasdevelopedunderasmallbusinessinnovationresearchgrantwiththeGoddard
SpaceFlightCenter.TCONisatranslatorthatimportstheFEMAPdataandcreatesaTMMandaGMMbasedon
thefinite-elementgrid.Thisusuallyincludesnodeandconductordefinition,arrayspecificationsif thereare
variablethermophysicalproperties,andSINDAexecutioncontrolconstantssuchasabsolutetemperaturescale,
solutionroutine,andconvergencecriteria.Theusermustincorporateanyvariablelogicandoutputoptions.There
is flexibilitytocreateaSINDA/G(ref.4)oraSINDAJFLUINT(ref.5)formattedTMM.

Inmostspace-bornethermaldesigns,it isnecessarytodevelopaGMMtodetermineoverallradiationinterchange
withintheTMM and to calculate absorbed environmental heating (i.e., direct solar, planetary albedo, and planetary

emissive). Once the FEMAP data has been imported into TCON, a GMM that contains the entire geometry can be

generated. At this time, it is not possible to distinguish "internal" geometry from "external" geometry. Separation
of internal and external geometries must be performed manually. TCON can generate a TRASYS (ref. 10) or a TSS

(ref. 11) formatted GMM. In this particular thermal design sub-process, TSS is the preferred thermal radiation tool
because of its use of the Monte Carlo ray-tracing and GUI features.

Once the GMM and the TMM have been generated, the specific thermal tools (i.e. SINDA/G or SINDA/FLUINT

and TSS) are used to perform the analysis. TCON generates output logic to create an ASCII temperature output file

that may be imported into FEMAP. Within FEMAP, the isotherms are graphically presented. The MAPBACK
routine within TCON permits the mapping of temperature results onto the structural FEM. The thermal and

structural FEM grids do not need to be equivalent. The mapped temperature file can be readily used by a structural

analysis tool such as NASTRAN.

LESSONS LEARNED

The Goddard Space Flight Center developed the path between FEMAP and the traditional thermal tools. The work
described herein has linked FEMAP and the product data. This proposed thermal design sub-process has been used

for a few thermal design activities, and the experience has been invaluable in identifying the capabilities and

limitations of this sub-process.

The initial roll-out of the thermal design sub-process was hastily prepared. While there was buy-in at the

management level, the sub-process was imposed on the working-level engineers without sufficient training. As one
can imagine, there was a sundry of problems. Because the thermal skeleton geometry had not been developed,

importing the product data into the FEM tool was arduous and frustrating. The working-level thermal engineer
struggled with the FEM meshing, because of the lack of training. Additionally, the resulting TMM was too large for

the capability of SINDA/G. When the thermal skeleton geometry started development, the CAD/CAE designer was
distracted with other activities, and the skeleton geometry was never completed to the satisfaction of the thermal

engineer. In short, the initial roll-out was a dismal failure since implementation of the thermal design sub-process

was not well-thought out.

Shortly afterward, a small thermal team was formed to receive some training and to put the sub-process through
some trial cases. This team was formed with thermal engineers with a keen interest in this sub-process. At the same

time, an upgrade to FEMAP was released, which had improved IGES translation capability. Some classroom

training for FEMAP and TCON was conducted, and the link between FEMAP and the traditional thermal tools was
established for the first time on a working level. Rudimentary thermal analysis problems (e.g. insulated fiat plate in

Earth orbit) were undertaken and were validated with hand-calculations. The team generated a preliminary thermal

design sub-process primer (ref. 12) for other thermal engineers to consult.
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Thenextusageof the sub-process demonstrated some success. An avionics support structure (X2000 Integrated

Avionics Structure) was analyzed to assess the benefit of using composite materials versus aluminum. The product
data was imported into FEMAP, and the geometry was translated as "solids." The working-level thermal engineer

did not have the proficiency to mesh the solid geometry. At this point, it is not clear whether solid geometry can be
meshed for thermal modeling purposes. However, there were discrete geometry points, and these were utilized to
create the thermal FEM within FEMAP. In turn, the SINDA/G model was easily created. This model was a

conduction only TMM, and a GMM was not required. The results for the aluminum structure are shown in Figure 4.

As noted previously, the development of the thermal skeleton geometry is a must for this sub-process. Additionally,
the need for the CADICAE designer and thermal engineer to interact in the definition of thermal pertinent product

data was shown clearly in this case.

During the same time the avionics support structure analysis were underway, an inflatable radio interferometry

antenna (the Advanced Radio Interferometry Between Space and Earth, ARISE) thermal analysis was being
conducted. This was the first full use of the thermal design sub-process since the analytical determination of the

interferometric performance was derived from thermostructural distortion analysis. Due to the preliminary stage of
the project, the product data had not been formally established. However, a structural FEM had been developed.

Through discussions with the structural engineer, the applicability of the structural FEM for thermal modeling was
established. It was determined that small modifications such as ignoring the vacuum-deposited aluminum layers on

the reflector were required. These changes were implemented with FEMAP and SINDA/FLUINT TMM was easily
created. However, the structural and thermal FEMs maintained a one-to-one grid point correspondence. One salient

feature of TCON is its ability to always generate positive conductance values. When triangular elements are
generated, negative thermal conductance will result when one of the triangular interior angle is greater than ninety

de_ees. However, TCON recognizes this situation and employs a different, but rigorous method to determine the
thermal conductances.

The generation of the antenna GMM proved to be more difficult. A number of TCON bugs were uhcovered when

translating the FEM to a TSS GMM. Most of them were minor, for example the declaration of the initial conductor,

an option not used for the GMM, but required for completeness, was not specified. The most serious bug was the
incorrect translation of a trapezoid. The TCON vendor eventually solved all the identified bugs, but the GMM

development took longer than expected. The size of the TSS GMM was at the maximum capability of TSS. System
memory was nearly depleted during a TSS calculation, and the size of temporary files nearly depleted available hard

disk space. The oversight occurred in the assessment of the structural FEM for thermal analysis use. Even though,
the number of FEM grid points was modest (~500), the number of GMM surfaces created could increase by an order
of magnitude. This is because a thermal node (i.e., FEM grid point) is made up of portions of all surrounding

elements (e.g. in a rectangular mesh, each node can be surrounded by four element, implying four separate GMM

surfaces). The resulting TSS GMM for this antenna had nearly 3600 surfaces. Fortunately, radiation interchange
factors and absorbed environmental heating were computed successfully.

The antenna system isotherms when positioned at the sub-solar are shown in Figure 5. FEMAP was used to
transport these results to the structural model. The thermostructural distortions were determined and subsequently

so was the interferometric performance.

CONCLUSIONS

This proposed thermal design sub-process is the first step in evolving toward a truly integrated mechanical design
process. As demonstrated previous, the proposed sub-process is still in the incipient stages of usage, and some
pitfalls have been uncovered. At the same time, this sub-process has shown promise for its use on component- and

system-level. Over its short life span, there has been many lessons learned. The key to its subsistence is buy-in
from the working-level engineers. Since FEMAP has its heritage with structural design and analysis, most thermal

engineers indicated that FEMAP is not organized from a thermal design and analysis perspective. The FEMAP,
TCON, and SINDA/G vendors are currently considering a collaborative effort to integrate this tool suite. The

development of the thermal skeleton geometry remains a major open issue.

This proposed thermal design sub-process was developed by understanding the underlying logistical and
psychological issues of an ideal mechanical design process. It is likely that the ideal mechanical design process will

continue to evolve with time, so the thermal design sub-process will need to evolve as well. The identification of
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theidealmechanicaldesignprocessissueswilldictatehowthethermaldesignsub-processevolves.Integrated
mechanicaldesigntoolsthatwerepresentlydismissedshouldbemonitoredsotheirfuturebenefitmaybeknown.
OthereffortssuchasSTEPshouldbecloselywatchedforitspossibleincorporationintotheintegratedmechanical
designprocess.
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Figure l--Relationships between process, sub-process, and activity.
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Figure 3--Integrated thermal design sub-process flow diagram.
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SingleF/S AI Panel with Ribs & Mounting Box -

• Design #5, mass = 2.00 kg

• Max Boss Temp = 39.8C at Q = 49.5W

• Max Heat Rejection = 52.5W at Tmax = 45C

• 89% efficient
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Figure 4--X2000 IAS all-aluminum temperature results.
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Figure 5--ARISE on-orbit temperatures (in degrees Celsius).
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ABSTRACT

A thermalcomputermodeloftheNSTARxenonionthrusterhasbeenproducedusingalumpedparameterthermal
nodalnetworkscheme.Thismodelcontains104nodesonthethrusterandwasimplementedusingSINDAand
TRASYSonvariousUNIXworkstations.Themodelincludesradiationandconductionheattransfer,theeffectof
plasmainteractiononthethruster,andanaccountforfinelyperforatedsurfaces.Themodelwasdevelopedin
conjunctionwithanNSTARthrusteroutfittedwithapproximately20thermocouplesforthermaltestingatthe
NASALewisResearchCenter.Theresultsoftheseexperimentswereusedtocalibrateandconfirmthecomputer
modelfirstwithoutandthenwiththeplasmainteraction.Thecalibratedmodelwasabletopredictdischarge
chambertemperaturestowithin10°Cofmeasuredtemperatures.Todemonstratetheabilityofthemodelunder
variouscircumstancestheheatfluxwasexaminedforathrusteroperatingintheenvironmentofspace.

NOMENCLATURE

AI
Aj
Ci
Fij

Gji

Hji

JA

JB

N

Qi

rij

Tjk
Tik+ 1

Tj°
Tin+!

U+

Vp

_sh

qbT

_N

= area of Ith element, m 2

= area of jth element, m2

= thermal capacitance at node i, cal/g. K

= form (view) factor

= linear conductor attaching node j to node i, W/K

= radiation conductor attaching node j to node i, W/K 4

= ion current hitting grid, A

= ion beam current, A

= number of nodes

= heat source or sink for node i, W

= distance between the ith and jth element, m

= temperature of node j for the k th iteration, K

= temperature of node i for the k+ 1 iteration, K

= temperature of node j at time t, K

= temperature of node i at time t+At, K

= ionization energy, eV

= plasma potential, V

= energy deposited in the form of heat, W

= total thruster power, W

= neutralizer power, W

0 i = angle between normal of ith element and the line connecting the i th and jth element, radians

0j = angle between normal ofj th element and the line connecting the ith and jth element, radians
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INTRODUCTION

The 30-cm-diameter ring cusp NSTAR ion thruster represents the state-of-the-art in ion thruster technology. Ion
thrusters have long been known to have the highest efficiency at high specific impulse of all electric propulsion
devices. The combination of high power utilization efficiency at specific impulses in excess of 3,000 seconds has

made the ion engine an attractive candidate for high delta-V planetary missions.

Despite these advantages, however, application of ion propulsion to scientific, military, and commercial spacecraft

was hampered in the past by perceived high engine development costs and the inability of spacecraft manufacturers
to reliably identify potential integration and thruster lifetime issues. The primary concerns that spacecraft
manufacturers had in regards to using ion propulsion included the likely impact of thruster operation on spacecraft

design and operations, electromagnetic compatibility, spacecraft contamination from thruster efflux, spacecraft

damage from the plume, thruster reliability, and thermal loading of the spacecraft from the thruster. Ion propulsion
became (and will continue to become) more attractive once tools were developed (e.g., plume PIC codes) (ref. 1)

which helped spacecraft manufacturers identify potential spacecraft integration issues associated with this

technology.

Given the wide range of thermal environments an ion thruster on a deep-mission will likely encounter, it is essential

that computer tools be developed to predict the temperatures of thruster components over the expected range of
operating and thermal conditions. Some critical areas of concern include the degaussing of permanent magnets from
excess heating, freezing of xenon in propellant lines (ref. 2), distortion of the ion optics from thermal gradients (ref.
3), and spacecraft integration issues in general (e.g., thermal soakback). Although work has been done in the past to
model the thermal behavior of 20-cm-diameter (ref. 4) and 30-cm-diameter (ref. 5) divergent-field ion thrusters

utilizing mercury propellant, no such model has been developed for modern ring-cusp xenon thrusters like the
NSTAR engine. The most recent approaches used to develop the thermal models started with analytical models to
determine thruster self-heating from the plasma but then relied on data from experiments to adjust the numerical
model to fit measured thruster temperatures. This same approach was used to determine the self-heating terms on
the NSTAR thruster. The tests used for calibrating this model were based on experiments performed at NASA

Lewis Research Center in June and July of 1996.

Once adjusted to match experiments, the model can then be used to investigate other operating conditions. It has

already been used to alert of the possible dangers of overheating the magnets at certain thruster settings. Other
issues investigated but not presented here include enclosing the thruster in an adiabatic surface, changing materials
on the thruster, and the influence of ambient conditions in space on the thruster.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

Thermal Model

There are two major modes of heat transfer which take place in the NSTAR thruster. The dominant process is
radiation heat transfer, but conduction still plays a major role in establishing thruster component temperatures. The
interaction of the plasma with the thruster will be discussed later. In order to handle a model of significant size and

to study the thermal response of the thruster to various steady-state and periodic external radiation loads over its full

range of operating conditions, a computer model was utilized using two well-used codes,

SINDA (Systems Improved Numerical Differencing Analyzer) analyzes thermal systems represented in electrical
analogy, lumped parameter form. The "conductors" based on the conductive and radiative properties of the system
are calculated between nodes and then included in the SINDA input file. The equation used for steady-state analysis

in SINDA is:

..i_ _'_ [G .. (yk+, W k+l )..l_ H j, I(yk+l )4 (Tik+,)4 t]..i N k _ _

O=Qi =
(1)
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whichissolvedbya"successivepoint"iterativemethod(ref.6). Thetransientequationusedisbasedon an implicit
forward-backward differencing method:

n+| n+l n+l+ y-(Wr')
.=

For Equations (1) and (2) the radiation terms are linearized before solution routines are initiated.

The second piece of software used is TRASYS (Thermal Radiation Analyzer SYStem). TRASYS uses geometry
and surface characteristics to provide radiation conductors for SINDA. TRASYS computes the radiation view
factors using the Nusselt Sphere and double summation techniques (ref. 7). Both of these calculation methods are
based on the equation:

AIA, 7rFi2 dAa dA# (31

which gives the view factor for two finite areas.

The NSTAR model contains 104 thruster nodes with conductors connecting the nodes for conduction and radiation

heat transfer. The thruster is essentially broken up into 4 quadrants. However, two of the quadrants are further
subdivided in half to accommodate the gimbal pads. Since the neutralizer has been shown to be insignificant in its
thermal impact to the thruster (ref. 5), a simplified model of it was used. Figure 1 shows the nodal layout of the
thruster. The nodal numl4ering scheme in this figure for off-axis nodes starts with the lowest number on the bottom

(in the quadrant of the neutralizer) and then increases by one for each quadrant in a counterclockwise manner when
viewed from the optics end of the thruster. This scheme is true for all the nodes except those on the neutralizer
(400's), which are contained only in the one quadrant.

The tests which were used to calibrate the NSTAR model took place at the NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)

(ref. 8). The experimental setup at LeRC included the thruster enclosed within a 116 cm-diameter liquid nitrogen
cooled shroud contained in a 4.6-m-diameter by 19.5-m-long vacuum chamber. The model used temperature
measurements along the shroud and tank walls to establish boundary conditions. These boundary nodes consisted of
37 nodes making up the shroud and experimental setup, and 6 nodes for the tank wall. The thruster was modeled as
being isolated from the shroud and its test stand. The model does not include feed lines, electrical lines, or the
isolator box as those are predicted to have minimal impact on the thermal characteristics of the thruster. Figure 2
shows the shroud/thruster setup in the model.

Since radiation is the major form of heat transfer within the thruster, accurate surface property values are very
important. Changing materials or surface properties could modify the thermal characteristics of the thruster
significantly. These properties could also change over the life of the thruster further complicating matters. For this
model the emissivities of materials were assumed to be constant throughout the temperature range exam{ned; a valid

assumption for the conditions experienced by the thruster. Emissivities in the infrared surface temperature regime
were obtained from published sources and also from experiments conducted with components of the NSTAR
thruster (Table I). Joint conductances were modeled with a constant conductivity of 0.0057 W/cm _ °C on the basis

of experiments (ref. 5). All other material properties used in the model are listed in Table I.

Another surface characteristic which had to be modeled were the perforated surfaces, which TRASYS was not

designed to model. To approximate these surfaces, transmissive values were assigned to allow the appropriate
percentage of incident energy to pass through. The value used for the transmissivity corresponded to the open area
fraction of the perforated surface. However, it is not clear how accurate this assumption is for modeling these
surfaces. For example, transmissive surfaces in series will artificially block radiation which would normally travel
through the aligned open areas of two perforated surfaces. Another approach in treating perforated surfaces is to
model them as checkered surfaces. In this approach the amount of open area in the checkered surface corresponded
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tothesameamountofopenareapresentin the perforated surface. The grids of the engine were modeled both as
transmissive surfaces and as course checkered surfaces (Figure 3).

To determine the accuracy of these various thermophysical properties in the model, comparisons were done between

the model and cold soak experiments with the non-operating thruster in the shroud.

Self-Heating due to Plasma Interaction

One of the more complex aspects of the thruster model is ascertaining the amount of thruster self-heating from the

plasma interaction with surfaces. In order to determine analytically the amount of heat that is produced by the
plasma, several characteristics must be well understood. One of which is the precise location of the deposition of
charged particles on the various surfaces. The current produced by these particles and their corresponding
temperatures are also relevant. Work is underway to model this process.

However, for this model, a method which was used in past work was applied (refs. 4,5). This method entailed using

previous heat flux data from past work and then adjusting the values until the temperatures in the model agreed with
the experimental data. Once the self-heating values were adjusted to correlate the temperatures from the model to

the experiment, the total amount of energy used in self-heating was compared to the analytically derived amount.
The total heat applied was determined analytically by taking the total energy added to the system and subtracting out

the energy which exited the thruster in the beam. Equation 4 shows this energy balance.

--*N--(S.--S.,XV,"+U+) (4)

The adjusted values of self-heating are shown in Figure 4 for the NSTAR thruster operating at 2.3 kW. Other
operating levels were investigated, but only the 2.3 kW case is examined here since it was the highest operating
power in the experiments and it would yield the highest temperatures to which the thruster would be exposed to.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The computer model was first compared to the cold soak test which was done at LeRC. The shroud or enclosure
which is shown in Figure 2 was cooled by liquid nitrogen. The open end of the shroud was closed off by a door
which was cooled by the rest of the shroud through radiation. A ring piece was located close to the front (optics

end) of the thruster face and was cooled through conduction with the cylindrical part of the shroud. It was used to
minimize the amount of the thruster which interacted with the room temperature vacuum chamber wall. The shroud

was painted with a commercial, high temperature, fireplace flat black paint which has a measured emissivity of 0.9.

The temperatures for the boundary conditions in the model consisted of monitored shroud temperatures. A total of
37 nodes were used in modeling the shroud and other experimental features such as the test stand.

Figure 5 shows a cross sectional view of the NSTAR thruster with the temperatures determined experimentally and

by the SINDA computer model. There are two temperatures derived from the computer model which correspond to
different approaches to modeling the optics (checkered vs. transmissive).

The SINDA model accurately predicted all thermocouple values within 5 °C except at three nodes. One of those
three, the neutralizer tip, is within 6 °C. The other two, on the edge of the mask and front edge of the thruster, are
within 15 °C and are shown in Figure 5 with the temperatures enclosed in a double-lined box.

The application of the model to the cold soak experiment is necessary to determine the accuracy of the
thermophysical properties of the thruster (radiative and conductive) independent of the self-heating from plasma. It
is difficult to determine the discrepancy of the temperatures in the mask area. This may reflect the difficulty in

determining the contact resistance between the mask and the rest of the thruster.
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Theeffectofchangingthemethodofmodelingtheopticsappearstobeminimalin thiscase.Mostofthe
temperatureschangedbyonlyadegreeortwoCelsius.Themostdrasticchangeintemperaturewasintheoptics,
(2-3°C).Thiswouldindicatethatmodelingthesurfaceastransmissiveissufficientfortheconditionsconsideredin
thecoldsoaktestsimulation.

TheNSTARthrusterhasalsobeenmodeledinSINDAtopredictitstransientbehavior.Figure6and7showa
comparisonbetweenexperimentallydetermineddataonFebruary28,!996andtheSINDAmodelwiththeoptics
modeledastransmissivesurfaces.

ThepredictedresultsfromSINDAagreetowithin10°C for all of the nodes except 112 (mask), 400 (neutralizer
rear), 102 and 104 (plasma screen). The areas of greatest discrepancy tend to be along the plasma screen and mask.
Again, this represents the difficulty in determining some of the contact resistances in the system and in modeling
perforated surfaces. In Figure 6 the nodes corresponding to the plasma screen (lxx) increase in temperature from

300 to 400 minutes. This is due to an increase in the shroud temperatures. The modeled plasma screen surfaces in
SINDA are more sensitive to the shroud temperatures than the actual plasma screen surfaces in the experiment. This
sensitivity could be due to a difference in thermal capacitance between the modeled and the actual plasma screen
surfaces and it could also be affected by the method of modeling the perforated surface.

Figure 7 shows that the agreement of temperatures in the discharge chamber area is very good. The temperatures
follow within 5 °C throughout the test with the exception of the neutralizer tip (node 404). The accuracy in the
discharge chamber temperatures is crucial since most of the components in the thruster of concern are on or near
this surface. The model also shows that the discharge chamber is interacting with its surroundings (the shroud) as in
the experiment. The energy exchange between the plasma screen and the discharge chamber is of less influence

than between the shroud and the discharge chamber since the plasma screen is perforated and hence only a portion
of its surface interacts with the discharge chamber, and because the emissivity of the screen (0. i) is considerably
lower than that of the shroud (0.9). Thus, even though the temperatures of some outer components such as the
plasma screen may be less accurate, their impact on the discharge chamber is minimal.

The next step is to examine an operating thruster. Figure 8 gives the temperatures on the NSTAR thruster when it
was operating at 2.3 kW as well as the temperatures for the SINDA model for both types of optic surface
representations.

As mentioned, prior initial values of self-heating were used and then adjusted to correspond to the experimental
data. Those adjusted values were given in Figure 4. This method resulted in 331.5 W being applied to the thruster.
After subtracting 28 W used by the neutralizer, the thruster has 303.5 W of applied heat.

Using Equation 4 where _T=2274 W, qbN=23 W, JB=1.75 A, JA=0.01 A, Vp=I I00 V, and U+=12.13 A results in

the applied heat being 316 W. The 303.5 W derived from the model is within 4% of the calculated value.

Although the temperatures in the discharge chamber are within 5 °C of the experimental data, the temperatures
along the plasma screen and mask are off by considerably more. The discrepancy is most likely caused again by the
difficulty in modeling a finely perforated surface and modeling contact resistances. The coupling between the
discharge chamber and the plasma screen is through isolators which have a high number of contact points. But as
shown earlier, the interaction between the discharge chamber and the environment is accurate. Therefore, this
model will give an accurate prediction of the discharge chamber and its components under varying conditions. This

is supported by the good agreement between the amount of self-heating energy supplied for the model and that
derived analytically.

Once the model is calibrated it can be used to predict various thruster operating scenarios. One of the major
concerns is knowing the direction heat is flowing out of the thruster and in particular, the amount of heat which will
be directed toward a satellite in space. To estimate the directional heat fluxes, the thruster was modeled in a box

maintained at a temperature of-273 °C and an emissivity of 1.0 (Figure 9). The thruster was then given the heat
distribution corresponding to the 2.3 kW throttle point.

It can be seen on Figure 9 that a majority of the heat is expelled through the optics of the engine. It should be noted

that the effect of the plasma is only included as the heat applied to thruster components and the power through the
grids does not include the ion beam power. The sides of the thruster are uniform in power distribution with a slight
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variationcausedbytheneutralizerwiththerearhavingthelowestamountofheatflux. However,thesevalues
would change if an object of different temperature were on a given side. If a satellite was behind the thruster at a

much higher temperature than absolute zero, the amount of heat flux in that direction would be drastically reduced.

CONCLUSIONS

The SINDA thermal model developed accurately models the NSTAR thruster discharge chamber and components to

within 10 °C. There is a larger discrepancy with the temperatures on the plasma screen and mask. However, it has
been shown that this has minimal effect on the temperatures of the discharge chamber and its components. There is

still an accurate representation of the interaction between the inner surfaces and the environment. Changing the
discharge chamber whether by a material change or a change in its layout will have the greatest effect on the thruster
temperatures. The plasma screen and neutralizer were shown to be of lesser importance to the thruster thermal
environment.

Limitations of the model include approximating perforated surfaces. There are no thermal tools currently available

to model finely perforated surfaces. Not only is the determination of radiation view factors more difficult,
calculating the conduction along the material is also more challenging. Some work has been done to further

approximate the perforated surface. The methods used here included modeling the surface as having a
transmissivity equal to the open area fraction, and creating a coarse checkered pattern of appropriate open area.
Other limitations include modeling the contact resistance between parts. While the dominant form of heat transfer is

radiation, it was shown that contact resistance plays a significant role in the connection of the discharge chamber to

the plasma screen via conduction.

The self-heating terms were developed from experimental data. Further work is being done to determine these terms

analytically for various cases. The model is now capable of being integrated into various environments. It can be
used to investigate spacecraft integration issues and evaluate proposed design changes from a thermal impact point-
of-view.
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TABLEI - ASSUMEDPHYSICALPROPERTIESOFIONTHRUSTERMATERIALS

Material

Aluminum5052

Density
g/cm3
2.68

CapacitanceConductivity Emissivity
cal/g°C W/cm°C
0.20 1.37 0.14

0.30'
PureTitanium 4.43 0.15 0.2 0.23

0.4"
1

Carbon Steel 7.81 0.13 0.60 Not Needed
304 Stainless 7.92 0.125 0.20 0.11

0.27"
0.5""

Molybdenum 10.19 0.20 1.20 0.2
Tantalum 16.16 0.035 0.60 0. I

19.38 0.035 1.50Tungsten
Alumina 3.79 0.20 0.17
Kovar 8.36 0.105 0.15 0.1
6AI-4V 4.43 0.15 0. I 0 0.15
Titanium

0.1
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FIGURE 1 - NSTAR ION THRUSTER LAYOUT
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FIGURE2- MODELLAYOUTOFTHE NSTAR THRUSTER IN EXPERIMENTAL SHROUD

Screen Grid (67% Open Area)

Accelerator Grid (24% Open Area)

Open Area

FIGURE 3 - CHECKERED PATI'ERN USED TO MODEL ION OPTICS IN TRASYS
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2.3 kW Thruster - 331.5 W Applied
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FIGURE 4 - SELF-HEATING VALUES FOR NSTAR THRUSTER
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AI Temperatures are in Celsius

FIGURE 5 - NSTAR THRUSTER TEMPERATURES UDER COLD SOAK CONDITIONS
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FIGURE 6 - TRANSIENT COLD SOAK EXPERIMENT (2/28/96) COMPARED TO
SINDA MODEL OF NSTAR THRUSTER
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FIGURE 7 - TRANSIENT COLD SOAK EXPERIMENT (2128/99) COMPARED TO
SINDA MODEL OF NSTAR THRUSTER DISCHARGE CHAMBER
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FIGURE 8 - NSTAR THRUSTER TEMPERATURES WHEN OPERATING AT 2.3 KW
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FIGURE 9 - HEAT FLUX FROM NSTAR THUSTER TO BOX WITH SPACE CONDITIONS
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A SHORTHISTORYANDABRIGHTFUTUREFOROPTO-MECHANICALINTERFACE

TimothyD.Wise
Opto-MechInterfaceOrganization

6106OldBromptonRoad
Boulder,Colorado8030!-3142

(303)530-9342
twise@csn.net

SUMMARY

Justthirteenyearsagoseveralkeyaerospacecompanies,amongthemHughesAircraft,recognizedtheneedtopass
databetweentheopticalandmechanicaldesignenvironmentsmoreefficiently.Uptothattimeitwascommonto
wheelastackofcomputerprintout,twofeetdeep,intothemechanicaldesigner'sofficeforthepurposeofdescribing
theclearaperturerequirementsalongtheopticaltrainandtheconnectingray-pathvolumesthatwerenottobe
invadedbymechanicalmounts.Thecontentsofthe"stack"werepageafterpageofray-surfaceintersection
coordinatesthatthemechanicaldesignerhadtometiculouslyloadintohisCADmodel.Nowondertherelations
betweenopticalandmechanicaldesignerswerestrained,atbest.

Thechangethatoccurredaround1985wasthedevelopmentofthefirstfewtranslatorsthatautomatedthetransferof
opticalraydata.Inparticular,HughesAircraftpresentedakeypaperatthe1986SPIEconferencein
Innsbruck/Austria,whichdescribedatranslatorthatwroteoptics/ray-datafromtheCODE-VTM optical design

program to IGES format, for input to the ANVIL TM mechanical drafting program. This touchstone accomplishment

represented the first of a whole stable of translators that were created to provide fast and accurate interfaces among

many CAD programs. Unfortunately, therein lay the problem with this approach: the possible permutations of

interfaces among, say, a half dozen CAD software packages multiplied out to 36 individual translators, all of which

have to be updated as the CAD packages are revised. And this was just within one company. The number of

possible permutations becomes even more ridiculous if one attempts to share data between companies.

Therefore, it became clear as early as 1988 that a simpler approach was needed to port optical data into a variety of

CAD environments. Starting in that year was an effort to create an international standard called NODIF, the Neutral

Optical Data Interchange Format, which was to be implemented in the pre- and post-processors of a variety of CAD

packages. By 1993 it was decided that NODIF should become part of the much larger STandard for the Exchange of

Product model data (STEP). Then in 1995 a working group within the International Organization for

Standardization (ISO) was formed to "make it so". Now 3 years later, it is appropriate that we review where we

stand in this effort, demonstrate what we've accomplished so far and describe the bright future that awaits us. As we

carry this out in the remainder of this paper, there may be some useful concepts for those of you working in the

myriad of fields that may be tangent to optics and mechanics.

INTRODUCTION

The increasingly pervasive effect of computer software in the disciplines of optical design, engineering, and
manufacturing, makes the standardization of digital exchange of data defining optical systems increasingly desirable

to optical engineering practitioners from both quality and time to market perspectives. The "bottom-line" is that,

while it may be easy for the optical designer to generate a two foot stack of data, no one has the time to read it, scan

it, interpret it or incorporate it into a tangent design discipline. Even if paper is not the preferred, or necessary,
medium of exchange, all those megabytes of information have to be processed somehow and no one has the time to

write the ad-hoc software to service all of the possible engineering interfaces. The reasons for this situation are that:
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• systems are becoming more complex

• performance specifications are becoming harder to meet ... even unreasonable

• budgets are tighter

• systems are supposed to work right the first time, without the benefit of engineering model units

At the same, optical designs are finding their way into an ever growing constellation of applications. Did you know

that it is increasingly less likely that you can:
• visit adoctor

• go to a hospital

• place a phone call

• watch a TV program

• go out onto the Internet

• drive your car

• operate your computer
• learn more about the universe

• buy food at the supermarket
* receive police and FBI protection

without the intervention of beneficial optical systems?

Most people aren't aware of this because optical systems tend to be absorbed into the products that they make
possible. People know about the products and services, but not about the optical systems that enable them. _ No,

optics are not just binoculars and microscopes anymore. Optical systems now include:

• optical fibers and lasers in medicine and communications

• optically recorded and guided drives in computers
• heads-up displays and Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) systems in both airplanes and automobiles

• optical scanners in supermarket checkout and inventory systems

• optical night vision systems used by your local police as well as the military

• and a whole new generation of sophisticated telescopes probing the cosmos

Since 1995, an international task group has worked on defining an information model for a generic optical system,

guided by the technical content of the 10110 series of "optical drawing" standards, generated by ISO. Its goal is to
make the integration and analysis of optical systems in the systems thatyou use far easier.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The goal is to completely describe an optical system digitally so that an arbitrary designer or end-user receiving the

description may make use of it unambiguously. An optical system can be specified via three categories of

information:

1. context or descriptive information

2. a physical system description

3. an optical system description

The contextual information consists of various identifying information, such as the company or organization

responsible for the optical system, descriptive information and/or part numbers, the designer's name and the software

producing the exchange file. The physical system description of the system is comprised of data conveying the

geometrical shape of the optical parts, grouping information relating to subassemblies, material specifications,

geometrical tolerances on shape and location, and kinematic data such as for zoom and scanning mechanisms.

Finally, the optical system description includes such information as ray paths, beam footprints or other light bundle

defining information, usage specifications such as relative aperture, focal length, transverse magnification,

wavelength band and image format.
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Withrespecttothesecategoriesanopticalsystem(product) has much in commoil with a mechanical product, but

with some important additional characteristics peculiar to optical systems being taken into account. Examples of

these characteristics include:

• the extraordinary precision required by the fabrication of optical systems, as evidenced by the error in the

Hubble Space Telescope's primary ... less than the breadth of a human hair

• minuteness of some features of optical systems, such as multi-layer coatings

• the description of aspherical optical surfaces via the conic constant, which is a truly alien parameter in the

world of mechanical design

APPROACH TO STANDARDIZATION

Initially work was carried out by task group #2 under task committee #172, subcommittee #1; in ISO parlance, that's

"ISO TC172/SC1FFG2." It was given the charge to achieve "data transfer without optical drawings and tables." The

effort has required the specification of both the data to be transferred as well as the file format, known as NODIF -

the Neutral Optical Data Interchange Format. The first official working session, held October 1988 in Oberkochen

FRG, has been followed by a total of eleven working sessions, prior to the last general ISO meeting in Paris in May

1993. Throughout this period our group leader was Mr. Eckart Wieder of Carl Zeiss.

In the same timeframe, a separate and much larger international standardization effort was underway to provide

neutral data exchange and sharing for product data in general. Recent efforts by the task group have therefore been

aimed at expressing the optical system information model outlined above using the infrastructure developed by the

STandard for the Exchange of Product model data (STEP). STEP has already been used as the standard exchange

protocol by a variety of industries:

• architectural

• electrical

• automotive

• shipbuilding

• aircraft

• a variety of product life cycle areas

STEP is being developed as a "follow-on" to the US Initial Graphics Exchange Standard (IGES). ( You may visit

their website at http://www.cme.nist.govlsc4/) Building on experience gained with IGES, STEP standards are

developed using more advanced tools and guidelines than were involved in IGES development. Shown here

contributing to STEP, in addition to IGES, are:

• SET from the French standard agency, AFNOR

• the German DIN standardization institute

• ESPRIT, a European standards organization embracing the CAD language

Formal methods for information modeling, embodied in the EXPRESS language, are used to define the data to be

exchanged. Implementation methods, e.g. ASCII files and DataBase Management System (DBMS) interfaces, are
defined independently of the content of the information models. Standards for different applications and industries

all use a common set of generic entity definitions. Finally, requirements that an implementation of a STEP standard
must meet in order to conform to the standard are explicitly codified. These all contribute to the goal of exchanging

and archiving product model data without loss of information throughout the entire product life cycle.
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SHAPEOFANODIFAPPLICATIONPROTOCOL

In thecaseofopticalsysteminformationmodels,aSTEP-compliantstandardwouldconsistofanApplication
Protocol(AP).All contextinformationandmuchofthephysicalsystemdescriptionwouldbedefinedusingexisting
orplannedSTEPentitydefinitions.Functioningasa"toolbox"tobeusedtosupportavarietyofAPs,the
availabilityofthistoolboxmaximizestheinter-operabilitybetweendatageneratedforopticalapplicationsandthose
ofrelatedmechanicalCAD/CAM/CAEdisciplines.It isexpectedthat,bytheendofthiscentury,STEPwillbethe
standardfortheexchangeofalldesigndata.

TheNODIFopticalsystemdescriptionisdataspecifictotheopticalindustryandcontainsrepresentationsofthe
quantitiesdefinedin theopticaldrawingsstandards,amongotherinformation,e.g.,definingraybundles.This
informationmodelwillbedefinedusingtheSTEP-EXPRESSlanguage,whichinturnpermitsarangeofstandard
toolstobeusedtoimplementdataexchangeand/orsharing,suchasreadingandwritingASCII(AmericanStandard
CodeforInformationInterchange)filesanddatabaseinterfaces.TableI containsasampleofaNODIFentityusing
thesyntaxoftheEXPRESSlanguagefortheirexpression,

Thephysicalorgeometricdescriptionofthemechanicalaspectsofaproductsuchasanopticalsystemhavebeen
exhaustivelydefinedbySTEP.Forexample,thedescriptiveinformationsectionwouldbelargelyrepresentedby
entitiesfromPart41,"FundamentalsofProductDescriptionandSupport."AnumberofsetsofGenericResources
arebeingdefinedinthefollowingareas:geometryandtopologyofproducts(Part42),groupinginformationrelating
tosubassemblies(Part43,44),materialspecifications(Part45),geometricaltolerancesonshapeandlocation(Part
47),andkinematicdatasuchasforzoomandscanningmechanisms(Part105).Inthecaseofgeometryand
topology,it becameapparenttoSTEPdevelopersthattherewereanumberofmajorgeometricsubsystemssuchas
trimmedsurfacemodeling,facetedBoundaryRepresentation(BREP)solidmodeling,elementaryBREPmodeling
usinganalyticsurfacesandadvancedBREPmodelingusingsculpturedsurfacesdefinedbyB-splines,eachdefined
usingentitiesfromPart42,thatcouldbereusedindifferentapplicationareas.Theseresultinginformationmodels
arereferredtoasApplicationInterpretedConstructs(AICs).AICsprovideameansofreusinginformationmodels
thatarecommonacrossmanyapplicationareas.

Thereisaconsiderable"variationinbandwidth"ofthephysicaldescriptionofanopticalsystemthatcanbe
producedandexchangedbysoftware.Somesoftwaremayonlybeabletoprovidesurfacegeometryandlocations
fortheopticallyactivesurfacesintheopticalsystem.Otherscanmodelnon-opticallyactivesurfacesaswell.Some
opticalmodelingcapabilitiesbasedonBREPsolidmodelingarebeginningtobecomeavailable.ThusaNODIFAP
wouldspecifyseveraldifferentconformancelevels(oneforeachgeometricAIC)toaccommodatethedifferent
capabilitiesofopticalsoftware.ThosewhowouldimplementtheNOD1FAPcouldsupportanyorallofthe
conformancelevelstobeincompliancewiththestandard.

Finally, information specific to optical systems would be specified. Here the information content of ISO 10110 (as

opposed to the drawing indications) would be expressed in computer sensible form. The information concerning

material specifications' surface attributes and tolerances and the surface shapes peculiar to the optical industry would

be mapped onto the STEP Generic Resources to produce a NODIF AP.

Optical information outside the scope of ISO 10110 would also be defined and standardized as a part of the NODIF

AP. This would include optical system usage specifications such as relative aperture, focal length, transverse

magnification, wavelength band and image format. It would also include information significant to packaging
optical systems such as ray bundle definitions. It is possible that different conformance levels for the NODIF AP
could be introduced for this status of an International Standard (IS). The STEP standards themselves, 10 years after

they were initiated, have recently reached IS status and commercial tools and implementations are being used in

production environments. Continued development of a NODIF AP is thus timely.
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THEBRIGHTFUTUREOFOPTICALSTANDARDIZATION

StandardizationintheU.S.isacreatureofcontrasts,insomeareasenergeticandinotherslethargic.Onthe
energeticside,theSTEPeffortisheavilysupportedbymajorU.S.companiesthroughtheIGES-PDESOrganization
(IPO).( Youmayvisittheirwebsiteathttp://pdesinc.scra.org/)Duesformajorcorporationsrangefrom$50Kto
$100Kperyearwith1to2manyearsofemployeesupportinaddition.Thoseareprettyscarynumbersfor
companiesofmodestsize,butthereisawayformodestlysizedcompanies,orindividuals,tobeinvolvedaswell.
U.S.PROistheparentorganizationthatprovidesmanagementanddirectionforIPO,fortheU.S.Technical
AdvisoryGroup(TAG)andfortheNationalIGESUsersGroup(MUG).Dependingonthesizeofyourcompany,
duesrangefrom$1Kto$5Kyearly.ForthissumyouwillbekeptinformedastoSTEP'sprogressandyouwillbe
involvedinthework!( Youmayvisittheirwebsiteathttps://www.uspro.org/)

Onthelethargicside,whereverthereisnoinvolvementinstandardization,it becomespoorlyunderstoodandeven
becomesasourceoffear.TheU.S.opticalindustryhadbeenonthevergeoflettingthestandardscommitteesof
OSAandSPIEslipintooblivion.ThiswouldhavebeenasadeventfortheU.S.becausefutureadvanced
technologywillbedescribedandtransmittedviastandardprotocols.Thesestandarddescriptionsofopticalsystems
willbecomeasourceofnewtechnology,fromwhichtheU.S.cannotaffordtobecutoff. TheresponseofbothOSA
andSPIEtothisthreateningsituationwastoproposetheformationofajointU.S.standardscommitteethatwould
representthefollowingtradeandprofessionalorganizations:

• APOMA
• COM
• IEEE/LEOS
• LEOMA
• OIDA
• OSA
• NAPM
• SPIE

TheresultingorganizationistheOpticsandElectro-OpticsStandardsCouncil(OEOSC),whichis fundedbyits
memberorganizations,includingindividualcompanies,tradeassociationsandprofessionalsocieties.OEOSC
supportsthoseinvolvedinstandardswork,setsprioritiesandprovidescommunicationwithintheopticscommunity.
DuestotheOEOSCdependonthesizeofthememberorganization,butareonly$100peryearforasmallcompany
andupto$5Kforalargecompany.( Youmayvisittheirwebsiteathttp://www.optstd.org/)

TogetanideaastothefutureofNODIF,onemaylookatsomeoftheaccomplishmentsuptothepresent.First,
therearetwodecisionsbyISOleadershipthatsupportthecontinuingdevelopmentofNODIF:

I. TheoriginalopticaltaskgroupspawningNODIF(ISOTCI72/SC1/TG2)hasbeenconvertedtofull
workinggroupstatus,ISOTC172/SCI/WG4.( Youmayvisitourwebsiteat
http://optics.org/optical_standards/wg4.html/)

2. AClassA liaisonbetween(ISOTCI72/SCI/WG4)andthetechnicalgroupforSTEPproductmodeling
andanalysis(ISOTC184/SC4/WG3/T9)wasapprovedattheOctober1991TokyoPlenary.

Second,andevenmoreimportant,istheevidencethatboththeIGESprotocolaswellasSTEPAPsthatarea
precursorofNODIFarealreadybeingincorporatedintocommercialopto-mechanicalCADsoftware.Sofarthese
softwarepackagesinclude:

• ASAPrMfromBreaultResearchOrganization(IGES)--http://www.breault.com/
• LightTools_ fromOpticsResearchOrganization (IGES and STEP) -- http://www.opticalres.com/

• SOLSTIS/SPEOS rg from Optis (IGES and STEP) -- http://www.optis.fr/

• TracePRO _-Mfrom Lambda Research (IGES and STEP) -- http://www.lambdares.com/

• and others to be added to the growing list
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Third,toactuallyseeSTEPpassingdatathroughtheopto-mechanicalinterfaceisinspiring.If onlyI couldslipa
copyofLightToolsrM,forexample,toyouoverthewebandshowyouwhatisnowpossible!However,failingthat,
pleasetakealookatFigure1whichdepictsasimple2Dprofileofwhatisreallyafull,3Dsolidmodelresidingin
LightToolsrM.ThismodelisaDouble-Gausslensdesign,likethe50mmlensinyourfavoriteSLRcamera.For
demonstrationpurposesonly,I haveaddedasimplealuminumcanaroundthelenselements,tracedraysthroughit to
showthattheyarewell-focusedandthenwrittenthisdesignouttoafileinSTEPAP214format.Figure2showsthe
resultsofreadingthisdesignbackin fromtheSTEPfileandretracingtherays.Nowthereisgoodnewsandbad
newsaboutthisroundtrip.Thebadnewsisthattheraysnolongerfocusbecause,withouttheNODIFprotocolin
place,thetensprescriptiondataarelost:nouniquerefractiveindicesfortheglassesandinadequatedimensional
precisionformostlensdesigns.Thereallygoodnewsisthat:

• boththeopticalandmechanicalstructurewerefaithfullyretrieved
• the structure could be amazingly complicated and the retrieval would be just as successful, like the

LightTools model of a SLR camera

• Phase I of NODIF will fill in the missing information

Lastly, the really bright part of the future lies with you, because, as the current convener of TCI72/SCI/WG4 and
chairman of the OEOSC, I solicit your involvement, as part of our highly diverse technical community, in the

process that lies ahead. We need your participation and support, at whatever level you can provide, for the
remainder of this decade. Please share your ideas as to how we can maintain good communication with you, so that

NODIF will become a welcome new tool with which we can all do good work.
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TableI. NODIFDefinitionof a Conic Surface Using EXPRESS

conic_opticalsurface -> CONI

The conic surface object is a surface form parameterized by the radius and the conic

constant. The sign of the radius is such that:

r > 0 convex surface

r < 0 concave surface

r = 0 piano surface

The value of the conic constant, k, generates the following surface shapes:

k > 0 oblate ellipse
k = 0 circle

-1 < k < 0 prolate ellipse

k = -I parabola

k < - I hyperbola

EXPRESS Specification:
*)

ENTITY conic_opticaisurface

SUBTYPE OF (spherical_opticalsurface);

conic_constant : REAL;

END_ENTITY;

(*

Attribute Definitions:

conic_constant: conic constant, k.
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FigureI MountedDouble-GausslensinLightTools'rM

Figure2 MountedDouble-GausslensafterbeingreadbackintoLightToolsrMfromaSTEPfile
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